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Abstract 
\Ve :,;pecify and implement a. kernel for computational geometry in arbitrary fi-
ni tc dimensional space. The kernel provides points, vectors, directions, hypcrpla.ncs, 
segments, rays, lines, affine transformations, a.nd operations connecting these types. 
Points have rational coordinates, hyperplanes have rational coefficients, and anal-
ogous statements hold for the other types. \Ve therefore call our t.ypes mLpoint, 
raL1Jr.r.tor, raLdirr.ction, rnLhypr.rplanr., raLsr.grnr.nt, mLmy a.nd rat_linr.. All ge-
ometric primitives are r.xar:t, i.e., they do not incur rounding error (because they 
a,re implemented u::;ing rat ional a,rithmctic) a.nd ahvays produce the correct re~mlt. 
To this end we provide types -integer _·vector and integer_rnat1·ix which realize exact 
linear algebra over the integers. 
The kernel is suhmitt.ed to t.he CGAL-Consortium as a proposal for its higher-
dimensional geometry kernel and vvill become part of the LEDA pla rJorm for cmn-
hinatorial and geom;otric computing. 
*This work was carried out a.s part of Ll! LTH. CGAL. 
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\Ve define and implement the basic data types of higher-dimensional computational geom-
etry: points, vectors, directions, hypcrpla.ncs, scgnH~nts, rays, lines, affine tra.nsfonna.tions, 
and operations connecting these types. Points have rational coordinates, hyperplanes 
ha:ve rational coefficients, and analogous statements hold for the other types. \Ve there-
fore call our types ra.Lpoint, ra.Lvector, ra.t_direction, raLhyperplane, raLsegment, mLra.y 
and raLline. All geometric primitives a.re exact, i.e., they do not incur rounding error 
(because they are implemented using rational arithmetic) a.nd alwa.:ys produce the correct 
result. To this ciHl we provi<lc types infcgcr_vcdm· and ·infcgcr_nw.tTi:r which n';-diz.e cx;u:t 
linear algebra over the integers. 
\Vc need to briefly review the basics of anal:ytical geometry. \Vc use d to denote the 
dimension of the ambient space <md assume that onr space is equipped >vith a sta ndard 
Cartesia.n coordinate system. YVe identif}r any point p with its cartesian coordinate vector 
p = (p0 , ... ,f!d-I), where t he p;, 0 S: i < d, a.rc rational munbcrs. \Vc store a point by 
homogenous coordinates (h0 , ... , h,1) vvhcrc p; = h.;/ hd for all ·i., 0 'S i < d, a.nd the h; 's 
arc integer (LEDA type integer). The homogenizing coordinate hd is always positive. 
Points, vectors, and directions a.re closely related but nevertheless clea.rly distinct 
types. In order to vvork out the relationship it is usefull to identify· a point with an 
arrow exteiHling from the origin ( = an arbitrary but fixed point) to the point. In t.his 
view a point is an arrow attached to the origin. A vector is an arrow that is allm'\·ed 
to float freel:y in space, more precisel:y, a vector is a.n equiva.lence class of a.rrows where 
two arrovvs are equivalent if one can be moved into the other by a translation of space. 
Points and vectors can be combined by some arithmetical operations. For two points p 
and q the difference p - q is a vector ( = the equivalence class of arrows containing the 
arrow extending from q to p) and f(Jr a. point p and a. vector c, p + v is a. point. All 
operations of linear algebra apply to vectors, i.e., vectors can be stretched and shrunk (by 
multiplication with a scalar) and inner a.nd cross product applies to them. On the other 
hand , geometric tests like collinearity, only apply to points. 
A direction is also an equivalence class of arrmvs , where t\vo arrows arc equivalent 
if one can be moved into the other by a translation of space follm>~:ed by stretching or 
shrinking. Alternatively, we may view a direction as a point on the unit sphere. In 
two-dimensional space directions correspond to angles. 
The default dimension of all objcd1-1 is 2. This means t.ha.t a call to the sbmdard con-
structor TaLprFintO delivers an in1-1tance of ty pe rat_point for planar geometry. A point in 
d-dimensional space is constructed by p( integer _vector c, 1:ntegc1· D) or p( integer _vector c). 
In addition there arc standard static initialization operations d2 and d3 >vhich allow com-
fortable creation of objects for the dimensions 2 and 3. 
\Vith respect to the user interface we can group together points, vectors, directions 
and on the other hand segments, ra.:ys and lines. For the first group there arc common 
operations like [] and coord () to access cartesian coordina tcs and hcooTd 0 to access ho-
mogenous coordinates. Conversions within the first group can be made by operations 
with prefix to_. Thus to interpret a point p as its coordinate vector with respect to the 
origin one c;u1 use p. to_m.t_vector·() or to_mLvector{p). For the second group there are 
similar operations to access the coordinates of the determining pair of points. 
The input a.nd output operators of group one and hyperplane objects vvork on integer 
tuples ( i 0 , ..• , Z:d-l , id) with d + 1 components (homogenous representa.tion) . This extends 
to a pair of points vvith syntax [(i0 , ... , ia) === (j0 , ... ,ja)] for the objects of the second 
group. 
There a.rc many operations that axe only available for two-dimensional objects. Some 
of these make only sense for hvo-dimensional objects, e.g., the Tight_tnTn predicate for 
points, and others come with a special syntax for d-dimensional predicates, e.g., the ori-
entation predicate for ( d + 1)-tuples of points. \Ve have three reasons for this verbosity: It 
allows a more natural mode of expression, it (essentially) guarantees upward compatibil-
ity ,,.,·ith tlu~ previous 2d raJionaJ geometry module of LEDA, and it allows more efficient 
implementation of the tvm-dimensional operations. 
For all of our basic geometric types >ve ha:ve affine transformations which can be used 
by a call to the common member operation tmnsfonn(). 
The geometry kernel presented in this paper is submitted to the CGAL-consortium 
as a proposal for its higher-dimensional geometry kernel and will also become part of 
LEDA [M~89, ~vii\95, I\~95]. The CGAL-consortium is also developing a kernel for two-
and three-dimensional geon1etry [FGK+96, Ove96]. This kernel is parametrized with the 
underlying a.rithmetic; the rational arithmetic version offers similar functionality to the 
kernel described here. The design of our kernel was mainly influenced by three sources: 
the experiences with the two-dimensional LEDA geometry kerneL our experiences \Vith an 
experimental higher-dimensional kernel [MZ94], and discussions with the group developing 
the lmv-dimcnsional CGAL-kcrncl. 
This document has two main parts. The first part contains the manual pages of the 
implemented data. types grouped into the linear algebra module and the geometric objects 
module (the actual geokernel). In the second part we append the complete implementation 
of each data type in form of CWEB-projects . 
2 The Manual Pages 
2.1 The Linear Algebra Module 
2 .1.1 Matrices with Integer Entries (integer _matrix) 
1. Definition 
An insta.nce of data. type integer_matrix is a. matrix of integer variables. The types inte-
ger_matrix and integer_vector together realize many functions of basic linear algebra .. All 
functions ou int~g~r IHatric~s c.on1pnh~ the ~xact r~snlt, i.~., th~re is uo rounding ~nor. 
:\lost functions of linear algebra are checkable, i.e., the programs can be asked for a proof 
that their output is correct. For example, if the linear system solver declares a llnear 
S}rst~m A:r = b unsolvabl~ it also returns a v~dor c such that (?A_ = 0 and (]b-=/=- 0. 
2. Creation 
introger_mo.t·ri:~: M( int n = 0, int m= 0); 
creates an instance Af of t:ype integer J11atrix, Af is initial-
ized to the n x m - zero matrix. 




integer_vector'& M. row ( int i) 
creates au insta.uce Jf of typ~ integer_luatrix. Ld A be an 
array of rn. colmnn-vcctors of connnon dirucn1-1ion n. ]'vi is 
initialized to an n X m matrix ·with the columns as specified 
by A. 
returns 'lL the rmrnbcr of row1-1 of Af. 
returns m, the number of columns of "\1. 
returns the 'i-th row of Af (a.n m-vector). 
Precond1:t?:on: 0 :::; i :::; n - 1. 
integer_vectoT M. col(-int i) returns the i-th column of :11 (an n-vector). 
Pncond-it-ion: 0 S: i S: m - 1. 
integer& M (int £, int j) 
returns J.l!;,j. 
Pn~cond-it-ion: 0 S: £ S: n- 1 and 0 ~ j ~ m- 1. 
integer_matr-ix M+ M1 







Yl ultiplica tion. 
Ml.diml () and _M .dim2( ) 
}\Jl.diml() and .M.dim2() 
Pn~cond-ition: Af.dim2() = J;Jl.dim1(). 
in.teger_vedm· M * integr:r-_vecto-r vec 
Ylultiplication with vector. 
Prrc;coruhtirm: .M.dim2() = t:ec.dim(l 
in.teger_m.o.tTi:I: M * integr:r- :r Yl ultiplication of ever}' entry >vith integer :r. 
in.trc;ger_m.o.t·ri:I: integn· :r * M Yl ultiplication of ever}' entry >vith integer :r. 
integer_m.atrix identity(int n) 
returns an n by n identity matrix. 
irdeger_matrix trc:tnspose( integer_matrix M) 
returns Afl' (m x n - matrix). 
in.tegcr_nw.tTi:I; inversc(-integcr_m.o.tn::r: M, intcgcT& D) 
returns the inverse ma.trix of AI. l\:Iore precisely, 1/ D times 
the matrix returned is the in·verse of AI. 
Pn~cond-it-ion: detenninant(M) f. 0. 
bool inverse( integeT-rnatr·ix M, integer_ matrix& inverse: integer& D , 
integer_vector& c) 
determines whether Jf has an inverse. It also computes either the invenw 
a.s (1/ D) ·inverse or a ·vector c such that eT· AI= 0. 
integer determinant ( 1:-n.tegcr_·rnatr-·i:~: M, integeT_nw.tTi:~:& L, integer·_·m.a.tTi:r & U , 
array<int>& q. integtT_vector& c) 
returns the determinant D of "H and sufficient information to verif)r that 
the value of the determinant is correct. If the determinant is ;,ero then c 
is a ·vector such that c1' · AI = 0. If the determinant is non-;,ero then L 
and U a.rc lm'\Tr and upper diagona.lrna.triccs respectively and q encodes a 
permutationmatrixQ vvith Q(?:,j) = 1 iffi = q(.j) such that L·Af·Q = U , 
L(O,O) = 1, L(i,£) = U(£ -l,i -1) for all i, 1 < i < n. and D = 
s · U(n - 1: n - 1) where s is the determinant of q. 
P'f'f~r:ondition: 111 is qnadra.tic. 
bool verify_detenninant( integer_ matrix M: integer D: integer_ma.trix& L 
intr;ger_nwh·i:~:& U, aTTay<·l:nt>q, ·i.ntegr;T_vedor& c) 
verifies the conditions stated above. 
integer determinant ( hl.tege.,._·rnntn::~: M) 
returns the determinant of Af. 
Pucondition: il1 is quadratic. 
int sigiLo£determinant( integer_ matrix M) 
returns the sign of the determinant of JI. 
P.rer:ondition: 111 is quadratic. 
bool lineauolver( integeT-matrix M, -integer_vector b, integer·_vector& x, integer& D, 
in.tegeT_nw.tn::~:& .-;pa.nnin.g_vedoT8: integer_vectoT& c) 
determines the complete solution space of the linca.r system J\1 · :r: = b. If 
the system is unsolva.blc then eT · i\1 = 0 and er· b =f 0. If the system 
is solvable then (1/ D):r is a solution: and the columns of spanning_vectoTs 
are a maximal set of linearly· independent solutions to the corresponding 
horuogeneons systern. 
P.rer:on.dition: M.dirnl() = b.dim(). 
bool linea.L..'"iolver( in.tegr;T_m.atn::~: M, iu.tr;gf..T_vedor b, integn·_vr;dor& :r , inff..!Jf..T& D, 
intr:gcr_vcctm·& c) 
determines whether the linear system J.V! · :r = b is solvable. If yes, then 
(1/ D) .r is a. solution, if not then er · AI = 0 a.nd eT· b =f 0. 
Pn~un1.dition: M.dirnl() = b.dim(). 
bool linear_solver( integeT_matTix M, -integer_vector b, integtT_vector& x, integtT& D) 
as aJ)ove: but vvithout the witness c 
Pucondition: ilf.diml() = b.dim(). 
bool solvable( irdcgcT_mah·i:r M, 1:ntcgcr_vcdrrr b) 
determines whether the system l\:1 · :r = b is solvable 
PTecondd-ion: M.diml() = b.dim(). 
bool homogeneousJinear_solver( integeT_matrix M, integer_vector& x) 
determines w hether the hornogeneons linear s:rsten1 J1 · .r = 0 has a non-
trivial solution. If yes , then :r is such <l solution. 
·oo'id indepeudenLcolurnns(hdeger_matT·i:r M, mTo.y< int>& colu.'rnn8) 
returns the indices of a maximal subset of independent columns of M. The 
indPx ra.ngP of colnrnns starts at 0. 
int rank( integer_ matrix M) 
rdurns the nmk of matrix .:V! 
osb·earn& ostnam& 0 «: M 
writes matrix Afro>v by row to the output stream 0. 
i.'!tn:o:rn& -i..'!tTeam& I >> ·£rdegcr_rrw.tr·-i:L:& M 
reads matrix .:.vi row by rmv from the input stream I. 
4. Implementation 
The clata.typc intcgcr_ma.trix is implemented hy two-dimensional arrays of integers. Op-
erations detennina.nt, inveTse~ lineaT_solveT, and mnk take time O(n3 ), col takes time 
0( n), Tow, dim1, dirn2, ta.ke constant time, and all other operations take time 0( nm). 
The space requirement is O(n:rn). 
All functions on integer matrices compute the exact result, i.e., there is no rounding 
error. The implcmcnation follows a. proposal of .] . Edmonds (J. Eclmonds, Systems of 
distinct representatives a.nd linear algebra., Journal of Resea.rch of the Burea,u of National 
Standards, (B), 7L 241 -245). 1Jost functions of linear algebra arc checkable, i.e., the 
programs can be asked for a proof tha.t their output is correct. For example~ if the linear 
s:ystem solver declares a linear system A.:r = b unsolvable it also returns a. vector c such 
that c'~A. = 0 ancl c·rz, =f. 0. 
2 .1. 2 Vectors with Integer Entries (integer_ vector) 
1. Definition 
An instance of the data type ·intF:ger_vedoT is a. vector of variables of type integer. 
2. Creation 
il!.tfger_vedm· v; 
integer_vectoT v(int d); 
cn~ates an instance v of type -i?J.tf!}fT"_'Ofdor·; v is initialized to 
the zero-dirneusional vector. 
creates a.n instance v of type integer_vector; v is initialized to 
the zero vector of dimension d. 
integer_vector v (-integer a, integer b); 
creates an instance v of type 't>n.tcgr:T_vcdor; v is initialized to 
the hvo-dirncnsional vector (a, b). 
-integcr_vector v(intcgcr a, int eger b, 1:ntegeT c); 
3. Operations 
int v.dim() 
crea.tes a.n instance v of type integer_vector; v is initialized to 
the three-dimensional vector (a, b, c). 
returns the dimension of v. 
integer& v[-int -i] 
integer_vector v + vi 
int~g~r_v~r:ioT v - vl 
v * vl 
inicgcr_vr:r:foT 
integer_ vector v *integer r 
bool v=w 
bool V != W 
o:;i'r~o:rn.& o:;tn:arn& 0 « v 
returns i-th component of v. 
Pr~r:ondition: 0 < ~ < v. rhm.( ) - 1. 
This check can be turned off by the fiag 
LEDA_CHECKING ...DFF. 
Addition plus assignrn~ut. 
Pr~r:on.dition: v.ditn ():::;: v1.rhm( ). 
Subtraction plus assignment. 
Prcr:ondition: v.di:rn ():::;: v1.rhm( ). 
Addition. 
Pr~r:mulition: v. di:rn( ) :::;: v1. rh m( ) . 
Subtraction. 
Pn~r:on.dition: v. d·i-rn( 
Inner Product. 
v1.rhm( ). 
Pn:crm.dition: v.di:rn ( ) = vl.rhm( ). 
Cornponcntwisc multiplication with rmrnber r. 
Componcntwisc multiplication with number r. 
Test for equality. 
Test for inequality. 
writ~s v cornponenhvise to the output strearu 
0. 
istream& ist rea.m& I » integer_vector & v 
4. Implementation 
n~ads v cornpon~ntwis~ front th~ input strearu 
I. 
Vectors arc implemented by a.rrays of integers . All operations on a vector v take time 
0 v. d-im( ) , except for d-im. and [ ] v,:hich take constant time. The space requirement is 
0 v. dim.( ) . 
2.2 The Geon1etric Objects 
2.2.1 Rational Points (raLpoint) 
1. Definition 
An instance of data. type TaLpoint is a point with rational coordinates in an arbitrary 
dirmmsiona1 span~. A point p = (p0 , ... , P<l-t) in d-dirnensiona.l space is represented by 
homogeneous coordinates (ho , h1 , ••• , hd) of arbitrary length integers such that p; = h;/hJ. 
The homogenizing coordinate hd is positive. 
\Ve call p;, 0 ~ i < d the i-th cartesian coordinate and h;, 0 ~ i ~ d, the i-th homogeneous 
coordinate. \Ve ca.ll d the dimension of the point. 
The default ordering is the lexicographic ordering of the cartesian coordinate tuples. 
r-af_point is an item type. 
2. Creation 
mLpoint p(int d 2): introducc:o a variable p of t ype ToLpoint in cl-dimensional 
space. 
mLpoint p(intcgcr a, -integer- b, integer- D = 1); 
introduces a variable p of type mt_po-int initialized to the 
bvo-dimensional point 'vith homogeneous representa.tion 
(a, b, D ) if Dispositive and representation (- a, - b, - D) 
if D is negati-ve. 
P recondition: D is non-zero. 
mf_point p(integer_vector c, integer D); 
introduces a variable p of type raf_po-int initial-
ized to the point with homogeneous coordinates 
(± c0 , . .• , ±ca_ 1 , ±D), 'vhere d is the dimension of c and 
the sign chosen is rhe sign of D. 
P.r~r:ondition: D is non-zero. 
mf_point p(-integeT-vector c); introduces a variable p of type raLpoint initialized to the 
point "\\'ith homogeneous coordinate vector ±c, where 
the sign chosen is the sign of the la.st component of c. 
P.ru:o-n.dition: The last component of c is non-zero. 
3. Operations 











mLpoint :: d2( integer a, 1>nteger b: integer- D = 1) 
returns a mLpoint of dimension 2 initialized to a point 
with homogeneous representation (a: b: D) if D is posi-
tive and representation (-a, -b: -D) if D is negative. 
Pr~wn.dition: D is non-Y:ero. 
n1Lpm:nt:: d3 (·integer 11, .,:rdcgr:r- b; ·intr:gcr c, integer D = 1) 
returns a mLpoint of dimension 3 initialized to a point 
with homogeneous representation (a, b, c, D) if D is pos-
itive and representation ( -o., -b, -c, -D) if D is ncga.-
tivc. 
Precondition: D is non-zero. 
mLpm:nt:: origin( int d = 2) 
rd.urns the origin in cl-dimensional space. 
p.clim( l returns the dimension of p. 
p.coorcl( int i) returns the ·i-th ca.rtcsian coordinate of p. 
p[int i] returns the i-th ca.rtesian coordinate of p. 
p.hcoord( int i) returns the i-th homogeneous coordinate of p. 
p. tra.nsform( a.ff_tmnsformation t) 
ret.ums t (p). 
p.to_nt_vector( ) converts p to an vector. 
to_ra t_ vector( raLpoint p) 
converts p to an vector. 
m.t_d·in:dion p.to_nlt_dircdion() 
converts p to a direction. 
Pr~cmulition: p is different form the origin. 
mt_direction to~'at_direction(raLpoint p) 
converts p to a direction. 
PTeconddion: p is different form the origin. 
Additional Operations for points in two-dimensional space 
mtional p.xcoord() returns the zeroth cartesian coordinate of p. 










p.X() returns the zeroth homogeneous coordinate of p. 
p.\'() returns the firs t homogeneous coordinate of p. 
p.W() rd.urns th~ hornog~ni;,ing coonlinate of p. 
p.rotate90( raLpoin.t q) 
p.rotate90( ) 
p.is__origin( ) 
returns p rotated counterclockwise by 90 degrees about 
q. 
returns p rotated conntcrdockwisc by 90 <lcgrccs ahont 
the origin. 
returns true if p is equal to the origin. 
idcntical(nJ.t_point p, TnLpoint q) 
test for identit}! 
test for equality. 
p ~ = q test for inc<pwlity. 







p-q returns p - q. 
Precondition: p. dim( ) :::::::: q. dim( ) . 
p + rat_vector v returns p + v. 
Precondition: p. dim( ) :::::::: v. d·im( ) . 
p. tra.n slate( raLofJ:tor 't!) 
p+ = raLvr;doT v 
returns returns p + v. 
Precondition: p. dim( ) :::::::: v. d·im( ) . 
adds v to p. 
Precondition: p. dim( ) :::::::: v. d·im( ) . 
p - raLvector v returns p - v . 
Pn~wn.dition: p.dim( ) :::::::: v.rhm( ). 
p- = TaLvcctoT v 
subtracts v from p . 
Prf'-wn.dition: p. dim( ) :::::::: v. rhm.( ) . 
3.4 Input and Output 
ostrearn& 
istream& 
ostrea.rn& 0 <t: p 
writes the homogeneous coordinates of p to output 
stream 0. 
istn~arn& I » mt_point& p 
reads the homogeneous coonlin<1.tes of p from input 
strcar11 I. This opcra.tor uses the current dir11cnsion of 
p. 
3.5 Position Tests 
int orienta.tion( army<raLpoint >A) 
determines the orientation of the points in A, where A. consists of d + 1 
points in d-space. This is the sign of the determinant 
where A [ i] denotes the cartesian coordinate vector of the i-th point in A . 
int siclc~oLoricntccLsphcrc( army< mt_pm>nt >A, mt_point x) 
determines vvhether the point .r lies inside ( = -1), on ( = 0) , or outside 
(= +1) the OT'I:~ntd sphere defined b)· the points in A, when~ A consists 





where for a point p with ca.rtesian coordina.tes p, we use l-lft (p) to 
denote the d + 1-dimensional point v,:i th cartesian coordinate vector 
(po, · · · ,}Jd-1· "L-o~i<d p7). 
int sidc_oLsphcrc( o:rmy< raf_po·int> A, ·m.t_pm:nt ;~;) 
determines vvhether the point .r lies inside ( = -1), on ( = 0), or outside ( = 
+ 1) the sphere defined by the points in A, where A consists of d + 1 points 
in d-space. (equivalent to orientation( A) * side_of_or·iented_sphere(A, x)) 
P.rccondd·t:ou: fYn:eutation( A) f. 0 
bool containc<LirLSimplcx( mTay< TaLpoint> A, TaLpoin.t :E) 
determines vvhether .r is contained in the simplex spanned by the points 
in A. A may consists of up to d + 1 points. 
Precondition: The points in A are affinely independent. 
3.6 Affine Hull, Dependence and Rank 
bool containeclilLaffineJmll(a.rmy<mLpoint>A~ raLpo·int x) 
determine~ whether :r is contained in the affine hull of the point~ in A. 
in.t affinc .. 1·a.nk( an·ay< mLpo-int> A) 
computes the affine rank of the points in A. 
bool affinelyjndependent (army< mt_point> A) 
decide~ ,,.,,hether the points in A are affinely indepeiHlent. 
Additional Operations for points in two-dimensional space 
mt-i.onal area(mLpoint a, ra.Lpoint b, ra.Lpoint c) 
computes the signed area of the triangle determined by aJv;, positive if 
of"icnfatum(a, b, c)> 0 and negative othcrwi~e. 
int orienta.tion(T(JLpoint 11., ruLpoint b, mLpoint c) 
computes the orientation of points a, b, c, i.e., the sign of the determinant 
O.w llx ay 
bw bx by 
C-w C~: (' y 
bool collinear( mLpo-int a, raLpoint b, raLpoi1d c) 
returns true if points a, b~ care collinear, i.e. , ori.entation(a, b, c) = 0, <l.nd 
false otherwise. 
bool righUurn( raLpoint a. raLpo-int b, raLpoint c) 
returns true if points a, b, c form a right turn, i .e., or-icntation(a, b, c)> 0, 
and false otherv.:ise. 
bool lcft_turn( mLpo·int rL ToLpoint b, mLpo·int r:) 
returns true if points a, b, c form a left turn , i.e., orientation( a, b, c)< 0, 
and false othenvise. 
in.t sidc_of..oricntc(Lcirdc(mLprrint a, To.t_pm:nt b, TaLpoint r:, mLpm:nt d) 
returns + 1 if point d lies left of the directed circle through points a, b, 
and c, 0 if a,b,c,a.n(l dare coc.ircular, a.nd -1 otherwise. If a, b, and c are 
collinea.r the directed circle is a line oriented from a to b if c is not part 
of the connecting segment ab; or else oriented from b to c. 
int sicle_o£..cirdc(mt_point a, mLpoint b, mt_pm:nt c, mLpoint d) 
returns + 1 if point d lies inside of, 0 if on and -1 if outside of the circle 
through points a, b, and c, 
P.recoruld·£on: a, b, c <l.re not collinear 
bool cocircular(raLpoint a, rat_point b, rat_point c, raLpoint d) 
returns true if points a. b, c, d arc cocircular, Le., 
.sidc0 .f0 ricntcdcirclc(a, b, c)= 0, and false othenvisc. 
bool incircle(raLpoint a, rat_point b, raLpoird c, rat_point d) 
returns true if point d lies in the interior of the circle through the points 
a, b, and c, and false othenvise. 
bool outcircle(mLpo1:nt a, raLpoint b, rat_point c rat_poi·nt d) 
returns true if point d lies outside the circle through the points a, b, t-md 
c and false otherwise. 
4. lmplen.Ientation 
Points are implemented b:y arrays of integers as a.n item type. All operations like cre-
ation, initialization, tests, point-vector a.rithmetic input and output on a point p take 
time O(p. rh m( ) ) . rh m ( ) : coordinate access and conversions take constant time. The 
operations for affine calculation and determinant evaluation have the cubic costs of the 
used matrix operations. The space requirement is O(p.dim( )). 
2.2.2 Rational Vectors (raLvector) 
1. Definition 
An instance of da.ta. t_ype raLvector is a vector of rational numbers . A d-dimensional 
vector r = (r0 , ... , "d-I) is represented in hmnogeneous coonlina.tes (h.0 , ... , hd), where 
r; = h,j hd and the h/s are of t:ype integer. \Ve call the r,'s the cartesian coordinates of 
the vector. The homogenizing coordinate ha is positive. 
This data type is meant for use in computational geometry. It realizes free vectors as 
opposed to position vectors (type mLpoint). The main difference between position vec-
tors and free vectors is their bcha.vior under affine tra.nsfonna.tions , e.g., free vectors arc 
invariant under translations. 
mLvector is an item type. 
2. Creation 
mLvector v ( int d 2); introduces a ·variable v of type raLvector initialized to 
the ?:ero vedor of dimension d. 
mLvector vl integer a, 1:ntcgcr b, integeT D = 1 ): 
introduces a ·variable v of type raLvectoT initialized to 
the two-dimensional vector vvith homogeneous repre-
sentation (a, b, D) if D is positive and repres~nb.tion 
(-a,-b,-D) if D is negative. 
Pucondition: D is non-zero . 
mf_vector vl integecuector c, integer D): 
introduces a variable v of type raf_vector initial-
ized to the ·vector vvith homogeneous coordinates 
(±c0 ~ ... , ±cd-l; ±D), v>h~n~ d is th~ dimension of c a.nd 
the sign chosen is the sign of D. 
Precondition: D is non-zero. 
r-at_ vector v (integer_ vector c); introduces a ·variable v of type raf_vector initialized to 
the direction vvith homogeneous coordinate vector ± c, 
where the sign chosen is the sign of the last component 
of c. 
Precondition: The last component of c is non-zero. 
3. Operations 









mLvcdoT::d2(integr:r- a, integer b, ·integer· D = 1) 
returns a raf_ve.ctor of dimension 2 initialized 
to a vector >vith homogeneous representa.tion 
(a, b, D) if D is positive and representation 
(-a, -b, - D) if D is negative. 
P1·ccondition: D is non-zero. 
raLvector :: d3( integer a, integer b, integer c, integer D = 1) 
returns a. nd_'tH:r:fm· of dimension 3 ini tialir;ed 
to a vector >"-rith hornogcncous representation 
(a, b, c, D) if D is positive and representa.tion 
(-cL -b, - c, -D) if D is negative. 
Pn:condition: D is non-zero. 
mLvcctor::unit(1:nt i, int d = 2) 
returns a raf_vector of dimension d ini tialized to 
the i-th unit vector. 
P1·ccondition: 0 :::; i < d. 
raLvector:: zero(int d = 2) 
returns the zero vector in d-dimensiona.l space. 
·o.dim( ) returns the dimension of v. 
v.coord( int i) returns the i-th cartesian coordinate of v. 
returns the i-th cartesian coordinate of v. 
v.hcoord( int ·i) returns the i-th homogeneous coordinate of v. 
rat_ direct-ion 




v. to_rat~diredion( ) converts to a direction. 
to_l·a,t_dircction(ToLvr:dor v) 
converts to a direction. 
v. to_l·at_point ( ) converts to a point. 
to_l·a.t_point( rat_ve.ctor v) 
converts to a point. 
v. transform( aff_tmns.form.ation t) 
returns t( v). 












returns the zeroth cartesian coordinate of v. 
returns the first cartesian coordinate of v. 
returns the zeroth homogeneous coordinate of 
V. 
returns the first homogeneous coordinate of v. 
returns the homogenizing coordinate of v. 
bool identical( rrd_vector v. nd_·cJr:dm· w) 
Test for identity. 
bool v:=w Test for e<plality. 
boo! V ~= 'W Test for inequality. 
3.3 Arithmetical Operators 
r-at_ vector integer n * v multiplies a.ll cartesian coordinates by n. 
r-at_ vector rationa.l r * v multiplies a.ll cartesian coordina.tes by r. 
r-at_ vector& v * = integer n multiplies a.ll cartesian coordinates by n. 
mt_vector& v * = mtional r multiplies all cartesian coordinates by r. 
r-at_ vector v I integer n divides a.ll ca.rtesian coordinates by n. 
mt_vector v I rational r divides all ca.rtesian coordinates by n. 
raLvector& v I = integer n 
rat_vector& v I = rational r 
m.honal V*W 
rat_ vector V+ 'W 
rat_ vector& v+ = ·w 
mt_vector v-w 
rat_vector& V- = w 
rat_ vector -v 
divides all cartesian coordinates by n. 
divides all cartesian coordinates by r. 
scalar product: iY.: I:o.;::·i<d V(ll\, where v; and 
·u:; are the cartesian coordinates of ·1.: and to re-
spectively. 
adds cartesian coordinates. 
addition plus assignment. 
subtracts cartesian coordinates 
subtraction plus assignment. 
returns -v. 
3.4 Input and Output 
ostnarn& 
istn~o:rn& 
ostream.& 0 « v writes v's homogeneous coordinates componen-
hvise to the output stream 0. 
istnoa:rn& I >> r·at_·tn~doT& ·o 
reads u's homogeneous coordinates componen-
tv,·ise from the input stream I. The operator 
uses the current dimension of v. 




containeclinJinearJmll( array< raLvector >A , rat_ vector x) 
determines >vhether :c is contained in the linear 
hull of the vectors in A. 
lim~aLT<lnk( m"m.y<To.t_vr:dor> A) 
computes the linear rank of the vectors in A. 
linearlyjndependent( army< raLvectoT> A) 
decides ;vhether the vectors m A are linea.rly 
indep end en t. 
fU"f'fi.y< Tat_vr:dor> liuea.Lba.sP( fJ:rTa.y<nJ.t_·or:doT >A) 
4. Implen1entation 
computes a basis of the linear space spanned by 
the vectors in A. 
Vectors are implemented by a.rrays of integers as an item type . All operations like ere-
ation, initialization, tests~ vector arithmetic, input a.nd output on a.n 1rector u ta.ke time 
O(v. dim( ) ) . dim( ) , coordinate access and conversions take constant time. The oper-
ations for linear hull, rank and independence have the cubic costs of the used matrix 
operations. The space requirement is 0 ( v. dim( ) ) . 
2.2.3 Rational Directions (raLdirection) 
1. Definition 
A raLd·irection is any non-zero vector. \Ve represent directions in d-dimensional space 
as a tuple ( h0 , ... , hr~) of integers ·which \Ve call the homogeneous coordinates of the 
direction. The coordinate hd must be positive. The ca.rtesia.n coordinates of a direction 
are c; = h;j hr~ for 0 :::; i < d. Two directions are equal if their cartesian coordinates are 
positive multiples of each other. Directions arc in one-to-one correspondence to points on 
the unit sphere. 
In bvo-climensional space directions a.re also in one-to-one correspondance to a.ngles. }fore 
precisely, a direction diT = ( h0 , h1 , h2 ) corresponds to the angle o with sin o = c0 / L and 
cos fl = cd L and L = (h~ + hf) / h~ the length of diT. For a. direction dh· vve use 
m1.glP. ( rhr) to denote this angle. 
rat_direction is an item. type. 
2. Creation 
mt_direct-ion dir( int d 2); introduces a variable dir of type ra.t_direction initialized 
to some direction in cl-dimensional space. 
mt_direct-ion dir( integer a, integer b, integer D = 1); 
introduces a variable diT of type rat_dircction initialized 
to the b!\'o-dimensional direction with homogeneous rep-
resenta.tion (a , b, D) if D is positive and representa.tion 
( - a, - b,-D) if D is negative. 
PTeconddion: D is non-zero . 
mLrhn:dion rhr( intcgcT_vcctoT c , integer· D): 
introduces a variable dir of type rat_direction initialized 
to the tvvo-dimensional direction with homogeneous co-
ordinates (±c0, ... , ±cd-l, ± D), v,:here d is the dimen-
sion of c and the sign chmwn is the sign of D. 
PTccondition: D is non-zero. 
rat_d-iredion d-ir( integecuector c); 
introduces a variable diT of type mt_d1:rcction initialized 
to the direction with homogeneous coordinate ·vector ±c 
where the sign chosen is the sign of the last component 
of c. 
P.r~r:ondition: The last component of c is non-zero. 
3. Operations 
3.1 Initialization, Access and Conversions 
rat_ direct-ion rat_d·in~ction:: d2 ( integeT a, -integer b ~ integeT D = 1) 
returns a. TaLrhnx:tion of dimension 2 initia.liz.ed to a. 
<lircction with homogeneous representation (a, 1>, D) if 
D is positive and representation (-a, - b, -D) if D 1s 
negative. 
Pnxondd·ion: D is non-7.Pro. 
mt_dircction mt_dircction:: d3(integeT a, 1:ntegcr b, integer c, integer D = 1) 
returns a. raLdirection of dimension 3 initialized to a 
direction \vith homogeneous representation (a, b, c, D) if 
D is positive and representation (-a, - b, - c, -D) if D 
is negative. 
PTeconddion: D is non-zero. 




returns a mt_diTection of dimension d initialized to the 
i-th unit direction. 
Pnx:on.dition: 0 :::; i < d. 
rlir·.dirn() rdums the dimension of diT. 
dir.coord.(-int i) returns the 1:-th cartesian coordinate of dir. 
di7·[int i] returns the i-th cartesian coordinate of diT. 
rlir·.hcoonl( int i) returns the ·i-th homogeneous coordinate of rHr. 
m.t_rl-irrodion rlir·. transform( ajf_h·nnsfm·rnu.tion t) 
returns t (p). 
mt_dire.ction diT.opposite() returns the direction opposite to dir. 
m.t_rhrror:tion - diT retums rh 'I' .opposite(). 
mt_vector diT.to .. .ra.L vector( ) returns a vector pointing in direction d-ir. 
raLvector dir. to_1·a.L vector( raLdiredion d) 
returns a. vector pointing in direction d1:r. 
Additional Operations for directions in two-dimensional space 
integer diT.X() return:, the zcroth homogeneous coordinate of diT. 
integer diT.Y() rd.urns the first hmnogencous coordinate of rhT. 
3.2 Tests 
bool identical( mt_dircction v, rat_ direction w) 
Test for identity. 
bool v~w 
bool V I_ W 
3.3 Input and Output 
osh·eo.m& o.sh·eo:rn& 0 <t: d 
Test for equality. 
Test for inequality. 
writes the homogeneous coordinates of d to output 
stream 0. 
i.'!tn:o:rn& i.'!tn;a:rn& I » TaLdin:dion& d 
4. Implen1entation 
reads the homogeneous coordina.tes of d from input 
stream I. This operator uses the current dimension of 
d. 
Directions are implemented by a.rrays of integers a.s an item type. All operations like 
creation, initialization, tests, inversion , input and output on a direction d take time 
0( d. di:rn( ) ) . dim( ) , coordinate access and conversion take constant time. The space 
requirement is 0 (d. dim ( ) ) . 
2.2.4 Rational Hyperplanes (rat_hyperplane) 
1. Definition 
An instance of data type TaLhyperplane is a hyperpla.ne vvith rational coefficients in an 
arbitrary dimensional space. A hyperplane h is represented by coefficients ( c0 , c1, ... , cd) 
of arbitrary length integers. At lca.i-it one of c 0 to cd-l must he non-l':cro. The plane 
equation is I:o<l<d c;x; = 0, where .r0 to X d are homogeneous point coordinates. The sign 
of the left hand :side of this expression determines the position of a point :r with respect 
to the hyperplane (on the hyperplane, on the negative side, or on the positive side). 
There a.re t>vo e<pwlity predicates for hyperpla.nes. The (vvcak) equality predicate 
(op~ndoT =) declares two hyperplanes equal if they consist of the same set of points, 
the strong equality predicate (stmng_eq) requires in addition that the negative halfspaces 
agree. In other words, hvo hyperplancs arc strongly equal if their coefficient vectors arc 
positive multiples of each other and they are (weakl~y) equal if their coefficient vectors are 
multiples of each other. Corresponding to the tvvo equality predicates we have hvo linear 
orders: GO'f!IJHI:re corresponds to Vieak equality and strml.g_compo:r~ correspowls to strong 
equality. 
mt_hypcrplanc is a.n item type. 
2. Creation 
mt_hypcrplanc h(int d = 2); 
introduces a variable h of type raUryperplane ini tia1ized to some 
hyperpla.nc in d-dimcnsiona.l space. 
mt_hypcrplanc h( 1:ntcgcL vector c): 
introduces a. variable h of type raLhyperplane initialized to the 
hyperpla.ne "\vith coefficients c. 
mt_hyperplane h( integeL vectoT c, intega D); 
introduces a variable h of type mLhyperpl(J.ne initialized to the 
hyperpla.ne "\Vith coefficients ( c: D). 
mt_hypcrplanc h(ar-ray<raLpoint>P, raf_point o, int k = 0); 
constructs some hyperplane that passes through the points in r. 
If k E {- L + 1} then o is on k-side of the constructed hypcrpla.nc. 
Pr-econdition: There must be a hyperplane passing through the 
points in P and if k -=/:- 0 then o must not lie on the constructed 
hyperpla.ne 
mLhypeTplane h(mt_point P: mLdirection diT~ m L point o, int side = 0): 
3. Operations 
constructs some hyperplane with normal direction d1:r that passes 
through p. If k E { -1, +1} then o is on k-side of the construc ted 
hyperplane. 
Precondition: If k -=/:- 0 then o must not lie on the construc ted 
hyperpla.ne 
3.1 Initialization, Access and Evaluation 
mLhyperplanr: mLhypcrplo:n.c:: d2( ToLpoint p1 ~ mLpoint p2, 
raLpoint o = raLpoint ::origin( ), int k = 0) 
returns a. rat_hyptTplane of dimension 2 that passes 
through the points p1 and p2. If k E { -1 , + 1} 
then o is on k-side of the constructed hyperplane. 
Prccor1.rhhon: If "A: =f 0 then o must not lie on the 
constructed hyperpla.ne 
mLhyperplane mLhypeTplo.ne:: d3( ToLpoint p1 ~ mLprFint p2, 'f"llLpm>n.t p8, 
ToLpoint o = mLpoint :: m·igin(3), ·1:nt k: = O) 
returns a. rat_hypeTplanc of dimension 3 that passes 
through the points p1, p2, p3. If k E {-1,+1} 
then o is on k-side of the constructed hyperpla.ne. 
Preconrhtion: If k =f 0 then o must not lie on the 
constructed hypcrplanc 
int h.dim() returns the dimension of h. 
integer h[ int i] returns the i-th coefficient of h. 
integer_vedoT h.coeffio~nLvector( ) returns the coefficient vector ( r::0: ... , '-d) of h. 
m.t_vrodor h.normaLvedor( ) returns the normal ·vector of h. It points from the 
negative halfspace into the positive halfspace and 





h.normaLdirection( ) returns the normal direction of h. It points from 
the negative halfspace into the positive ha.lfspacc. 
h. valucat( raLpoint p) 
returns the value of h a.t the point p, 1.c., 
I:o<><,l h,p; · 
\Varning: this value depends on the particular rep-
resentation of h and p. 
h. whidu;ide( mt_point p) 
returns the side of the hypcrplane h containing p. 
h.conta.ins( m Lpoint p) 
return if the point p lies on the hyperplane h. 








stron~comparc( mLhypcrplanc hl, mLhypcrplanc h2) 
strong compare. 
identical( mt_hypcrplanc hl, mt_hypcrplanc h2) 
test for identity. 
hl = h2 test for equality. 
hl ~= h2 test for inequality. 
strong_eq(mLhyperplane hl, raLhyperplane h2) 
test for strong equality. 
3.3 Input and Output 
osi'reo:rn& 
istn>.am& 
ostnmn& 0 << h v.rrites tlw coefficients of h to output stream 0. 
istrw.m& I » mLhyperplane& h 
reads the coefficients of h from input stream I. 
This operator uses the current dimension of h. 
4. lmplen1entation 
Hyperplanes a.re implemented by arra.ys of integers a.s a.n i t.em type. All operations like 
creation, initialization, tests, vector arithmetic~ input and output on a. hyperplane h 
take time O(h.dim( )). dim( ) and coordinate access take constant time. The space 
requirement is O(h.dirn( )). 
2.2.5 Rational Segments (raLsegment) 
1. Definition 
An instance s of the data type raLsegment is a directed straight line segment connecting 
t.wo rational points p and q. pis called the start or source point a.IHl q is called t he target 
point of s, both points are called end points of s. A segment whose end points are equal is 
called trivial. 
2. Creation 
mLscgmcnt s(Jnt d = 2); 
introduces a variable s of type raLsegment and initializes it to some 
segm ent in d-dimensional space. 
raLsegment s ( raLpoint p, rat_ point q); 
introduces a variable s of type mLsegment. s is ini tia.lizcd to the 
segment (p, q). 
mt_segment s (integer xi , integer y 1: integer x2, 1:nteger y2): 
introduces a variable s of type mL'>""g·rnent. s is ini tiali;,ed to the 
segment [(.rL yl): (:r2, y2)] in two-dimensional space. 
3. Operations 
3.1 Initialization, Access and Conversions 
mt_segment rat_segment :: cl2( integer xi, integer· y 1 , integer D 1, integer x2: 
integer y2, integer D2) 
introduces a variable s of type Taf_SP-ff'TnF;nt. s is initial-
ized to the segment [(:d, y1, Dl): (:r2, y2: D2)] in two-
dimcnsiona1 space. 
rat_segment rat_segment :: cl2( in.teger xi, integer ·yl , integer x2, integer y2) 
introduces a va.riable 8 of type TaL'>egnwnt. 8 1s Im-
tializecl to the segment [(-rL yl, 1), (.r2: y2, 1)] in two-
dimensional space. 
mt_segmP-nt mt_sP-gmm.t :: d3( ·i.ntegP.T :J;l, i.niP.!JfT y 1 , ·i.rdegP-r z1 , intr:gP.T :r;2: intr:gP.T y2, 
integeT z2) 
introduces a v<uiablc 8 of type TaL..,cgm.r:nt. ·" 1s nn-
tialized to the segment [(x1, y1: z 1: 1): (a:2, y2, z2: 1)]m 
three-dimensional space. 
mL.,egnu:n.t mLsr:gnu:nt :: d3( intcgeT :d, integer· y 1 , integer z1 , intr:gr:r- D 1: 
int s.dim() 
r-at_ point s.source() 
mt_point s.point1() 
r-at_ point 8.ta.rget( ) 
mLpoint s.point2( ) 
mtional s.coord1(int -i) 
integer J:2, ·t>rdegn· y2, ·integer z2, ·integer D2) 
introduces a. variable 8 of type mt_segment. 8 is initial-
ized to the segment [(:rl, yl, zl, Dl) , (:~:2, u2~ z2 ~ D2)]m 
three-dimensional spa<:e. 
returns the dimension of the underl:ving space. 
returns the source point of segment s. 
returns the source point of segment s. 
returns the target point of segment 8. 
returns the target point of segment s. 
returns the i- th ca.rtesian coordinate of the source of s. 
rational s.coord2( int -i) returns the 1:-th cartesian coordinate of the target of s. 
integer s.hcoordl ( int i) returns the i-th homogeneous coordinate of the source 
of :; . 
integer s.hcoord2( int i) returns the i-th homogeneous coordinate of the target 
of s. 
mf_segment s.reverse( ) returns the segment (target( ),smnce( )). 
mLrhn:dion s.direction( ) returns the direction of 8. 
Precondition: s is non-trivial 
mLvr:dor s.sourcc_targd_ vector( ) 
returns the vector from source to ta.rget. 
PTeconddion: s is non-trivial. 
mLhne 8.supportingJinc() returns the supporting line of 8. 
PTeconddion: s is non-trivial. 
m.L~egnu:n.t s.transforrn( aff_tm.n.~foTnw.tion t) 
returns t ( .s). 









s.is_trivial( ) returns true if s is trivial. 
identical('ro.f_.';r:gnu:nt s1: mLsr:gmr:nt s2 ) 
Test for identit:y. 
strong..eq(mLsegment s1, mt_segrnent s2 ) 
Test for equality as oriented segments. 
8 = t Test for equality as unoriented segments. 
H != f Test for inequality. 
parallel( rat_segment si, raf_segrnent s2 ) 
Test if t.hc supporting lines a.re pa.ra.lld. 
Pru:onditiou.: : .<; 1 and :;2 arc not trivial. 
:;.contains ( TnLpo·int p ') 
' ' 
r eturns true if p lies on s and false otherwise. 
common_endpoint( raf_segment s1, raf_s egm ent s2 , raf_point& common) 
if s1 and s2 touch in a. common ewl point, t his point 
is assigned to common and the result is true, otherwise 




s.intersection(mUine t, raLpoint& -i1, mLpoint& i2) 
returns the intersection set s n t b:y the follovving means. 
The return value is one ofthe constants {NO_! , PNT_I, 
SEG_J, RA Y_I, LJN_J}. The corresponding set is de-
termined hv the two points ii and i2: 
-
rdnrn ·value intersection set. 
NO_J empty 
PNT_I mLpoint( ii) 
SEG_I raLscgmcnt( il, i2) 
RAY_! 'f'(LLray( i.1 , if!) 
LIN_I m.Uhr,r;.(ii, ·£2) 
s.intersect.ion(TaLm.y t, ToLprFint& i1, mLpoint& '1:2) 
returns the intersection set s n t as above. 
s.intersection( mLsegm.ent t, rat_point& il , raLpoint& i2) 
returns the intersection sd 8 n t as above. 
3.3 Input and Output 
ostnarn& ostn~am& 0 «: s 
writes t.he homogeneous coordinates of s to output 
stream 0 (in order source-target ) . 
ish·mm.& I >> TaLsr;gmr;rd& s 
reads the homogeneous coordinates of s from input 
stream I (in order source-target). 
Additional Operations for segments in two-dimensional space 






returns the :r -coonlinate of the source point of segment 
s. 
returns the ::r-coordinate of the target point of segment 
s. 
returns the y-coordinate of the source point of segment 
s. 
returns the y-coonlinaJe of the target point of segment 
8. 
returns the :;,erot.h homogeneous coordinate of the start 
point of segm.ent s. 
returns the zeroth homogeneous coordinate of the end 


















returns the first homogeneous coordinate of the start 
point of segment s. 
returns the first homogeneous coordinate of the end 
point of segment s. 
returns the homogenizing coordinate of the start point 
of segment H. 
rd.urns the hmnogeniz.ing coonlina.te of the end point of 
segment .~. 
returns the normalized .r-difference Xl · lV2- X2 · VVl 
of the segment. 
retums the normalized y-difference Yl · lV2 - Y2 · VVl 
of the segment. 
returns true if s is vertical (or trivial) and false other-
wise. 
returns true ifs is horizontal (or trivial) and false oth-
en'Vlse. 
s.intersection(ToL~egment t, To.Lpoint& p) 
if s and t intersect in a single point the point of inter-
section is assigned to p and the result is true , otherwise 
the result is false. 
Precondition: The supporting lines arc not para1ld. 
s.intersectiorLo£lines( mLsegm.ent t, ToLpoint& p) 
if the llncs supporting s and t arc not parallel their point 
of intersection is assigned to p and the result is true, 
otherwise the result is false. 
orientation( Ta.t_:;ryrncnt H, TaLpr)'int p) 
computes orientation( a, b, p), where a and b are the 
source and target of s respectively. 
cmp~slopes( rat_segment s1 , rat_segment s2) 
rd.urns <:r)'rnpa:re (slope ( s 1 ) , Hlope ( s2) ). 
int cmp_aUine_defineclby( rat_segment s 1, raLsegment s2, mLpoint r) 
Let L be the directed curve consisting of a vertical up-
ward ray ending in (T.xcoord() + E~, r.ycoord() +E) fol-
lowed by a horizontal segment ending in (r.xcoord( ) -
f 2 , r·.ycoonl( ) + f), 
follov-:Pd h:· an UJnvard vertical ray; lu~re f is a positive 
infinitesimal. If both segments arc non-trivial then the 
result is the order of the t\vo intersections along the 
line L. If at least one of the segments is trivial then the 
result is zero if one of the segments is contained in the 
other segment. If exactly one of the segments is trivial 
then the result is the position (above: on, or beluw) of 
this segment with respect to the other segment. 
Precond-it-ion: For i = 1, 2 we have: if si is trivial then 
both endpoints are equal to r and if si is non-trivial 
then its smaller endpoint is less thi1Jl or equal to r <l.nd 
its largPr endpoint is larger than r. 
bool intersection( raLsegment si , rat_segrnent s2) 
decidPs \Yhether .~ 1 and s2 intersect in one point ·when 
the supporting lines are not equal. 
4. Implementation 
Segments are implemented by a pair of points as an item type. All operations like creation, 
initialization, tests, the calculation of the direction and source-target vector, input <l.nd 
ontpnt on a segment .s take time O(s.d.-im.( )). d-im.(), coordimde and end point access , 
and identity test take constant time. The opera.tions for intersection calculation also take 
time O(s.rHrn( )). ThP space reqnirement is O(s.rHrn( )). 
2.2.6 Rational Rays (rat__ray) 
1. Definition 
An instance of data type rat_ray is a ray in d-dimensional Euclidian space. raLray is an 
item t)rpe. 
2. Creation 
mLray r(int d ?) . 
.:.../ . ~ 
introduces a. ray in d-dimensiona.l space 
mL my T( mLpoi·nt p, mLpoint q) ; 
introduces a. ray through p and q a.nd starting a.t p. 
Pn:r:ondition: p and q are distinct and ha;ve the same dimension. 
mLray r(mLpoint p, mLrhn:dion dir-); 
introduces a. ray starting in p \vith direction dir. 
Pn:r:owlition: p and dir· ha.ve the same dimension. 
mLray r(raL~r;gment s): 
introduces a. ray through s.sonrce( ) and s.tm~qet( ) and starting at 
s. smwce( ) . 
Precondition: s is not trivial. 
3. Operations 







m.Lray::d2(intr;gr;T :d, .,;ntegr:-r y1, irdr;gr;T D1, 1:ntr:gr:-r :~:2, 1:ntr:gcr y2, 
-integer D 2) 
introduces a variable r of type rnLmy. T is init.ialit:ed 
to the ray [(:t:l, y1, Dl) : (:r2, y2, D2)] in hvo-dimensional 
space. 
rat_ray::d2(integer x1, integer y1, integer x2 , integer y:2) 
introduces a. varia blc T of type ro.Lmy. T is init ia.li;,cd to 
the ray [(:rl, y1, 1), (:r2, y2, 1)] in t>vo-dimensional space. 
m.f_Tay::d3(integeT :d , .,;nteg f'.T y1, integeT z1, ·i.ntegeT :1;2 , ·t:nfp_gp_r· y2, 
integer z2) 
introduces a va.riable r of type rat_ray. r is initial-
ized to the ra:y [(.rl , :y1: z L 1), (x2 , y2, z2, 1)] in three-
dimensional space. 
rat_ray::d3('integer x1, integer y1, integer z 1, ·integer D1, integer x:2, 
T.1.lim() 
r.source( ) 
r.pointl ( ) 
r.point2() 
-integer y:2, integer z :2, integer D2) 
introduces a variable r of type rat_ ray . r is ini tializccl 
to the ray [(:rl,y1, z1,Dl),(l~2,y2,z2,D2) ] in three-
climensiona.l space. 
returns the dimension of the urH.lerl:ying; space. 
returns the source point of r. 
returns the source point of r . 
returns a. point on r distinct from T.smtrcc( ). 




returns the supporting; line of r . 
r. transform( njf_tmnsformafion t) 
returns t(l). 







identical( raLray r 1 ~ raLray r2) 
test for identit} ... 
test for equa1ity 
h~st for in~quality. 
parallel(mLmy r1: raLra:y r2) 
returns true if Ti and r2 arc para.lld and false otherwise. 
r.contains( mLpoint p) 
returns true if p lies on r. 
r.contains ( mLsegment s) 
returns true if .s is part of r and false otherwise. 




r.intersection(rat_hyperplan.e h~ raLpoint& p) 
returns true if h and r intersect in a single point and false 
otherwise. In the first case the point of intersection is 
assigned to p. 
:f'.intersedion( T'fJLhyperpla.nr; h) 
returns the intersection of the hyperplane h with the ra:y 
r 
Preunulition: h a.nd T intersect in a single point. 
r.interscction(mU-inc t; rat_po-int& d, rat_point& i2) 
returns the intersection set 1' n t by· the follovving means. 
The return ·value is one of the constants {NO_! , P NT_I; 
SEG_I, RA Y_I: LIN_J}. The corresponding set is de-
t ermined by the tlvo points U and i2: 
" 
return ·value intersection set 
NO_! empty 
PNT_I raLpoint( il) 
SEG_I raLsegment(i1, i:2) 
RAY_! rat_ra.y( i1 , -i2) 
LIN_I raUine ( d , 1:2) 
int 
int 
r.inter:section(mLmy t, rat_po-int& -ii, raLpoint& i2) 
returns the intersection set T n f as above. 
r.inter:section(mLsegment t~ rat_po-int& -ii, ra.Lpo·int& i2) 
rcf.urns the intersection set T n f a.s a.hovc. 
3.4 Input and Output 
ostream& 
istrcam& 
ostream& 0 «: r 
writes the coefficients of r to output stream 0. 
istTcam& I » rat_ray& r 
reads the coefficients of ·r from input stream I. This 
operator uses the current diruension of r. 
Additional Operations for rays in two-dimensional space 
bool T.vertical() returns true if T is vertical or trivial and false otherwise. 
bool r.horizonta.l( ) returns true if r is horizontal or trivial and false other-
WISP. 
bool r.intersection(mt_ray l1, rat_point& p) 
if r and l1 are not parallel the point of intersection is 
assigned to p and the result is tnw, otherwise the result 
is false. 
int orientation( mt_ray r, raLpoint p) 
4. Implen1entation 
cmnpntes orientation(o, b, p), where a and bare sonrce 
and anothcLpm:nt of r respectively. 
Rays arc implemented hy a pair of points as an item type. All operations like creation, ini-
tialization, tests, direction calculation, input and output on a ray r take time 0( r. dhn( ) ) . 
dim( ), coordinate and point access, and identity test take constant time. The opcra-
t.ions for intersection cakula.t.ion also take time 0( 8. di·rn( )) . The space requirement is 
O(v.dhn( )). 
2.2. 7 Rational Lines (raLline) 
1. Definition 
An instance of data type raUinc IS an oriented line in d-climensional Euclidian space. 
roLline is an item t)rpe. 
2. Creation 
TatJi:ru: l('ird d 2); 
introduces a variable l of type TaLhne and initializes it to some line 
in d-dimensional space 
TntJinc l ( ToLpoint p ~ ToLpoint q): 
introduces a line through p and q and oriented from p to q. 
Precondition: p and q a.re distinct and ha1re the same dimension. 
mUine l (rat_ point p ~ mLdirection dir); 
introduces a. line through p with direction dir. 
Pr-econdition: p and diT have the same dimension. 
mUine l ( raLsegm.ent s); 
introduces a variable l of type mUiru: and initiaJi?:es it to the line 
through s .. wnm:e() and s.ta.rgd( ). 
Pr-econdition: .s is not trivial. 
3. Operations 





n1Llinc :: d2( .,:rdegcT :£1 ~ ·integer y1, 1:ntcgr:-r D 1 ~ integer :J:2, integer y2 ~ 
intcgcT D2) 
introduces a variable l of type mUine. l is ini tializecl 
to the line [(xL y1, Dl), (x2, y2, D2)] in bvo-dimensiona.l 
spa.cc. 
raUine:: d2( integer xl ~ integer yl, integer x2, -integer y2) 
introduces a variable l of type roLI-i:ne . l is initia.li:;;cd to 
the line [(-rL yl, 1), (.r2, y2, 1)] in two-dimensional space. 
mLline:: d3(',:rdegeT :£1, ·integeT y1, 1:ntegeT zl, integeT :r2, irdegeT y2, 
·i·ntegeT z2) 
introduces a variable l of type raLlinc . l is initial-
ized to the line [(;:d, yL z L 1), (:r2, y2, z2, 1)] in three-
dimensional space. 
mLline :: d3(-£ntegr:T :£1 ~ integer- y1, 1:n.t egcr z1 , in.tegcr D 1, integer :r2, 
l.dim() 
1:ntcgc1· y2 , 1:-ntcgcT z2, intcgcT D2) 
introduces a variable l of type mtJine. l is initialized 
to the line [(.rl, y l , z1, D1 ), (.r2, y2, ::2, D2)] in three-
dimensional space. 




l. point 1 ( ) 
l.point2() 
returns a point on l. 
returns a. point on l distinct from l.pointi ( ). The line 
is directed from pointi to point2. 
l.two_points(mLpoint& pi, raLpoint& p2) 
after the call pi and p2 arc two different points on l. 
The line is directed from p 1 to p2. 









l. transform( aff_tTan~j(nnudion t) 
returns t (l). 
identical( raUine l1, mLl?:ne l2) 
test for identit:y. 
li ::::: l2 equality as unoriented lines. 
l1 != 12 inequality as nnoricntcd lines. 
st.rong:..cq( m.tJinr: l1 , mLluu: 12) 
equality as oriented lines. 
!.contains ( raLpoint p) 
returns true if p lies on l and false othenvise. 
l.conta.ins ( mL~cgmcnt 8) 
returns true if s is part of l and false othervvise. 
parallel ( mUinc l1 , raUinc l2) 
returns true if l1 and l2 are parallel and false otherwise. 
3.3 Intersection Calculations 
bool 
mLpoint 
l.intersection(To.Lh.yperp lrmc h, n1Lpoint& p) 
returns true if h and l intersect in a single point and false 
otherwise. In the first case the point of intersection is 
assigned to p. 
l.intersection(raLhyperplane h) 
returns the intersection of hyperplane h with line l 




l.intersedion(mUine t~ rat_point& -i1, rat-point& i2) 
returns the intersection set l n t b:y the follovving means. 
The return value is one ofthe constants {NO_! , PNT_f, 
SEG_J, RA Y_f ~ LJN_f}. The corresponding set is de-
termined hv the two points 'ii and i2: 
-
rdnrn ·value intersection set. 
NO_J empty 
PNT_I rat-point( ii) 
SEG_I raLscgmcnt( il, i2) 
RAY_! 'f'(LLray( i.1 , if!) 
LIN_f m.Uhr,r;.(ii, ·£2) 
l.intcrscction(nJ.Lmy t, ToLpoint& il, TaLpm:nt& if!) 
returns the intersection set t n t as above. 
l.intersection(To.L.sr;.gmr;.n.t t, TOLJHrint& i1, TaLpoint& i2) 
returns the intersection set t n t as above. 
3.4 Input and Output 
ostream& 
istTr;o.m.& 
ostream& 0 ~ l writes the coefficients of l to output stream 0. 
ish·mm.& I » TaUinr;& l 
reads the coefficients of l from input stream I. This 
operator uses the current dimension of l . 






t. vertical( ) returns true if l is vertical and false otherwise. 
l.horizontal( ) returns true if l is horizontal and false otherwise. 
l.intersection(To.Llh!f l1 ~ m.Lpoin.t& p) 
if t and l 1 are not parallel the point of intersection is 
assigned to p and the result i:-; true , otherwi:-;e the re;,:;nlt 
is false. 
l. perpendicular( ToLpoint p) 
computes the perpendicular line of l through p. 
orientation( raUine t, mLpoint p) 
con1pntes orientation(a, b, p), where a and b a.re pointl 
and point2 of l respectively. 
cmp_slopes( mUine l1, raUine l2) 
returns comparc(slopc(ll ), slopc(l2)). 
4. Implementation 
Lines are implemented by a. pair of points as an item type. All operations like creation, ini-
tia.li;,ation, tests, direction calculaJ.ion, input and output on a line l take time O(l.rhm( )l. 
dim( ), coordinate a.nd point access, a.nd identity test take constant time. The opera-
tions for intersection calculation also take time O(l. d1:m( ) ) . The space requirement is 
O(l.dim( )). 
2. 2. 8 Affine Transformations ( afLtransformation) 
1. Definition 
An instance of the data type a.fj_trans.forrnation is an affine transformation of d-
dimensional space. It is specified by a. square integer m aJ.rix .:M of dimension d + 1. All 
entries in the last row of M except the diagonal entry must be zero; the diagonal entry 
must be non-zero. A point p vvith homogeneous coorcUnatcs (p[OL . .. , p[ d]) is transformed 
into the point M * p. 
a.ff_tmns.fonnation is an item tj,.pe. 
2. Creation 
a.JJ_h·arl.:;joT'frw.tion t(ird d = 2); 
introduces the identity tra.nsforma.tion in d-dimensional space . 
a.ff_tmns.fonnation t('integeLmatrix M); 
the transformation of d-space specified by matrix Ivf. 
Pn:condition: M is a square matrix of dimension d + 1. 
a.ff _tmnsforrnation t (rat_ vector v); 
translation by vector v. 
a.ff _tmns.forrnation t ( integeL vecto1 v) ; 
3. Operations 
the transformation of d-spa.ce specified hy a. diagonal matrix with 
vector v on the dia.gona.l (a scaling of the space). 
Pn:umdition: v is a. vector of dimension d + 1. 
a.ff_trans.forrnation aff_trans.formation:: d2~'3cale( intege1· nnrn, integer den) 
returns a scaling by a. sca.le fa.dor n-nm/ dP.n. 
a.ff_tmns.fonnation aff_tmns.fonnation:: d2_transl( mt_vector vec) 
returns a translation by a vector vP-r:. 
aff_tra.nsfonnation ajf_transfonna.tion:: c12-..rot( integer si1Lnmn, integer cos_num: 
·intr-:geT den) 
returns a rotaJ.ion \'ltith sine and cosine values 
sin_nvm/ den and cos_n:ttm/ den. 
Pncond-ition: sin_nnm '2 + cos _rwm2 = den '2. 
aff_h·a.nsjoT'frw.tion ajf_tm.nsfoTnw.hon:: d2_rot_approx( ToLrhredion rhr : intr-:geT n'(},m ~ 
intr:gr-:r· den) 
returns a rotation of 2-spacc. Approximates the 
rotation given by direction dir, such that the dif-
ference between the sindes and soines of the rota-
tion given by rhT and the approximation rota.tion 
an~ at Inost num.j den ea.ch. 
a.ff_trans.formation aJf_tmns.foTmation:: d2_tra.fo( integer mll, integeT m12, integer ml S, 
integer m21 , intege1· m22, integer m28 , 
integer mS:J) 
returns a general affine transformation m 
tlu~ 3 X 3 matrix form. The sub matrix 
( (m,,, rn21 Y, ( m21, m.22n contains the scaling 
and rotation information, the vector (m,;;, m.'l;;Jf 
contains the translational part of the transforma-
tion. 
a.ff_trans.formation a}f_tmns.formation:: d2_tra.fo( integer mll, integer m12, integer m21, 
int t.dim( ) 
integer_nw,tTi:I: t.matrix( ) 
aff_h·ansforuw,timl. t.inverse( ) 
aff_tmnsforrnation tl * t2 
ostnarn& ostn:a.rn& 0 « a 
integeT m22, ·i.rdeg r:T m.38) 
returns a general linear transfonna.tion in 
the 2 x 2 matrix form. The sub matrix 
((m,,, m21 )t, ( m21, Inn/) contains the scaling 
and rotation information. There's no transla,-
tiona.l part. 
the dimension of the underl}ring space 
returns the transformation maJ.rix 
returns inven;e tra.nsfmna.tion 
composition of transformation:-; 
\'\Titcs the transformation m<l.trix of a to output 
stream 0 . 
£stream& istream& I » a.ff_trans.formation& a 
reads the coordinates of the tra.nsfonna.tion rna-
trix from input stream I. This operator uses the 
current dimension of a. 
4. Implementation 
Affine Transformations arc implemented by matrices of integers a.s an item type. All 
operations like creation, initializ:atiou, input and output on a tra.nsformatiou t take time 
O(t.dirn( )2 ). dim() takes constant time. The operations for inversion and composition 
have the cubic costs of the used matrix operations. The space requirement is 0( t. dim( )2 ). 
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1\Iatrices with Integer Entries 
(class integer_rnatrix) 
Geokernel 
}fay 21, 1996 
Abstract 
An instance of data type integer_matria: is a matrix of integer variables. The types 
in1.eger_rna1.rix and inleger_vector together reali;,e marry !"unctions of" ba,;ic linear algebra. All 
functions on integer matrices compute the exact result, i.e., there is no rounding error. Most 
functions of linear algebra. are checkable, i.e., the programs can be asked for a proof that their 
output is correct. For example, if the linear system solver declares a linear system ,Lr = b 
unsolvable iL also rel.unrs a vect.or r~ such that. rJA = 0 arrd er/, f:c 0. 
Contents 
1. The Manual Page of cla.oss int.cger_matrix 
2. The Header File of class integer_ma.t.rix 
3. The Implementation of da.ss integer_mnJrix 
4. Construction and B<lsic Operations 
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1. The Manual Page of class integer _matrix 
1. Definition 
An instance of data typt? intcgcr_rnatrix is a matrix of intt?ger variablt?s. Tht? types intt?gt?r Jnatrix 
and int.eger_vector together realiz.e rna.ny function;,; of ba.'sic linear algebra.. All function:,; on 
integer matrices compute the exact result, i.e., there is no rounding error. ~\'lost functions of 
lint?ar algebra art? chcd:ablr., i.t?., the programs can be <JBkt?d for a proof th<Jt their output 1s 
coned.. For example, if the linear :oy:stem :solver declares a linear :system A.;c = b unsolvable it 
also returns a vector c such that cT.4. = 0 and cTb # 0. 
2. Creation 
intc,qcr_matrix M(int n = 0, int m= 0); 
creates a.n instance AI of type intcgcr_matrix, AI is initiaJizcd to 
the n X m - zero matrix. 




intcgcr_vr:ctor& M.row(int i) 
crt?a.t.t?S an insta.nct? Af of typt? intt?gt?r_mat.rix. Let A bt? an array 
of m. column-vectors of common dimension n. AI is initialized to 
an n x m matrix wit.h t.llt? columns <JB spt?dtit?d by A. 
returns n, the number of rows of AI. 
rt?t.urns m, tllt? number of columns of i\1. 
rt?t.urns tllt? i-th row of l'..f (an m-vt?ctor). 
Pnxondition: 0 ::; i ::; n - 1. 
intc.qr.r_vr:ctor M.col(int i) rt?t.urns tllt? i-th column of AI (a.n n-vector). 
Prr.r.ondition: 0 ::; i ::; m. - 1. 
integer& M(int i, int .i) 
intcycLmatri:c M - M 1 
intc,qcLmatri:c M* Ml 
rt?t.urns A'I; ,1 . 








2H.dirnl() An.Jirnl() and Af.dim2() 
2\I .dim 1 () Ail.dirnl() and Af.dim2() 
Ptecondition: Af.dim2() = A11.dirn1(). 
integer_uector M * integer-_vector vec 
:\.fultiplication with vector. 
Precondition: Af.dim2() = ver.dim(). 
integer_matrix M* integer x :\.fultiplication of every entry with integer x. 
integer_rnatrix integer x * M :\lultiplication of every entry ""·ith integer x. 
integer·_matrix identity(int n) 
return::> an n by u identity rna.trix. 
integer·_ matrix transpose( integer_rnatrix M) 
returns lvfT (m X n - ma.trix). 
integer_rnatr·ix inverse( ?:nteger·_matrix M, integeT& D) 
returns the inverse matrix of }d. 1\!Iore precisely, 1/ D times the 
maHix rer.urned is the inverse of NI. 
Prt:rnndition: determinant.(Af) =/- 0. 
bool inverse( ?:nteger·_rnatr·ix M, integeT_nwtTix & inver·se, integeT& D, integeT_vectm·& c) 
determines whether ;_l;J h::1.s an inverse. It, aJso computes either the inverse ::1.s 
(1/ D) · inver·8c or a vector c such that eT· Af = 0. 
integer· determinant(integer-_matr-ix M, integer-_matr-ix& L, integer·_nwtr·-ix & U, army<int>& q, 
integer-_vectm·& c) 
returns the determinant D of "iJ a.nd sufficient information to verify that the 
value of the determinant is correct. If t he determinant is zero then c is a vector 
such that fJ · J/I = 0. If the determinant is non-zero then L and U are lo>ver and 
upper diagonal matrices respectively and q encodes a permutation matrix Q with 
Q(i,j) = 1 ifh = q(.j) suc:h that L-AI·Q = U, L(O, 0) = 1, L(i, i) = U(1:-1, i-1) 
for all i, 1 ~ i < n, and D = 8 · U(n- L n- 1) ·where 8 is the determinant of Q. 
Pr-econdition: .I\;f is qu(l,dratic. 
bool verify_cleterminant ( integer_matr·ix M , integer D, integer·_rnatr·ix& L, 
integer_matr·ix& U, army<int>q, integer-_vector& c) 
verifies the conditions stated above. 
integer determina.nt.(integer_rnatrix M) 
returnt> the deterrnina.nt of .Al. 
Pr-econdition: AI is q u a.dra tic. 
int sigtLoi.determinant(intcgr:r_matrix M) 
returns tlw sign of the dc~tcrrninant of JI. 
Pr-econdition: 11;! is qua,dratic. 
bool linea.r_solver(integer_matrix M, integer_vector b, z:nteger_vector& x, integer& D, 
integer _matrix & spanning_·vectors, integer _vector & r.) 
determines the complete solution space of the linear ~ystern }vf · x = b. If the 
sy~tem i~ un~olvable then c'J. ' · .i.'\'1 = 0 and (J · b cl 0. If the ~ystern is solvable then 
(1/ D):z; is a solution, and the columns of spann-ing_vectm·s are a. maximal set of 
linearly independent solutions to the corresponding homogeneous system. 
Prer.ondition: ~\1.dim1() = b.dim(). 
bool linea.r_solver(integer-_matrix M, intege1·_vector b, 1:ntege1·_vectm·& x, integer-& D, 
integer_ver.tor& r.) 
determines whether the linear sy~tem J.IJ · ::r = b is solvable. If yes, then (1/ D):c 
is a solution, if not then cJ · Af = 0 and c1 · b cl 0. 
rn:condition: Af.clim1() = b.dim(). 
bool line<tr_solver( integeT_matr·ix M, integer_ vector b, integer·_vector& x, integer& D) 
as above, but without the witness c 
Prcr.ondition: 1'1.f.diml() = b.dim(). 
bool solvable( integer_matrix M, integer_vectm· b) 
determines \Vhether the system .1\.f · :r = b is solvable 
Prcr.ondition: Af.dim1() = b.dim(). 
bool homogeneouslinea.r_solver( integer-_ matrix M, integer_·vector& x) 
determines ·whether the homogeneous linear syst.em Af · :r = 0 has a non-trivial 
solution. If yes, then ;c is such a solution. 
1Joid independenLcolumns(integer_nwtrix M, mTa.y<int>& colnmn.'l) 
returns the in dice~ of a nwxinml ::;u b::;et of independent col urnn::; of M. The index 
range of columns starts at 0. 
int rank(integer_rnatrix M) 
return::; the rank of matrix lvi 
08tr-earn& ostrearn& 0 ~ M 
write~ matrix 1\;f row by row to t.he output ::;trearn 0. 
i:::drcarn& ist-r-cam& I > irdcgcr·_nwtTix& M 
reads matrix "U row by rcrw from the input stream I. 
4. Implementation 
The cla.tatype integer_matrix is implemented by two-dimensional arrays of integers. Operations 
drtr;rrn-inant, ·imwrsr;, linr;ar_solvr;r, and ran!.: take time O(n;{), r.ol takes time O(n), row, dirn1, 
dint2, ta.ke constant time, and all other operations take time 0 ( nrn). The spa.ce requirement is 
O(nm). 
All functions on int.t?ger maJrices compute the t?Xact. ret;ult., i.e., there is no rounding error. Tl1t? 
implemenaJ.ion follov.:s a proposal of J. Edmonds (J. Edmonds, Systems of distinct represent.a-
tive~ and line<tr al!!;cbra, .Journal of Research of the I3ureau of .\'ational Standards, (I3), 71, 241 
-245). Most functions of linear algebra arc checkable, i.e., the programs can be asked for a proof 
that their output is correct. For example, if the linear system solver declares a linear system 
A.:r = b un:-oolvablc it al:-oo return;,; a vector c :-ouch that eT A= 0 a.nd cTb # 0. 
2. The Header File of class integer _matrix 
( integer_matrix .h :2) = 
#iil1def LEDA_INTEGER_MATRIX_H 
#define LEDA_I NTEGER_MATRIX_H 
#include <math.h> 
#include <LEDA/basic .h> 
#include <LEDA/array .h> 
#include <LEDA/ integer. h> 
#include <LEDA/ rational. h> 
#include "integer_ vector .h" 
#define MAX_SIZE_OF _SMALL_ OBJECT 25G 
typedef integer integer_t; 
typedef rational rationaL t ; 
class integer_matrix { 
integer_ vector ttv; 
int dl; 
int d2; 
void r.hr.r.k_dimr.n.s-ion8 ( const integer_matrix & ) const; 
integer_t &elem(int i , int j) const { return v[i] -v[j]; } 
void allocate_small(integer_vector tt&v, int d); 
void deallocate_small (integer_ vector * tt', int d); 
static int LEDA_SMALL; 
public: 
integer_matrix(int n = 0, int m= 0) ; 
integer _matrix ( const array(integer_ vector) &A.) ; 
integer_matrix(const integer_matrix &); 
integer_matrix(const integer_vector &); 
integer _matrix (int, int, integer _t **); 
integer_matrix &operator= (const integer_matrix &); 
"'integer_matrix (): 
int diud () const { return dl; } 
int dirn2 () const { return d2; } 
integer_ vector &row (int i) const 
{ 
#ifndef LEDA_CHECKING_DFF 




integer_ vector col (int i ) const: 
integer_ vector to_in tegeT_vectoT () const ; 
friend integer_ vector to_integer_vectoT'{const integer _matrix &) ; 
integer_vector &operator [](int i) const { return TVw (i ); } 
integer _t &operator ( ) (int i , int j) 
{_ 
#ifndef LEDA_CHECKING_OFF 
if (i < 0 V i ~ di ) 
error_handler (1, "integer_matrix: :operator() : urowuindexuoutuofurange. "): 
if (j < 0 V j ~ d2 ) 
crror_handlrr (1, "int eger_matrix: :operator () : ucoluindexuoutuofurange. "): 
#end if 
return elern(i~ j); 
} 
integer_t operator ( )(int ·i, int j) const 
{ 
#ifndef LEDA_CHECKING_OFF 
if (1: < 0 V i ~ di ) 
CTTUT-ltartdlcr ( 1, "int eger_matrix: :operator () : urowuindexuoutuofurange. "): 
if (j < 0 V .i ~ d2 ) 




int operator:=( const integer _matrix & ) const; 
int operator#( const integer _tnatrix &:r) const 
{ return --,(tthis =:c); } 
integer_matrix operator+(const integer_matrix &MJ ); 
integer_matrix operator-(const integer_matrix &MJ ); 
integer_matrix operator-(): I I unary 
integer_matrix &operator-=(const integer_matrix &) : 
integer_matrix &operator+=(const integer_matrix &): 
integer _matrix operator * ( const integer _matrix &Ml) const; 
integer_vector operator* (const integer_ vector &vec) const 
{ return ((tthis) * integer_matrix(vec)).to_Z:nteger·_vector·( ); } 
integer_matrix compmul(integer_t :z:) const: 
friend integer_matrix operator * (const integer_matrix &i11, integer_t a:) 
{ return Af. compnml (r): } 
friend integer_matrix operator* (integer_t x, const integer_matrix &AI) 
{ return Af. comprn'Ul ( x): } 
friend integer_matrix idcnWy(int n); 
friend integer _matrix transpose ( const integer _matrix &Af); 




integer_ vector c; 
if (invcrsc(}d, rcs'Ult, D, c)) return rcstdt: 
erTor·_handler (1, "integer_matrix:: inverse: umatrixuisusingular. "); 
friend bool inverse ( const integer _matrix &:\1, integer_matrix &inver8e, integer _t 
&D, integer_vector &c); 
friend integer_t determinant (const integer_matrix &i11, integer_matrix 
&L integer _matrix &U, array(int) &q, integer_vector &r); 
friend bool ver·ify_deteTrn~:nant (const integer _matrix &l\1, integer _t 
D, integet·_matrix &L, integer_matrix &U, array(int) q~ integer_vector &c) : 
friend integer_t detenninant(const integer_matrix &AJ); 
friend int sign_of_determinant ( const integer _matrix kU): 
friend bool Z.inear_solveT ( const integer_matrix &Af, 
const integer_ vector &b, integer_ vector &:r, integer_ t &D, integet·_matrix 
&spanning_vcctors, integer_ vector &c); 
friend bool linear·_sohw1·(const integer_matrix &AI, const integer_vector 
&b, integer_vector &x, integer_t &D, integer_vector &c) 
{ 
integer_ matrix spannin,q_vecton;; 
return lincar_solvcr(Af, b, :1:, D, spanning_vcctors, c): 
} 
friend bool linr.ar_.sol1Jcr ( const integer _matrix &Af, const integer_ vector 
&b, integer_vector &x, integer_t &D) 
{ 
} 
integer_ matrix sparmin,q_vectoTs; 
integer_ vector c; 
return lirwar·_solver·(AJ, u, :c , D, spannin,q_vector·s, c); 
friend bool solvable(const integer_matrix &AI, const integer_vector &b) 
{ 
} 
integer_ vector ;r; 
integer_t D: 
integer_nlatrix spanning_vectors; 
integer_ vector c; 
return linear·_solver·(AI, u, :r, D, spanning_vector·s , c); 
friend bool homogeneous_linear_solver ( const integer _matrix &"\1, integer_ vector 
&.t), 
friend void independent_colmnns(const integer_matrix &Af, array(int) &columns); 
friend int ranA; ( const integer_matrix &Ivf); 
friend ostream &operator<t::( ostream &0, const integer _matrix &jJ); 
friend istream &operator~ (istream &I, integer _matrix &.AI); 
LEDA_MEMORY (integer _matrix); 
inline void P rint ( const integet•_matrix &m, ostream & out) 
{ ml.t <t:: m; } 
inline void flead (integet•_matrix &m, istream &in) 
{ in~ m; } 
inline int compan:(const integer_matrix &, const integer_matrix &) 
i 
crror_handlcr (1, ''compare: unotudef ineduforutypeu ' integer _matrix' . " ) ; 
t•eturn 0; 
} 
LED A_ TYPE_P ARAMETER (integer_ matrix) 
#end if 
3. The Implementation of class integer _matrix 
\Ve discuss the implementation of the dass integer_matrix m hvo parts. In the first part. 
we give t.he implementation of the const.rudors, the destruct.or, assignment, equality, all access 
function:,;, and all ctrithmetic operator:;;, a,nd in the r,;econd part we dea.l '"'·ith the functiour,; of 
linear algebra. 
(integer _matrix. c :J) = 
#include "integer _matrix. h" 
int integer _matrix:: LED A_ SMALL = MAX_SIZE_OF _SMALL_OBJECT /sizeof (integer_ vector); 
(basic functions -1); 
(linear algebra .'i); 
4. Construction and Basic Operations 
A matrix is represented a.s a. C++-a.rra.y of pointers to rcnv-vcctors ,,.·it.h integer entries (type 
integer_ vector). Thus v(i] is a. pointer to a vector and hence v[i]-v[j] is the entry (i,j) of the 
matrix. 
( ha.sic. functions 4) := 
void integer _matrix:: allocate_snwll (integer_ vector **&v, int d) 
/ * we u::;e this procedure to allocate memory for small array::;. \.Vc fir:ot get an appropriate 




v = (integer_ vector**) allocatc_bytcs(d * sizeof(integer_vector t)); 
integer_vector **P = v + d- 1; 
while (p 2': u) { 
} 
new (p,O) integer_vectort; 
p--; 
void integer_matrix :: dcallocat(;'_ _ small (integer_ vector **V, int d) 
f* '""e use this procedure to dea.lloca.te memory for r,;mall arra.yr,;. The components (\,re a,lready 
deleted at. this point. and we only have to return the memory. t/ 
{ 
dcallucatc_bytcs (v , d * sizeof (integer_ vector * )) ; 
} 
integer_matrix:: integer _matrix (int diml , int di rn2) 
{ 
} 
if ( dirnl < 0 V dim2 < 0) 
r:rror_/urndlr:r (1, 11 integer_matrix:: constructor: unegati veudimension. 11 ); 
dl = dind; 
d2 = dirn2; 
if ( dl > 0) { 
} 
if ( dl < LED A_ SMALL) allocate_:mzall ( v, dl); 
else v = new integer_ vector * [ dl J; 
for (int i = 0; ·i < dl; i++) v[i] =new integer_vector (d2): 
else v = nil; 
integer_matrix :: integer_matrix(const integer_matrix &p) 
{ 
} 
dl = p.dl; 
d2 = p.d2; 
if ( dl > 0) { 
} 
if ( d1 < LEDA_SMALL) allocate_small (v, di); 
else u = new integer_ vector * [ di]; 
for (int i = 0; ·i < dJ; -i++) v[-i] =new integer_ vector (*p.v[i]); 
else v =nil; 
integer_ matrix:: integer _matrix ( const array(integer_ vector) &A) 
{ 
} 
int al = JLlow (); 
d2 = A.hi.qh()- al + 1; 
di = A[al].dim(); 
if ( d1 > 0) {_ 
} 
if (dl < LEDA_SMALL) allocate_small(v, dl): 
else v = new integer_ vector * [ dl J; 
for (int i = 0; i < dJ; i++) { 
u[i] = new integer_ vector ( d2): 
for (int j = 0: .i < d2; j++) ·u[i]-v(j] = A.[al +)][t]; 
} 
else v = nil; 
integer_matrix :: integer_matrix(int dirnl, int dim2, integet·_t **P) 
{ 
} 
dl = dimJ; 
d2 = dim2 ; 
if (dl < LEDA_SMALL) allor.ate_8rnall(v, dl ); 
else v = new integer_ vector * [ dl]; 
for (int i = 0; i < d1; i++) { 
u[i] =new integer_vector (d2); 
for (int j = 0; j < d2 ; j++) elem(i, j) = p[i][j]: 
} 
integer_matrix ::rvinteger_matrix () 
{ 
} 
if ( r) { 
} 
int d = dl; 
while (dl - - ) delete v[ dl]: 
if (d < LEDA_SMALL) dcallocatc_t;nwll (u, d); 
else delete []v; 
void integer_matrix :: rhcck_dirncru;ion8( const integer_matrix &mat) const 
{ 
if ( di i- rnat. di V d2 i- rnat. d2 ) 
ermr·_hand ler ( 1, 
"integer _matrix: : check_dimens ions : uincompat i bl eumatrixutypes . " ) ; 
} 
integer_ matrix:: integer _matrix (const integer_ vector &11ec) 
{ 
} 
dJ = VP.C .d; 
d2 = 1; 
if ( dl < LEDA_SMALL) allor.atr:_srnnJl (v, dl ) : 
else v = new integer_ vector * [ dl J: 
for (int i = 0: i < d1; i++) { 
} 
u[i] =new integer_vector (1); 
elem(i, 0) = vec[i]; 
integer_ matrix &integer_matrix ::operator=(const integer_matrix &mat ) 
{ 
t•egister int i, j; 
if (dl -j. rnat.dl V d2 -j. mat .d2 ) { 
for (i = 0; i < dl : i++) delete v[i]; 
if (v) { 
} 
} 
if (dl < LEDA_SMALL) deallocate_srnall( v , dl); 
else delete []r: 
d1 = rnat .d1 ; 
d2 = rnat .d2; 
if (d1 < LEDA_SMALL ) allocatc~mall(v , dl): 
else v = new integer_ vector * [ d1 J: 
for (i = 0; i < dl: i++ ) r:[i] =new integer_ vector (d2); 
for ( i = 0; i < d1 ; i++) 
for (j = 0; j < d2; j ++ ) elem (i , j ) = m at . elern(i , j); 
t·eturn *this: 
int integer_matrix :: operator:=(const integer_matrix &:c) const 
{ 
} 
t•egister int i , J.; 
if ( dJ -j. :r .d1 V d2 -j. :r .d2 ) return f al.c;r.; 
for (i = 0; i < d1; i++) 
for (j = 0; j < d2; j ++) 
if (elem(i , j ) -j. x. elern(i,j)) return false ; 
t·eturn true : 
integer_ vector integer_matrix :: col(int ·i) const 
{ 
if (i < 0 Vi ;::: d2) ermr_handler (1, "integer_matrix: :col: uindexuoutuofurange. " ); 
integer_ vector r·esult ( dl ) ; 
int j = d1 ; 
while (j - -) r-esult .v [j ] = elem(j, i); 
t·eturn r-esult; 
} 
integer_ vector integer _matrix :: to_'integer·_vcdor () const 
{ 
} 
if (d2 =J. 1) er-ror·_ handler (1, 11 integer _matrix: : to_integer _vector: ucann \ 
otumakeuinteger _ vectorufromurnatrix. "); 
t•eturn col (0): 
integer_ vector to_integer·_vector ( const integer _matt·ix &.!.\I) 
{ t•et urn 1\1. to_integer_vectOT ( ) : } 
integer_matrix integer _matrix:: operator+( const integer_matrix &nwt) 
{ 
} 
t•egister int i, j; 
chr:r.lcdirnr:nHi on8 (mat): 
integer _matrix result ( d1 , d2): 
for (i = 0; i < d1 ; i++) 
for (j = 0: j < d2; j++) result.elern(i,j) = elem(i,j) + mat.elern(i,j); 
t•eturn result; 
integer_matrix integer_matrix ::operator-(const integer_matrix &nwt) 
{ 
} 
t•egister int i, j; 
check_ dimensions (mat); 
integer _matrix n~snlt ( rl1 , d2); 
for (i = 0; i < d1; i++) 
for (j = 0: j < d2; j++) r·esr1lt.dern(i,j) = elem(i,j)- m.at .dem (i,j); 
t·eturn rrsnlt; 
integer_matrix &integer_matrix::operator+=(const integer_matrix &mat) 
{ 
} 
t•egister int i, j; 
check_dimensions (mat); 
for ('i = 0; i < d1 ; i++) 
for (j = 0; j < d2; j++) clr:m (i,j) += mat.dcm(i,j); 
t•eturn *this; 
integer_matrix &integer _matrix ::operator-=( const integer_matrix &mat) 
{ 
} 
t·egister int i, j; 
cher.k_dirnenHion8 (mat); 
for (i = 0; i < d1; i++) 
for (.j = 0: j < d2; .i++) elcrn('i,j) -= mat .clem(i,j); 
t•eturn *this: 
integer_matrix integer_matrix ::operator- () I I una.ry 
{ 
t·egister int i, j; 
integer _matrix Tes'ult ( d1 , d2): 
} 
for (i = 0; i < d1; i++) 
for (j = 0: j < d2; j++) res11lt.dem(i,j) = -elern(i,j); 
t•eturn result; 
integer_matrix integer_matrix :: compnwl(integet·_t f) const 
{ 
} 
t•egister int i, j; 
integer _matrix result ( d1 , d2); 
for (i = 0; i < d1 ; i++) 
for (j = 0: j < d2; j++) result.elern(i , j) = elem(i, j) * f; 
t•eturn result; 
integer_matrix integer_matrix ::operator* (const integer_matrix &rno.t) const 
{ 
} 
if ( d2 cf: mat. d1 ) 
erTm·_handler (1, "integer_matrix:: operator*: uincompatibleumatrixutypes. "); 
integer_matrix rr.sult(d1, mat.d2); 
t·egister int i, j; 
for ('i = 0; i < mat .d2; i++) 
for (j = 0: j < dl; j++) n:s1tlt.elern(j,i) = *v(j] * mat.col(i); 
t·eturn n:snlt; 




8 <t: "\n": 
for (i = 0; i < AI.d1; i++) 8 <t: 1\I[i] < "\n"; 
t•eturn s; 
istream &operator::P(istream &s, integer_matrix &.M) 
{ 
} 
int i = 0; 
while (i < J1.d1 1\ 8 ::p 2\.J[i++]) 
t•eturn s; 
integer_matrix irlentity(int n) 
{ 
} 
integer _matrix rr.sult ( n, n); I I sets all entries ?:ero 
for (int i = 0: i < n; i++) Tes·ult(i, i) = 1; /I sets dia~ ent ries to one 
t•eturn result; 
integer_matrix tmnspou:(const integer_matrix &Af) 
{ 
int d1 = 1\J .dirnl ( ); 
int d2 = 1\1.dim2 ( ); 
integer_matrix result(d2, dl): 
for (int i = 0; i < d2; i++) 
for (int j = 0; j < dl; j ++) r·esult .elern ( i, j) = 111 (j, i); 
t·eturn re8ult; 
} 
This code.: is Lttic.:d in chunk 3. 
5. Linear Algebra 
\Ve now t.urn to t.he functions of linear algebra. \:Ve frequently need a. function that s>va.ps the 
values of its arguments. 
( linear alp;e bra .'i ) = 
template(class T) void swap(T &x, T &y) 
{ T h = :r; :r = y: u = h; } 
See abu c.:hunb 6. 1J, 16, 17. 18, and :20. 
This code is used in chunk:~. 
6. The rno:ot important oper<Ltion i:s the :solution of a non-hornogeneom; linear :sy:stern. \Vc u:oe 
Gaussian elimination as described by J. Edmonds (J. Edmonds, Systems of distinct representa-
tives and linea.r algebra, .Journal of Research of t.he Bnrean of :\ational Standards, (B) , 71, 241 
-245) . 
Consider a. linea.r system A · :r = b. Ganssia.n elimination opera.r.es in r.wo phaRes. In the 
first phase it transforms A. by a. sequence of row and column operations into an upper diagonal 
matrix and in t.he second phase it solves t.he resulting upper diagonal system. 
Let us have a. closer look at the first pha.se. It operates in subpha.ses, numbered 0 to m- 1 
where m is the number of rows of .4. Before t.he k-t.h snbphase we have transformed A into a 
matrix ck = [ ~ ~ ] . where D i:o a nOIHlingul<Lr upper triangular matrix of order/;:, Fork = 0 
we have C0 = A. In the k-th subph<J.se we first determine a non-7.ero element in F ( ca.lled the 
pivot-element) a.nd move it into the left upper corner ofF by interchanging row::; and column::; 
if nece:ssary and then subtract :suitable multiple;,; of the top l'O'W ofF from the other ro>v:o ofF 
to zero out all bclo>v diagonal entries in F's first column. \:Vc a.ssumc for case of exposition tha.t 
no interchanging of rows and columns is ever necessary. 
Lemn1a 1 All entTies ofF can be wTitten as mtional nwnber·s with denominator dct Ak when: 
A.k is the submatrix formed by the fin;t !r rows and colmnns of A .. 
Proof: For a. matrix AI and row indices i 1 , ... , ik and column indices j 1 , ... , j, use 1i1;~ 1 ,'.'.'.}: 1 to 
denote the l X l ;;n bma.t.rix formPd by t.he element.s in the selected rows and columiLti. Consider 
any entry fi.i of F. \Ne have 
Jet ( ( cdl .... , ~~-l ,j ) r. - . . u, .... k-1,! 
· 'J - l ((C' ·)D .... ,k-1) (et. · le o: .... k-1 
since the ma.trix in the numerator has /;j in the right lower corner, zeroes in all other entries of 
the last row, and the mar.rix in the denominator in it.s other row and columns. The numerator 
is therefore .fi1 times t.he denominator. Observe next that. both determinants do not. change if 
we v.:rite C0 inst.ead of C1,: sinc:e Ck is obtained from C0 by subtrac:ting multiples of the first. k 
rows from the other ro\vs. Thus, 
det( (Co)o, ... .l~-l.j) f. _ . o, ... ,k -1 ,, 
'J - dct((Co)0'" ''~=: 1 ) 
. o, ... ,k 1. 
I 
The Lemma above suggests to take det Ak as the denominator of all entries of F, to store 
the denominator separately, say in a variable denorn ,and to keep only the numerators in the 




denom = clet Ak 
D l t 4_0, . ... k- I .j r;1· =ce .• · Cl ·, __ 1 ·:, , • •• ,J'i.. ,l 
fiJ = P,1 jrhmom. 
for i 2: k, j 2: h~ 
The effed of the k-th subpha.se is to replax~e j;1 by 
f[i = .fij - .fik . h.i I fH 
= (f;j. fkk- .fik· .. hj)/.fkk 
= ( (.FiJ · FH - F;k · FK-1 )/ det Ak)/ Fk-k 
for i > k n.nd j 2: /,~. 
Proof: Invariant (2) shows 
v l t ( 4_u ..... k:-l .k:) l t A 
ru,=ce .. ·n, ... :k-l:k =ce. le 
and Lemma 1 tells us that Jf1 ca.n be >Vritt.en as a rational number with denominator Fkk· Thus, 
(F;jFkk- F;kFkj)/ clet Ak must be a.n integer. I 







In t.he h:-t.h subpha.se we set 
C;; = dct"4;+ 1 for 0 :--; i :--; k 
cg:.·:::t=i is non-singular upper tr iangular 
ci.i = 0 for i 2: k and j < k 
C; = det AD, ... ,I~-l ,j for ·i > k:, j > k 
.1 o .... ,k-1,• - . -
C' . l t 4_1J, .... 1-l,J f' . 1 ' ' ;1 = (e . • o, ... ;·i - Li or 1 < t.:,} > 1 
For i > k and j 2: k. The division is without remainder. 
So f<tr we ignored pivoting and the right-hand i:iidc u. \Ve handle b by adjoining it to A a.:; 
an additionaJ column. \Ve handle pivoting by :::.toring all column int.erchangei:i (there ii:i no need 
to keep track of the row interchanges since >VC adjoined b to A. and hence handle both sides of 
the equation in the same v,·ay). \Ve store the column in terchangcs in an a.rray var: \Vhat is ncnv 
column j was originally column VrJ.T [j]. In other words, column j of C represenr.s variable 7JrJ.r [j]. 
It is useful to keep track of a.ll row operations performed. VVe do so in a matrix L which we 
inid<JJi:;;;e to an rn X m. identity matrix and subject to the same row operations a.s C, i.e., in the 
k- th :,;ubphai:ic we :,;et 
L;1 = (L;; ·CH - C;k · LkJ)/ dct. A~, 
fori > k ;wd all j. This maintains r.he invariant 
L · lAiu) · P = c 
where (Aib) denotes the matrix obtained by adjoining b to A, P is the permutation matrix 
corresponding to var and C is the matrix >ve are working in. \Ve initialir,e C with (A.Ib) <tnd we 
in tialize P with the identity matrix. 
VVe ::>till need to fill in two detail::; in our treatment of phase 1: \Vhy do the entries of L stay 
integral and hmv do >ve discover unsolvahili ty? 
Lemma 3 The ent7·ie8 of L 8tay integral. 
Proof: Let us again ignore pivoting. Then 
[ u 0 l L= V lF 
before subphase A: where U is a lmver diagonal matrix of order k: a.nd H' is a diagonal matrix. 
It is readily proved by induction on k that all diagonal entries of lV are equal to det A~c, i.e., 
lV = (det Ak:) ·I, and th<Jt the diagonal entries of U are det .4.0 , det .41 , ... , det A~c_ 1 . Let 
.. ·] . 
. . . 
Then U ·A_,, = D and V· Ak +TV· A~ = 0. Thus. U = DAk"1 and l" = -lFA~,A;- 1 = 
- ( det Ak) · .4f..A.k" 1 • This implies already the integrality of V :since all eutric::> of c4k" 1 arc rational 
numbers whose denominator divides det Ak (by Cra.mers 's rule). For matrix U we at least know 
that it is uniquely defined. It therefore suffices to shmv that there is an integral matrix U 
t . f' . . [ ' 4_ D Tl. . H' l D· d .tO ... . ,i-1.] E . l' sa .1s ymg ; · "- k- = . us 1s easy to see. n·e 1ave >J = et. ho: ... ,i-l.i. xpanswn accorc mg 
to the last column yields · · 
D _ ~( l)l+j d 4_lL ... ,i-1 4_- _ 
'J - ~ - et· o, .... l-l,l+l, .. . ,i" lJ' 
Tl [ . _ (. 1)1+) l t .tO .... ,·i - 1 ms, : i.J = _- ( e -':to; ... ,l-1,1+1 , .. . ,i · I 
U nsolva.bility is easy to detect. \Ve discover unsolva.bility in su bphase {,; when the search for 
a non-7.ero pivot is unsuc:c:essful hut the c:urrent right hand side has a non-7.ero entry in row k 
or below. 
VVc are now ready for the program. 
( linear algebra .'i ) += 
bool linear_solvE:r- (eonst integer_ matrix &A , const integer_ vector &b, 
integer_ vector &;~.-: , integer_t &D, 
{ 
} 
integer_matrix &spannin_q_1Jr:r.tors , integer_vector &r.) 
bool ~:wlvablc = tnw; 
( initiaJi<~e C and L from A. and b T) 
( phase 1 8) 
(test whether a. solution exists and compute cif there is no solution 13) 
if (.~olvable) { 




( initia.li:t:e C a.nd L from A and b 7) := 
int i. j, k; I I indices to step through the matrix 
int TOW!:J = A..dirnl (); 
int col!:J = A.. dirn2 ( ) ; 
I* at this point one might want to check whether the computation can be carried out with 
dou blcs, ::>cc ::;edion 21. *I 
if (b.dim() #- r·o·ws) er-ror_handler·(1, "linear_solver:ubuhasuwrongudimension"); 
integer_matrix C(mws, coL~+ 1): I I the matrix in which we vvill calculate (C = (A.Ib)) 
I* copy A and b into C *-1 
for (i = 0; 1: < rows; £++) { 
for (j = 0; j <cols; j++) C(i,j) = A(i,j): 
C(i, cols) = b[i]: 
} 
integer_matrix L(mws, rows); I I is initialized with zeros 
for ('i = 0; ·i < rows; i++) L('i, i) = 1; I I ::;ets diagonal elemeuts to one 
Thi~ ~odP. i~ 11sP.d in ~hnnks 6, 15, 16, 17, IS, :'!.Jld 20. 
8. Pha::>c 1 of Gaussi&n elimination. 
( phii.'>e 1 8 ) = 
array(int) var(O, cols- 1); I I column j of C represents the vn.r[j]-th varia.ble 
I I the array is indexed behveen 0 and cols - 1 
for (j = 0: j <cols; j++) vm·[j] = j; I I a.t the beginning, varia.ble x; stands in column j 
integer_t denorn = 1; I I the determinant of an empty matrix is 1 
int sign = 1; I I no int.erch<lnges yet. 
int rank = 0: I I we have not seen any non-zero row yet 
I* here comes the main loop *I 
for (!.: = 0: {.; < rows: {.;++) { 
} 
(search for a non-zero clement; if found it is in (i, j) 9) 
if ( rwrLzero_fonnd) { 
} 
mnk ++: I I increase the ra.nk 
(interchange rows k and i and columns k and j 10) 
(one suhphn.se of phn.se 1 11 ) 
else break; 
This code is used in chunks Ci, L'i, Hi, 17, lS, and :!0. 
9. \Ve search for a. non-7-ero element. 
(::>earTh for <1 non-~ero element; if found it i::; in (·i, j) rJ) = 
bool 'IW'fLZem_fmmd = false; 
for ( i = J.~; i < ro1l!s; i ++) I I step through rows t.~ to rows - 1 
{ 
} 
for (j = k; j < cols 1\ C (1:, .i) =: 0: j ++) : I I step through columns k to cols - 1 
if (j < cols) { non_zcm-found = true: break: } 
This code is used in chunk R. 
10. \Ve interchange ro\vs and columns. Any exchange changes the sign of the determinant. 
( intercha,nge rows k and i and columns !.~ and j 10) = 
if ('i ::/: k) { 
} 
. . 
s-~gn = - S1fJn: 
I* we intcrchan~e row~ k and i of Land C *I 
8Wap ( L[i] ~ L[k]): 
swap(C[i], C[k]); 
if (j ::/: k) { 
} 
. . 8'tgn = - stgn; 
I* \Ve iuten:ha.nge columns J.: a.nd j *I 
for (int dt = 0; ih < TOW8; ih++) swap(C(ih,J.:),C(ih,j)); 
I* \Vc ~tore the exchange of variables in vaT *I 
swap(vaT[k], var·[j]); 
This code is used in chunk 1-l. 
11. Now we are ready to do the pivot-step \vith the element Cu. \Ve do the L's first since 
we want to work with t.he old values of C. Not.e that the division by denorn is RJlowed as this 
fa.ctor is conta.ined in the nominator term. 
(one subphasc of phase 1 11) = 
for (i = k + 1; i < TOws; i++) 
for (j = 0; j < mws; j++) I I and all columns of L 
L(i, j) = (L(i,j) * C(k, A~) - C(i, 1.~) * L(k ,j))l drnorn: 
for ( i = k + 1 ; i < TOWS ; i ++) { 
} 
I* the following iteration u:::;cs and change~ C ( i, k) *I 
integer_t temp= C('i, k); 
for (j = J.:; j :::; cols; j ++) C(i, j) = (C( i, j) * C(k, 1.:) - temp * C (k, j)) I denorn: 
denom = C(k, k); 
(check invaria,nt L · A · P = C 12) 
This code: is IJHc:d in dtunk 8. 
12. It is good custom to chec.k the st.a.te of a mmputat.ion. The matrix L mnlt.iplied by A 
permuted as given by var :::;hould be equal to the cuneut C. The permutation var· moves 
column var·[j] of A. to column j of C. 
(check invaria.nt L · A · P = C 12 ) =: 
#ifdef LEDA_ TEST 
for (i = 0; i < rows; i++) { 
for (j = 0; j <cols; j++) { 
integer_t Sum= 0: 
for (int l = 0; l < mws; l++) Sum += L(i , {) * A(l , 1wr[j]): 
if (Sum"! C(i,j)) e?Tor_handler·(l, "linear_solver:uL*A*PudifferentufromuC"); 
} 
integer _t Smn = 0; 
for (int l = 0; l < row8; l++) Sum+= L(i, l) * A.(l, col8): 
if (Sum f- C(i, cols)) error_handler(l, "linear_solver:uL*A*PudifferentufromuC"); 
} 
#end if 
This code is used in chunk 11. 
13. VVe ;cue done with Gaussian elimination. At this point. C h;cu; a rank X rank upper triangular 
rna.trix in it~ left. upper corner and the remaining rowi:> of C are zero. The ~yt>t.em i::; ::;olvable if 
the current ri~ht hand side has no non-zero entry in row rardo: a.nd bclmv. Assume otherwise, 
say C(i, cols) f- 0. Then the i-th rmv of L proves the unsolvability of the system. 
(test whether a solution exists and compute cif there is no solution 13) = 
for (i = ro.nk: i < mws 1\ C(i, cols) = 0; i++) ; 11 no body 
if ('i < mws) { 
HOh)(}.blc = fa.lHc; 
c = integer_vector(rows): 
for (j = 0; j < mw~;; j++) c[.j] = L(i,j); 
} 
This code: is LtHc:d in chunk()_ 
14. \Ve compute the ::;olution :space. It i~ dctennined by a :solution :c of the uon-horno!-!;cnoeu:s 
system plus cols - mnk linearly independent solutions to the homogeneous system. 
Recall t.hat C has a r-ank x r-ank upper triangular matrix in it~ upper left corner. \Ve view the 
variable::; corTe::>ponding to the fir::;t r-ank columnt> a ::; dependent and the other~ as independent . 
The vector vaT connects columns with variables: column j represents va.riable var· [j]. 
The components of .r are rationaJ numbers with common denominator denom (by Cra.mer~s 
rule and since derwrn is (up to sign) equal to the determina nt of the submaJ.rix formed by the 
depcudent. variablc:s). \Ve set the components corre:sponding to the independent variables to zero 
and compute the components corresponding to the dependent variaNes by back sub~titution. 
During back substitution \Ve compute ;c; (again ignoring pivoting) by x; = (b;- 2::1>; c;,jXi)lc;,;. 
Let ;c[i] be the numerator of x; . Then ;r(·i] = (b; * denoni - 2::1 >; cu * ;r [j]) / cu. 
\Ve have a t:>pa.nning vector for each independeut variable. \Ve ~et the value of the independent 
variable to 1 = dr:nom I denom and t.hen compute the value::; of all dependent variable::;. 
(compute solution space H)= 
J~ = integer_vector(cols); 
D = denom; 
for (i = rank- 1; i ~ 0: i--) { 
integer_t h = C(i, cols)* D; 
} 
for (.j = i + 1; j < mnk; j ++) { 
h - = C(i, j) * ;r[vm·[j]J; 
} 
x[uar· [i]J = hiC(i, i); 
#ifdef LEDA_ TEST 
I* we check whether J: is a. solution *I 
{ 
for (i = 0; i < mws; i++) {_ 
integer_t sum= 0; 
for (j = 0; j < col8; j ++) sU1n += A.( i, j) * :z:[j]; 




int dimr.nsion = cols- rank; I I dimension of solution 
8panning_vectors = integer_matrix(col8, dimension); 
if (dimension > 0) { 
I* In the l-t.h spanning vector, 0 :::; l < dimension \Ve set vnxiable var[rank + l] to 1 = 
denom I dcnom and then t.he dependent variablei:> as dictated by the rank + l-th column of 
c. *I 
for (int l = 0; l < dirn.en8ion; l++) { 
.SJHmning_ver:t(n-8 (vm· [mnk + l ], l) = D; 
for (1: =rank- 1; £2 0; i--) { 
integer_t h = -C(i, rank;+ l) * D; 
} 
for (j = i + 1; j < rank: j ++) h -= C ( i, j) t spannin_q_1Jr.r:tors ( var [.j], l); 
spanning_1Jr.r.tors(var[i], l) = hiC(i , i); 
#ifdef TEST 
I* we check vdlC'thcr the l-th spanning vector is a soln tion of the homogeneous system 
*I { 
integer_ vector zero (r-ows): 
if (A * .•q)(].rtning_'lwciors. col ( l) -=j=. zr~m) 





This code is used in chunks 6 and 20. 
15. Thi::> complete::> the implementation of t he linear ;,;olver. \Ve next turn to the functions 
determinant, and inverse, a.nd 1·ank. 
The determin;wt function is simple. The determinant is either r-ero (if the matrix does not 
have full rank) or is .sign * denom where .sign and denom are computed during phase 1. 
(linear algebra 5) += 
integer_ t detenninant (const integer_ matrix &.4) 
{ 
if (A .. diml () # A .. dim2 ()) 
er-r-or·_}wndler· ( 1, "determinant: uonlyusquareumatricesuareulegalu inputs. 11 ); 
integer_vector b(A.diml ( )); /I z.ero-vect.or 
( initiaJi r-e C a.nd L from A and b 7 ) 
(phase 1 8) 
if (rank < rows) t•eturn 0; 
else return integer_t(sign) * denmn; 
} 
16. The certi-fied version of the determinant is slightly more interesting. If the matrix is 
singular then the last. ruw of L proves that fnx:t., i.e., is n, vector c with r:T ·A_ = 0. If the matrix 
is non-singular then we return the LU-decomposition. Note that no row interchanges took place 
during the first phn.sP. of Gaussian P.limina tion whP.n A is non-singular. Thus L is rf'ally a lmver 
diagonal matrix. 
VVe need to check vdwther L and U arc reaJly lower and upper dia!!:onal ma,triccs, whether 
the diagonal elements <tiT as prescribed, whether L ·A.· q = U a,nd vdtcthcr the claimed value 
of the determinant is equa.l to the sign of Q times U(n- 1, n- 1). Since Q is given implicitcly 
by a.array(int) q the handling ofQ requires a little bit ofwork. 
\Ve first. check w hetllt?r q is indP.ed a permutation hy checking vvhether it is surjP.ct.ive and 
then c.ornpntP the sign of IJ. To do so \VP. trace tllP cyc.lPs of q. A cyc.lP of length l contributes 
( -1 )1- 1 to tlw sign. \VP. trace each cycle starting ax its smallP.st element. 
(linear a.lgehra 5) += 
integer_t detf:nninant (eonst integer _matrix &A, integer_matrix &LD, 
integer_matrix &UD,array(int) &q,integer_vector &c) 
{ 
} 
if (A .. diml () #- A .. dim2 ()) 
er-r-or·_}wndler· ( 1, "determinant: uonlyusquareurnatricesuareulegalu inputs."); 
integer_vector b(A.dirn1 ()); I I 7,P.ro-vect.or 
( initiaJi7,e C and L from ,4 and b i ) 
(phase 1 8) 
if (ran!;: < row8) { 
} 





UD = integer _matrix (rows , rows); 
for ('1: = 0; ·i < nnns; ·i++) 
for (j = 0; j < ro1l!s; j++) UD(i,j) = C(i,j); 
q = vaT; 
return integer_t(siqn) * derwm; 
int sign_of_detenninant ( const integet· _matrix &l\1) 
t•eturn s?:gn (deterrm:nant (2\1)); 
} 
bool ver·ify_detenninant ( const integer _matrix &A, integer_ t D. 
integer_ matrix &L, integer_matrix &U, array(int) q, integer_vector &c) 
if (q.low () #- 0 V q.high () #- A.dim2 () - 1) error_handler (1, "verify _determinant:\ 
uqushouldubeuauperrnutationuarrayuwithuindexurangeu[O,A.dirn2()-1] ."); 
int n = A..dim1 () ; 
int i, j: 
if (D := 0) { 
I* we have eT· A= 0 *I 
integer_ vector zero (n) ; 




I* we check the conditions on L and U *I 
if (L(O, 0) f:- 1) return false; 
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) { 
} 
for (j = 0; j < i; j ++) 
if (U(i,j) i- 0) return fal8e; 
if (i > 01\ L(i, i) i- U(i- 1, i- 1)) return false; 
for (j=i+1; j<n; j++) 
if ( L ( i, j) i- 0) return false; 
I* check whether L ·A_· Q = U *I 
integer_matrix LA = L * A; 
for (.j = 0; j < n: j++) 
if (LA.col(q[j]) f:- U.r.ol (.j)) return fal.<;r.; 
I* compute signs of Q *I 
int sign= 1; 
I* we cha::;e the cycles of q. An even length cycle contributes -1 a.nd vice vcro;a */ 
m·ray(bool) already_considen:d(O, n- 1); 
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) alr-ead:q_con.~ider·ed[i] = falHe; 
for (i = 0; -i < n; -i++) alr-eady_considenxl[q[i]] = t1'ne: 
for (i = 0; -i < n; -i++) 
if ( --.a.ln:a.dy_con.~idered [i]) 
error-_handler ( 1, "verify _determinant: qui sunotuaupermutat ion. "); 
else a.lrmdy_considcrcd[i] = fal.<;r:; 
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) { 
} 
if ( alr-eady_considered[i]) continue: 
I* ·we have found a new cycle ·with minimal clement 1:. *I 
int k = q[i]: 
aln:·ady_considered [ i] = tr"ue: 
while (k i- i) { 
} 
. . 8tgn = -s~gn ; 
already_con.oiden:d[J.:] = true; 
k = q[k:]; 
return (D = integer_t(sign) * U(n- 1, n- 1)); 
17. To determine a maximal subset of indep endent columns of a. matrix we use the main 
modules of our linear solver and collect. the columns ·which are represented by the independent 
variable::; after the diagonalization of the matrix. 
(linear algebra 5) += 
void independenLcolurrmH ( const integer _matrix &A., array (int) & columns ) 
{ 
integer_ vector u(A .. diml ()); I I zero-vector 
( ini tializc C and L from .4 and b 7) 
( pha.se 1 8) 
I* at this point we have: C has an rank X rank upper triangular matrix in its left upper 
rorner; var tells us t.he columns of A c-orresponding t.o the dependent va.riables: *I 
columns = array(int) (rank): 
for (i = 0; i < mnk: i++) colmnns[i] = var[i]; 
} 
18. rank a,nd inverse arc easy to implement. The rank i:s already computed during pha_sc 1 
and the i-th column of the invcr::;e i:s a ::;olution to the linear ::;y:st.em A· :~.· = e; where e; i:; the 
i-th unit-vector. 
(linear algebra 5) += 
int mnk(const integer_matrix &.4) 
{ 
} 
integer_vector b(A.dimi ()): I I zero-vector 
(initialize C and L from .4 and b 7) 
(phase 1 8) 
t•eturn r-ank; 
bool inverse(const integer_matrix &A, integer_matrix &1:nver·se, 
integer_t &D, integer_ vector &c) 
{ 
} 
if (.4..dim1 () # .4..dirn2 ( )) 
erTor·_handler ( 1, "inverse: uonlyusquareumatr i cesuareul egalu inputs."); 
integer_vector b(A.diml ()); I I zero-vector 
( initiaJi:;>;e C and L from A and b 7) 
( pha:>e 1 ~) 
if (mnk < TOWS) { 
} 
I* matrix is singula.r: we return a vector c with (J ·A= 0. *I 
r = integer_ vector ( mw.s); 
for (j = 0: j < rows; j++) r:[j] = L(mw.s- 1,j); 
return false; 
(complete computation of invcr::;c 19) 
t·et urn tr"'ue :. 
19. In order to romput.e the i-th column of the inverse we need to solve the linear system 
A· ;J: = fi, 'vhere t:; is the i-th unit vector. \·Ve ha.ve already subjected r; to the first phase of 
Gau::;::;ian elirniuation a:s the i-th colunm of L. Thm; we only ha.ve to perform back ~ub~titution 
with this column in order to get the i-th column of the inverse. 
(complete computation of inverse 19) = 
D = denom: 
in1J(:rsr: = integer _matrix (rows, ro·ws): 
integer_t h: 
for (i = 0: i < rows; £++) { I I i-th column of inverse 
} 
for (j=rows-1; j~O: j--) { 
h = L(j, i) * D; 
} 
for (int l = j + 1; l < rmm;; l++) h -= C(.j,l) * inver.sr;(var[l], i): 
inverse ( vnr [j], i) = hI C (.j, j); 
#ifdef TEST 
if (-.(A* inven•e = identity(rows) *D)) 
ermr_handler (1, "inverse: umatrixuinverseucomputeduincorrectly. "); 
#end if 
Thi~ rodP i~ lJsPd in dmnk 18. 
20. Let':s next solve a hornogencou:s sy;,;tcm. 
( linear a.lge bra ,'I ) += 
bool homogenem~s_linear_solver(const integer_matrix &.4, integer_ vector &:z:) 




integer_ vector b(A.dind ()); I I zero-vector 
integer _t D; 
(initialize C and L from A. and b 7) 
(phase 1 8) 
integer _tnatrix .~pann·in_q_·vcr.tor.s: 
( rompnt.P solution sparP 14 ); 
if (dimension= 0) return false; 
I* return first column of spanning_vector·s *I 
for (i = 0; i < cols; i++) ;r[i] = spanning_1Jectors(i, 0); 
t•et urn t1··ue :. 
21. Optimization. 
VVhen ca.n we carry out the computation 1-vith double arithmetic? Doubk arithmetic works 
as long as all determinant;,; computed arc at most 2'52 in ab:solute value. The determinant of a 
matrix is bounded by the product of the norms of the column vectors. The norm of a. vector is 
bounded by folv! where AI is the maximal absolute value of any matrix entry. The log of the 
determinant is thPreforp bounded by n(log k! + (112) ·log n) . 
\Ve need to square this number since we eo m pute terms of the form D1 DID and lwnce before 
the division our numbers may bP al' hrgP as thP square of t.he det.Pnninant. 
(unused code: does double arithmetic ;,;uffice'! 21) = 
{ 
double nwJ.a:nt·ry = 1; 
for (int i = 0: i < mws; i++) 
for (int j = 0; j < r.ols; j++) { 
if (Jabs (A( i, j)) > max_entry) max_entry =jabs (A.(i, j)); 
} 
if (TOWS * (log ( max_entr·y) + log (r-ows) 12) <:: 26) 
(convert the input to double and u:se double arithmetic 0 ); 
} 
22. A Test of class integer_matrix 
And finally we test our vector type in a little program. VVc first test construction a.nd access 
operations. \Vc test our equality operators. Then we do some basic calculations with matrix-
matrix and matrix-vector operaxions. \Ve aJso use transposP., ran/,; to characteri7-e example 
matrices. Then we test the modules im1er·se and Z.inear_soh1e1· of the package. 
( integer_matrix-test. c 22) = 
#include "integer _matrix. h" 
#define MAT _DIM 10 
main() 
{ I* wrnc com;truction and acccf.s ops *I 
integer_matrix A.(MAT_DIM, MAT_DIM), B(MAT_DIM, MAT _DIM); 
for (int i = 0: i < MAT_DIM: i++) 
for (int j = 0: j < MAT_DIM; j++) { 
A(i, j) = i; 
B(i, j) = j: 
} 
integer_matrix C(A); 
I* some dimension and equality testing *I 
cmd ~ "Durutestuinputu~Ji thudimensions: u": 
cmd ~ A..dirnl () ~ "x" ~ A.dirn2() ~ "\n\n"; 
eo ut ~ "MatrixuA:" ~ A.~ "\n": 
cmd ~ "MatrixuB:" ~ n ~ "\n": 
cout ~ "MatrixuC:" ~ C ~ "\n": 
cout ~ "Au" ~(A = B '? "==": "!=") ~ "uB\n": 
cmd ~ "Au" ~(A= C '? "==": "!=") ~ "uC\n": 
I* some b<J.sic arithmetic testing *I 
c += .4; 
C-= A.*3; 
C= - C: 
co·ut ~ "Cu" ~ (C =A?"==":"!=") ~ "u-CCu+uAu-u3A)\n\n"; 
I* some row sums: *I 
integer_ vector ones (MAT_DIM); 
for (int i = 0: i < MAT_DIM: i++) ones[i] = 1; 
cout ~ "Au*u1-vec=u" ~A * ones~ "\n"; 
cmd ~ "Bu*u1-vec=u" ~ B *ones ~ "\n\n": 
I* matrix operations+,* and transpose, rank *I 
cmd ~ "Au+uBu=u" ~ (C = A+B) ~ "isu": 
cmd ~ (C = traru;posr.(C)? "symmetric" : "notusymmetric"): 
cout ~ "uanduhasuranku" ~ r-ank(C) ~ "\n\n": 
co·ut ~ "Au*uBu=u" ~ (C =A* B)~ "isu"; 
cout ~ (C = tmnspose(C)? "symmetric" : "notusymmetric"); 
cmd ~ "uanduhasuranku'' ~ rank(C) ~ ''\n\n": 
I* matrix opera.tions 2* and identity, rif:teTJninrmt *I 
C = 2 * irlcntity(MAT_DIM ); 
cmd ~ "Matrixu2u*ui:" ~ C ~ "hasudeterminantu"; 
integer _matrix L, 
integer_ vector c; 




integer det = deterrm:nant(C, L, U, q, c); 
bool ol~ = verify_determinant (C, det, L, U, q, r); 
cout <'( det <'( "uwhichuisu" <'( (ok '? "ok" : "notuok") <'( "\n\n"; 




bool invertible= -irwerse(C, D, denorn, c): 
cout <'( "ifuweuadduthisumatrixuanduA+Buweuget" <'( C; 
emd <'( "\nthisumatrixuhasuranku" <'( mnk(C) <'( "uanduisu": 
co·ut <'( (inver·tible? "": "notu") <'( "invertible:\n": 
if (invr:rtiblr:) cout <'( "Inverseu=u1/" « dr:norn « "u*u" « D; 
else r.md <'( "Proofvectoru=u" <'( r:: 
cmd <'( "\nifuweumul tiplyubothuweuget:" <'( C * D <'( "\n"; 
I* a random linear ;:>olver ta.':>k: *I 
integer _matrix E(MAT_DIM, MAT_DIM): 
integer_vector b(MAT_DIM), c(MAT_DIM); 
integer_ vector J~ (MAT_DIM); 
t·andom_source rnnso; 
for (int i = 0; i < MAT_DIM; i++) { 
for (int j = 0; j < MAT_DIM: j++) 
} 
E(i, j) = mnso(-MAT_DIM, MAT_DIM); 
b[i] = mnso(-MAT_DIM, MAT_DIM); 
cmd « "randomul inearusystemu (E, b) uwi thudimens ionsu"; 
r:out <'( E.dim1 () <'( "x" <'( E.dirn2 () + 1; 
cmd <'( E <'( "\n" <'( b <'( "\n\n"; 
if (linear_solver(E, b, :r, denorn, A, e )) { 
cout <'( "solvableuwithusolutionux:\n" <'( x <'( "\n"; 




r:md <'( "notusol vableuwi thuproofue: u" <'( r <'( "\n"; 
cuut <'( "eu*uEu=u" <'( (tmnspuse(E) *c)<'( "\n"; 
cuut <'( "bu*uEu=u" <'( (b *c) <'( "\n"; 
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dimension: 14, 20. 
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dim2: 2_, 1_, 7, 15, 16, 18, 22. 
d1: 2_, 1_. 
d2: 2_, :!_. 
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r:: 22. 
elem.: 2_, 4. 
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int: _:!_. 
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k· 1, 16. 
L: 2_, I, 16, 22. 
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LEDA_ TYPE_P ARAMETER: 2. 
hnea·r·_solver·: 2_, _()_, 22. 
log: 21, 
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MAX_SIZE_OF_SMALL_OBJECT: 2. 3. 
M1: 2. 
n: 2_, 1-_, 16. 
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q: 2_, 16, 22. 
rank: 2_, ~. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 , 22. 
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r·ow : 2_, 16. 
r·o·ws : 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 18, 19, 21. 
s: :!_. 
szgn: S_, 10, 15, 16. 
sign_of_detenninant: 2_, 16. 
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TEST: 14, 19. 
to_intr:gr:r_vr:ctor: J, ::!_. 
tr-anspose: 2_, ::!_, 16, 22. 
tr·ue: 4, 6, 9, 16, 18, 20. 
U· 2_, 16, 22. 
UD: 16. 
1:: 1_, ::!_. 
'fHLT: 6, .8_, 10, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19. 
1!1?C: 1_, ::!_ . 
verify_detenninant: 2_, 16, 22. 
void: ::!_. 
X: 2_, ::!_, 2_, Q, 20, 22. 
y: 2_. 
zero: 14, 16. 
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Abstract 
An instance of data type integer_ vector is a vector of variables of type integer. Together 
with Lfte lype inLeger_rttaLrix it realiies Lfte basic operal ion,; of' li ttear algebra. 
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1. The Manual Page of class integer_vectot· 
1. Definition 
An im;tance of t.he data. type integer_1Jer.tor is a. vedor of vaxia.bles of t.ype integer. 
2. Creation 
intr.,qr.r_vr:ctor v; creates an insta.nce v of type intcgr:r_vr.ctor; v is initialized to the 
zero-dimen~ional vector. 
integer_ vector v ( int d); creates an insta.nce v of type integer_vectm'; vis initialized to the 
zero vector of dimension d. 
intr..qr.r_vcctor v ( intcqcr a, intr.gr.r b): 
create::; an instance v of type integeT_vector·; v i~ initialized to the 
two-dimensional vector (a, b), 









in tr.gr.r _vector 
bool 
creates an insta.nce v of type -integer_vector; v is initialized to the 
three-dimensional vector (a, b, r). 
v.dim() 
v[int i] 
v+ = vl 
v- = vl 
v + v1 
v- v1 
v * vl 
intcgr.r r * ·v 
v * integer .,. 
v=w 
return~ the dimension of v. 
returns i-th component of v. 
Pr·econdition: 0 :::;; i :::;; v.dirn() - 1. This check 
can be turned off by the flag LEDA_CHECKI NG_OFF. 
Addition plus assignmem. 
P recondition: 1!. dirn ( ) = v1. dim ( ) . 
Subtraction plus m;:::;ignrnent.. 
Pr·econdition: v.dim() = vl.dirn( ). 
Addition. 
Precondition: 1J.dirn() = vl.dim.( ). 
Subtraction. 
Precondition: ·u.dim( ) 
Inner Product. 
vl.dim( ). 
P recondition: v.dim() = vl.dz:m( ). 
Component.wise multiplication with number r. 
Cornponent.wi~e multiplication with numbPr r. 
Tc:-:;t for equality. 
bool Test for inequality. 
ostr·eam& 0 ~ v \'VTites v componentwisc to the output stream 0. 
istr·earn& I ~ integer·_vectoTf;;: v 
reads v componenhvise from the input. stream I. 
4. Implementation 
Vedors are implemented by arrays of integers. All operations on a vedor v take time 
O(v.dirn( )), except for dim and [ ] which take constant time. The spar.e requirement is 
O(v.dim( )). 
2. The Header File of class integer_vector 
( integer_vector .h 2) = 
#ifndef LEDA_INTEGER_VECTDR_H 
#define LEDA_INTEGER_ VECTOR_H 
#include <math.h> 
#include <LEDA/basic .h> 
#include <LEDA/integer .h> 
#include <LEDA/ rational. h> 
#define MAX_SI ZE_OF _SMALL_ OBJECT 25G 
typedef integer integer _t: 
typedef rational rationaL t; 
class integer_ vector { 
friend class integer _matrix: 
integer _t *V; 
int d: 
void check_dimen8ions ( const integer_ vector &) const: 
void allor.atr:_srnall (integer _t *&v, int d); 
void deallocatc_.mwll (integer_t *V, int d); 
static int LED A_ SMALL: 
public: 
integer_ vector(): 
integer_ vector(int d): 
integer_vector(integer_t a, integer_t b); 
integer_ vector (integer_t a, integer _t b, integer _t r); 
integer_ vector(const integer_ vector &:) ; 
"'integer_ vector ( ) ; 
integer_ vector &operator= (const integer_ vector &) ; 
int dim () const { return d; } 
integer _t &operator [](int i) 
{ 
# iil1def LEDA_CHECKING_DFF 
if (1: < 0 Vi 2 d) 
en·or·_handle'f'(l, "integer_vector:: operator[] : uindexuoutuofurange. "); 
# end if 
return v[i] ; 
} 
integer_t operator [](int i) const 
{ 
# ifndef LEDA_CHECKING_OFF 
if ( i < 0 V i 2 d) 
erTor·_handler (1, "integer_ vector: :operator[] : uindexuoutuofurange. "); 
#end if 
return v[i] ; 
} 
integer_ vector &operator+= ( const integer_ vector &v1): 
integer_ vector &operator-= ( const integer_ vector & v1 ) ; 
integer_ vector operator+( const integer_ vector &v1 ) const; 
integer_ vector operator - ( const integer_ vector &v1 ) const: 
integer _t operator * ( const integer_ vector & vi) const: 
integer_ vector r:ompnml (integer _t r) const; 
friend integer_vector operator* (integer_t r, const integer_vectm· &v); 
friend integer_ vector operator* (const integer_ vector &v, integer_t r); 
integer_ vector operator- ( ) const; 
bool operator:=(const integer_vector &w) const; 
bool operator:;i:(const integer_vector &w) const { return •(*this = w); } 
friend ostream &operator<t:(ostream &O,const integer_vector &v): 
friend istrearn &operator:» (istream &I, integer_ vector &v): 
static int r.mp(const integer_ vector&, const integer_ vector&): 
LEDA_MEMORY (integer_ vector) 
} ; 
inline int compan: (const integer_ vector &:z:, const integer_ vector &y) 
{ t•et urn integer_ vector :: cmp ( J', y): } 
inline void P.l'int ( const integet· _vector &v, ostream & out) { o'Ut < v: } 
inline void flead(integet·_vector &v,istream &in) { in::» v: } 
LEDA_ TYPE_PARAMETER(integer _vector) 
#end if 
3. The Implementation of class integer _vector 
\Ve use the LEDA constant MAX_SIZE_OF _SMALL_ OBJECT to implement a two level memory 
allocation scheme dependent on the integer si?:e. 
(integer_ vector. c 3) ::::: 
#include 11 integer_vector.h11 
int integer_ vector:: LEDA_SMALL = MAX_SIZE_DF _SMALL_DBJECTI sizeof (integer _t): 
(constructor:;:., de:,;truct.ors, a.nd a.ssignment 4 ); 
( other function:;:. .) ) ; 
4. Constructors~ Destructors, a,ud A:;:.signment. 
( c:onstrudors, destructors, and assignment 4) ::::: 
void integer_vector::allacate_.mwll(integer_t t&v,int d) 
I* we use this procedure to allocate memory for small arrays. \Ve first get an appropriate 




v = (integer_t t) allacatc_b:IJtcs(d * sizeof(integer_t)); 
integer_t *P = v + d- 1: 
while (p 2: v) { new (p) integer_t; p--; } 
void integer_vector :: rleallocate_small(integer_t *V, int d) 
I* we use this procedure to deallocat.e memory for small arrays. \Ve first call t.he destructor 
for type integer_t for each cell of the array and then return the piece of memory to the LEDA 
memory rna.na.ger. * / 
{ 
} 
integer_t *P = v + d- 1: 
while (p 2: v) { p-rvinteger_t(); p - -; } 
deallocate_bytes (v, d * sizeof (integer_ t )) ; 
integer_ vector:: integer_vector() 
{ d = 0: ·v = nil; } 
integer_ vector:: integer_ vector(int n) 
{ 
} 
if (n < 0) ermr·_handler (1, 11 integer_ vector: :constructor: unegati veudimens ion. 11 ); 
rl= n; 
v =nil; 
if (d > 0) { 
} 
if (d < LEDA_SMALL) integer_ vector:: allacate_small (v, rl): 
else u =new integer_t [d]; 
integer_t zr.ro = 0: 
while (n--) u[n] = zem: 
integer_ vector:: ""integer_ vector () 
{ 
if (v) 
if ( d < LEDA_SMALL) integer_ vector:: deallacate_small(v~ d); 
else delete []v; 
} 





if (d > 0) { 
} 
if (d < LEDA_SMALL) integer_ vector:: allocatc_Hmall ( 1; , d); 
else v =new integer_t [r~; 
for (int i = 0; i < d; i++) u[i] = p.v[i]; 
integer_ vector &integer_ vector:: operator=( const integer_ vector &vec) 
{ 
} 
t•egister int n = vcr: .rl; 
if (n f- d) { 
if (v) { 
} 
} 
if ( d < LEDA_SMALL) integer_ vector :: dcallocatc_8mall ( 1.:, d); 
else delete []1:; 
if (n < LEDA_SMALL) integer_vector::allocatc_.mwll(v,n): 
else u =new integer_t [n]: 
d= n; 
while (n--) r[n] = mx.v[n]: 
t•eturn *this: 
integer_ vector:: integer_ vector(integer_t ;r , integer_t y) 
{ 
} 
integer_ vector:: allocatc_small ( v, 2); 
d = 2: 
u[O] = :r; 
v[l] = y; 
integer_ vector:: integer_ vector(integer _t ;r, integer _t y, integer _t z) 
{ 
} 
integer_ vector:: allocate_8rnall (v, 3); 
d = 3; 
v[O] = ;r; 
v[l] = y; 
u[2] = .s; 
Thi~ ~ode; i~ nse;d in dmnk 3. 
5. Other Functions. 
( other functions 5 ) = 
void integer_ vector:: check_dirnen~>ion~> ( const integer_ vector &vec) const 
{ 
if (d -:f. vec.d) 
error_handler (1, "integer_ vector: : check_dimens ions: udifferentudimensions. "); 
} 
integer_ vector &integer_ vector ::operator+= (const integer_ vector & vec) 
{ 
} 
clu:dulirncn.<;ions (-vcc ) : 
t•egister int n = d; 
while (n--) r[n] += vec.v[n]; 
t•eturn *this: 
integer_ vector &integer_ vector ::operator-= ( const integer_ vector & vcc) 
{ 
} 
checf.;_dim,ensions ( vec): 
t·egister int n = d; 
while (n--) v[n] -= vec.u[n]; 
t·eturn *this; 
integer_ vector integer_ vector:: operator+ ( const integer_ vector &vcc) const 
{ 
} 
checf.;_dim,ensions ( vec): 
t·egister int n = d; 
integer_ vector result (n); 
while (n - -) r·esult.v[n] = v[n] + vec.v[n]; 
t•et urn n:sult; 




t•egister int n = d; 
integer_ vector rcs'Ult (n); 
while ( n - -) re.'lult.v [ n] = v[ n] - vec. v[n]; 
t·eturn rumlt; 
integer_ vector integer_ vector:: operator- () const // urmry rmnu~ 
{ 
} 
t·egister int n = d; 
integer_ vector r·esult (n); 
while (n - -) re81tlt.v[n] = -u[n]: 
t•eturn result; 
integer_ vector integer_ vector:: compmul (integer_t :r) const 
{ 
} 
int n = d; 
integer_ vector result (n); 
while (n--) rc.'lnlt.v[n] = v[n] * :r; 
t·et urn Te.'mlt; 
integer_ vector operator* (integer_t r const integer_ vector &v) 
{ t•eturn t;.compnml(f); } 
integer_ vector operator * (const integer_ vector &v, integer_ t f) 
{ t·eturn v.compnwl(f); } 
integer_ t integer_ vector:: operator * ( const integer_ vector &vcc) const 
{ 
} 
checf.;_dim.ensions ( vec): 
integer _t result = 0; 
t·egister int n = d; 
while (n--) rc~ndt = Tcs·ult + v[n] * vcc.v[n]; 
t·eturn result; 
bool integer_ vector:: operator=( const integer_ vector &vcc) const 
{ 
} 
if (vec.d of d) return false; 
int i = 0; 
while ((i <d) 1\ (u[i] = vcc.u[i]l) i++: 
t·eturn (i = d): 
ostream &operator<(ostream &s, const integer_ vector &-u) 
{ 
} 
for (int i = 0; i < c.d; i++) s < v(i] < "u"; 
t·eturn s; 
istream &operator:::?>(istream &s, integer_vector &:c) 
{ 
} 
int i = 0; 
while (i < x.d 1\ s :::?> x.v[i++]) 
t•eturn s; 
int integer_ vector:: cmp ( const integer_ vector &v1, const integer_ vector &v2) 
{ 
} 
t•egister int i; 
vl . check_dimensions ( v2); 
for (i = 0; i < 111 .d?:m() 1\ v1 [i]:::::::: v2 [i]; i++) 
if (i = vl .dim.()) return 0; 
t•eturn (vi [i] < v2[i])? -1: 1; 
This code is w;cd in chunk 3. 
6. A Test of class integer_vector 
And fimdly w~ t.est. our v~ct.or typ~ in a lit.tl~ program. VV~ first t.est construction ;:wd acc~ss 
op~rations. Then w~ do some basic cakulations. 
( integer_vector-test. c 6)::::: 
#include 11 integer_vector.h11 
#define VEC_DIM 17 
main() 
1 I* some construction and access ops *I 
integer_ vector vi (VEC_DIM), v2 (VEC_DIM); 
} 
for (int i = 0; i < VEC_DIM; i++) { 
vi [i] = i; 
v2 [i] = VEC_DIM - i; 
} 
integer_ vector vS( vi ) : 
I* some dimension and equality testing *I 
cout <'( 11 threeuvectorsuv1, v2, v3: \n"; 
eo ut <?: vi <?: 11 \n 11 ; 
co·ut <'( -v2 <'( 11 \n 11 ; 
co·ut <'( ·v3 <'( 11 \n 11 ; 
cmd <'( 11 wi thudimens ionu 11 <'( vl. dim() <'( 11 \n 11 : 
cmd <'( 11 V1u 11 <'( (-vl = v2? 11 ==": 11 != 11 ) <'( "uv2\n11 ; 
cout <'( 11 V1u 11 <'((vi ::::: v:i? 11 == 11 : 11 != 11 ) <'( 11 uv3\n 11 ; 
I* some arithmetic testing *I 
vi += 2 * v2 ; 
vi -=v2; 
vl = -vl; 
cmd <'( 11 squaredulengthuofu(v1u+uv2)u=u 11 <'( 1Ji *·vi <'( 11 \n11 : 
cmd <'( 11 Shouldubeudim*dim*dimu=u" <'( VEC_DIM t VEC_DIM * VEC_DIM <'( 11 \n": 
cout <'( 11 Vi*v1u-uv2*v2:u 11 <'((vi* vi- v2 * v2) <'( 11 \n 11 ; 
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integer_ vector: .2_, 1:, '2_. 
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LEDA_MEMORY: 2. 
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LEDA_ TYPE_P ARAMETER: 2. 
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nil : 4. 
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2 RATIONAL POINTS (raLpoint) 
1. The Manual Page of class raLpoint 
1. Definition 
An instance of data type rat_point is a point with rational coordinates in an arbitrary dimen-
sional space. A point p = (p0 , ... ,Pa-d in d-dimensional space is represented by homogeneous 
coordinates (ho, h1, ... , ha) of arbitrary length integers such that Pi = hi/ha. The homogenizing 
coordinate ha is positive. 
We call Pi, 0 ~ i < d the i-th cartesian coordinate and hi, 0 ~ i ~ d, the i-th homogeneous 
coordinate. We call d the dimension of the point. 
The default ordering is the lexicographic ordering of the cartesian coordinate tuples. 
rat..point is an item type. 
2. Creation 
rat_point p( int d = 2); introduces a variable p of type rat..point in d-dimEmsional 
space. 
rat_point p(integer a, integer b, integer D , = 1); 
introduces a variable p of type rat_point initialized to 
the two-dimensional point with homogeneous representation 
(a, b, D) if D is positive and representation (-a, -b, -D) if 
D is negative. 
Precondition: D is non-zero. 
rat..point p (integer _vector c, integer D); 
rat..point p (integer _vector c); 
3. Operations 
introduces a variable p of type rat..point initialized to the 
point with homogeneous coordinates (±eo, ... , ±ea-I, ±D), 
where d is the dimension of c and the sign chosen is the sign 
of D . 
Precondition: D is non-zero. 
introduces a variable p of type rat_point initialized to the 
point with homogeneous coordinate vector ic, where the 
sign chosen is the sign of the last component of c. 
Precondition: The last component of c is non-zero. 
3.1 Initialization, Access and Conversions 
rat_ point rat..point:: d2 (integer a, integer b, integer D = 1) 
returns a rat_ point of dimension 2 initialized to a point with 
homogeneous representation (a, b, D) if D is positive and 
representation (-a, -b, -D) if D is negative. 
Precondition: D is non-zero. 










rat_ point :: d3 (integer a , integer b, integer c , integer D = 1) 
returns a rat_point of dimension 3 initialized to a point with 
homogeneous representation (a, b, c, D) if D is positive and 
representation (-a, -b, -c, -D) if D is negative. 
Precondition: D is non-zero. 
rat_point :: origin ( int d = 2) 
returns the origin in cl-dimensional space. 
p.dim() returns the dimension of p. 
p.coord( int i) returns the i-th cartesian coordinate of p. 
p[int i] returns the i-th cartesian coordinate of p. 
p.hcoord( int i) returns the i-th homogeneous coordinate of p. 
p. transform ( aff _transformation t) 
returns t(p). 
p.to_rat..vector() converts p to an vector. 
to_rat..vector( rat_point p) 
converts p to an vector. 
rat_direction p.to_rat..direction() converts p to a direction. 
Precondition: p is different form the origin. 
rat_direction to_rat..direction (rat_ point p) 
converts p to a direction . 
Precondition: p is different form the origin. 








p.xcoord() returns the zeroth cartesian coordinate of p. 
p.ycoord() returns the first cartesian coordinate of p. 
p.X() returns the zeroth homogeneous coordinate of p . 
p.Y() returns the first homogeneous coordinate of p. 
p.W() returns the homogenizing coordinate of p. 
p.rotate90 (rat_ point q) 
p.rotate90 ( ) 
returns p rotated counterclockwise by 90 degrees about q. 








RATIONAL POINTS (rat_point) 
p.is..origin ( ) returns true if p is equal to the origin. 
identical( rat_point p, rat_point q) 
test for identity 
p=.q test for equality. 
p != q test for inequality. 







p-q returns p- q. 
Precondition: p.dim() = q.dim( ). 
p + rat_ vector v returns p + v. 
Precondition: p.dim() =. v.dim( ). 
p.translate( rat_ vector v) 
returns returns p + v. 
Precondition: p.dim() =. v.dim( ). 
p+ = rat_vector v adds v toP.· 
Precondition: p.dim() ~ v.dim( ). 
p - rat_ vector v returns p - v. 
Precondition: p.dim() =. v.dim( ). 
p- = rat_vector v subtracts v from p. 
Precondition: p.dim() =. v.dim( ). 
3.4 Input and Output 
ostream& 
istream& 
ostream& 0 ~ p writes the homogeneous coordinates of p to output stream 
0. 
istream& I ::;p rat_point& p 
reads the homogeneous coordinates of p from input stream 
I. This operator uses the current dimension of p. 
3.5 Position Tests 
int orientation (array< rat_point> A) 
determines the orientation of the points in A, where A consists of d + 1 points 
in d-space. This is the sign of the determinant 
I 
1 1 1 1 I 
A[O] A[1] .. . A[d] 
where A[i] denotes the cartesian coordinate vector of the i-th point in A. 
RATIONAL POINTS (rat_point) 5 
int side..o£.oriented...sphere( array<rat..point> A, rat..point x) 
determines whether the point x lies inside (= -1), on (= 0), or outside (= +1) 
the · oriented sphere defined by the points in A, where A consists of d + 1 points 
in d-space. This is the sign of the determinant 
I 
1 1 1 1 1 I 
lift(A[O]) lift(A[l]) . . . lift(A[d]) lift(x) 
where for a point p with cartesian coordinates Pi we use lift(p) to denote the d+ 
!-dimensional point with cartesian coordinate vector (po, ... , Pd-1, Eo:::;i<d pf). 
int side..of.sphere (array< rat_point> A, rat.. point x) 
determines whether the point x lies inside (= -1), on (= 0), or outside (= +1) 
the sphere defined by the points in A, where A consists of d + 1 points in d-
space. (equivalent to orientation(A) * side_of_oriented_sphere(A, x)) 
Precondition: orientation (A) =/= 0 
bool containediiLSimplex( array<rat..point> A, rat..point x) 
determines whether x is contained in the simplex spanned by the points in A. 
A may consists of up to d + 1 points. 
Precondition: The points in A are affinely independent. 
3.6 Affine Hull, Dependence and Rank 
bool containedin..affine..hull( array<rat_point> A, rat..point x) 
determines whether x is contained in the affine hull of the points in A. 
int affine..rank (array< rat..point> A) 
computes the affine rank of the points in A. 
bool affinely..independent( arroy<rat..point> A) 
decides whether the points in A are affinely independent. 
Additional Operations for points in two-dimensional space 
rational area(rat_point a, rat..point b, rat..point c) 
computes the signed area of the triangle determined by a,b,c, positive if 
orientation( a, b, c)> 0 and negative otherwise. 
int orientation(rat..point a, rat..point b, rat..point c) 
computes the orientation of points a, b, ·c, i.e., the sign of the determinant 
bool collinear (rat_ point a, rat..point b, rat.. point c) 
aw ax ay 
bw bx by 
Cw Cx Cy 
returns true if points a, b, care collinear, i.e., orientation( a, b, c)= 0, and false 
otherwise. 
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bool right...turn ( rat..point a, rat..point b, rat..point c) 
returns true if points a, b, c form a right turn, i.e., orientation( a, b, c) > 0, and 
false otherwise. 
bool left...turn ( rat..point a, rat..point b, rat..point c) 
returns true if points a, b, c form a left turn, i.e., orientation( a, b, c) < 0, and 
false otherwise. 
int side..o£.oriented..drcle( rat_point a, rat_point b, rat..point c, rat..point d) 
returns +1 if point d lies left of the directed circle through points a, b, and c, 0 
if a,b,c,and d are cocircular, and -1 otherwise. If a, b, and c are collinear the 
directed circle is a line oriented from a· to b if c is not part of the connecting 
segment ab, or else oriented from b to c. 
int side..o£.circle( rat_point a, rat_point b, rat_point c , rat_point d) 
returns + 1 if point d lies inside of, 0 if on and -1 if outside of the circle through 
points a, b, and c, 
Precondition: a, b, c are not collinear 
bool cocircular( rat_point a, rat_point b, rat_point c, rat_point d) 
returns true if points a, b, c, dare cocircular, i.e., side0 f 0 rientedcircle(a, b, c)= 
0, and false otherwise. 
bool incircle( rat..point a, rat..point b, rat..point c, rat_point d) 
returns true if point d lies in the interior of the circle through the points a, b, 
and c, and false otherwise. 
bool outcircle( rat..point a, rat_point b, rat_poi"!-t c, rat_point d) 
returns true if point d lies outside the circle through the points a, b, and c, and 
false otherwise. 
4. Implementation 
Points are implemented by arrays of integers as an item type. All operations like creation, ini-
tialization, tests, point-vector arithmetic, input and output on a point p take time O(p.dim( )). 
dim(), coordinate access and conversions take constant time. The operations for affine calcula-
tion and determinant evaluation have the cubic costs of the used matrix operations. The space 
requirement is O(p.dim( )). 
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2. The Header File of class rat_point 
The type rat-point is an item class with representation class geo_rep. It shares this representation 
class with hyperplanes, vectors, and directions. We derive rat_point from handle_base and derive 
geo_rep from handle_rep. This gives us reference counting for free. We give all implementations 
which are trivial directly in the header file and postpone all others to the next section. Aside 
from this the header file is in one-to-one correspondence to the manual page. 
( rat_point . h 2) = 




#include <ctype. h> 
#include <LEDA/array .h> 
#include 11 integer_ vector. h 11 
#include 11 integer_matrix.h" 
. #include 11geo_rep .h11 
#include 11 rat_direction. h" 
#include 11 rat_vector.h11 
class aff_transformation; 
class rat_point : public handle_base { 
geo_rep *Ptr() const { return (geo_rep *) PTR; } 
rat-point (const handle_ base &p). : handle_base(p) {} 
friend class rat_ vector; 
friend class rat-direction; 
public: 
rat-point (int d = 2) { PTR =new geo_rep (d); ptr( )-v[d] = 1; } 
rat_point (integer_t a, integer_t b, integer_t D = 1) 
{ 
} 
if (D:: 0) emr_handler(1, 11 rat_point: :constructor:uDumustubeunonzero. 11 ); 
if (D < 0) PTR =new geo_rep (-a, -b, -D); 
else PTR = new geo_rep (a, b, D); 
rat-point (int a, int b, int D = 1) 
{ 
} 
if (D = 0) error_handler(1, 11 rat_point: :constructor:uDumustubeunonzero. 11 ); 
if (D < 0) PTR =new geo_rep (-a, -b, -D); 
else PTR =new geo_rep (a, b, D); 
rat-point ( const integer_ vector &c, integer_t D) 
{ 
} 
if (D = 0) error_handler (1, 11 rat_point: :constructor: uDumustubeunonzero. "); 
if (D < 0) PTR ::;: new geo_rep ( -c, -D); 
else PTR = new geo_rep ( c, D); 
rat_ point ( const integer_ vector &c) 
{ 
int d = c.dim(); 
integer_t D = c[d- 1]; 
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if (D = 0) error_handler(1, 11 rat_point: :constructor:uDumustubeunonzero. 11 ); 
if (D < 0) PTR =new geo_rep (-c); 
else PTR =new geo_rep (c); 
} 
rat_ point ( const rat_ point &p) : handle_ base (p) { } 
""'rat_ point ( ) { } 
rat_ point &operator= ( const rat_ point &p) 
{ handle_ base:: operator= (p); return *this; } 
static rat-point d2(integer_t a,integer_t b,integer_t D = 1); 
static rat-point d3(integer_t a, integer_t b, integer_t c, integer_t D = 1); 
static rat-point origin (int d = 2) i. 
int dim() const { return ptr()-dim; } 
rationaLt coord(int i) const { return rationaLt(ptr()-v[i],ptr()-v[ptr()-dim]); } 
rationaLt operator [](int i) const { return coord(i); } 
integer_t hcoord(int i) const { return ptr()-v[i]; } 
rat-point transform(const aff_transformation &t) const; 
rat_ vector to_rat_vector ( ) const; 
friend rat_ vector to_rat_vector ( const rat-point &p); 
rat-direction to_rat_direction ( ) const; 
friend rat-direction to_rat_direction ( const rat_ point &p); 
rationaLt xcoord() const { return rationaLt(hcoord(O), hcoord(ptr()-dim)); } 
rationaLt ycoord() const { return rationaLt(hcoord(l), hcoord(ptr()-dim)); } 
integer_t X() const { return hcoord(O); } 
integer_t Y() const { return hcoord(l); } 
integer_t W() const { return hcoord(ptr()-dim); } 
rat-point rotate90 ( const rat-point &q) const; 
rat-point rotate90() const { return rat-point(-Y(),X(), W()); } 
bool is_origin ( ) const 
{ 
} 
for (int i = 0; i <dim(); i++) 
if ( hcoord ( i) f. 0) return false; 
return true; 
friend bool identical ( const rat_ point &p, const rat_ point &q) 
{ return p.ptr() = q.ptr(); } 
int cmp ( const rat-point &p, const rat-point &q) const 
{ return (identical(p,q)? 0: 
p.ptr( )-cmp_rat_coords(p.ptr( ), q.ptr( ))); } 
friend int compare(const rat-point &p, const rat-point &q) 
{ return p.cmp(p,q); } 
friend bool operator::(const raLpoint &p, const raLpoint &q) 
{ return p.cmp(p,q) = 0; } 
friend bool operatorf.(const raLpoint &p, const raLpoint &q) 
{ return p.cmp (p, q) f. 0; } 
raL vector operator- ( const rat_ point &q) const; 
raLpoint operator+(const raLvector &v) const; 
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rat_ point translate ( const rat_ vector &v) const 
{ return operator+(v); } 
rat-point &operator+=(const rat_vector &v); 
rat_point operator-(const rat_vector &v) const; 
rat_point &operator-=(const rat_vector &v); 
friend ostream &operator<t::(ostream &0, const rat-point &p); 
friend istream &operator~(istream &I, rat-point &p);} ; 
inline void Print(const rat-point &p, ostream &out) { out <t:: p; } 
inline void Read (rat_ point &p, istream &in) { in ~ p; } 
int orientation ( const array (rat_ point) &A); 
int side_of_oriented_sphere(const array(rat_point) &A, const rat-point &x); 
int side_of_sphere( const array (rat_ point) &A, const rat_ point &x); 
bool co11tained_in..simplex ( const array (rat-point) &A, const rat_ point &x); 
bool contained_in_affine_hull (const array(raLpoint) &A, const rat-point &x ); 
int affine_ rank ( const array (rat_ point) &A); 
bool affinely_independent ( const array (rat_ point) &A); 
rationaLt area(const rat_point &a, const rat...:point &b, const rat-point &c); 
int orientation ( const rat_ point &a, const rat_ point &b, const rat_ point &c); 
inline bool collinear(const. raLpoirit &a, const rat-point &b, const rat-point &c) 
{ return orientation(a., b, c) = 0; } 
inline bool right_turn(const rat-point &a, const rat-point &b, const rat-point &c) 
{ return orientation(a, b, c) < 0; } . 
inline bool lefUurn( const· rat_ point &a, const rat-point &b, const rat-point &c) 
{ return orientation( a, b, c) > 0; } 
int side_of_oriented_circle(const rat-point &a, const rat-point &b, const rat_point 
&c, const. rat_ point &d); 
inline int side_of_circle(const raLpoint &a, const rat_point &b, const rat-point 
&c, const raLpoin~ &d) 
{ return (orientation(a, b, c)* side_of_oriented_circle(a, b, c, d)); } 
inline bool cocircular(const rat-point &a, const rat-point &b, const rat-point 
&c, const rat-point &d) 
{ return (side_of_oriented_circle(a, b, c, d)= 0); } 
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inline bool incircle(const rat-point &a, const rat-point &b, const rat-point &c, const 
rat_ point &d) 
{ return (orientation( a, b, c)* side_of_oriented_circle(a, b, c, d)> 0); } 
inline bool outcircle(const rat-point &a, const rat-point &b, const rat-point 
&c, const rat-point &d) 
{return (orientation(a,b,c) * side_of_oriented_circle(a,b,c,d) < 0); } · 
#end if 
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3. The Implementation of class raLpoint 
( rat_point. c .3) = 
#include "rat_point .h" 
(initialization 4 ) 
( conversions 5 ) 
(input and output 6) 
(arithmetic operations 7) 
(position tests 11) 
( affine operations 15 ) 
(special operations of 2-space 18) 
4. Initialization 
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We provide some easy initialization operations for the two and three dimensional case. 
(initialization 4) = 
raLpoint raLpoint :: d2 (integer_t a, integer_t b, integer_t D) 
{ 
} 
if (D = 0) error_handler(1, "rat_point: :d2:udenominatorumustunotubeuzero. "); 
return rat_ point (a, b, D); 




if (D = 0) error_handler(1, "rat_point: :d3:udenominatorumustunotubeuzero."); 
if (D < 0) d3p.ptr()-init4(-a,-b,-c,-D); 
else . d3p.ptr( )-init4 (a, b, c, D); 
return d3p; 
raLpoint rat-point:: origin(int d = 2) { return rat-point (d); } 
This code is used in chunk 3. 
5. C<;mversion 
Points can be converted to directions and vectors. Since the converted object has the same 
representation, conversion amounts to a call of the copy constructor of the base class. 
(conversions 5) = 
raLdirection rat-point:: to_rat_direction() const 
{ 
} 
if ( is_origin ()) error _handler ( 1, 
"rat_point: :to_rat_direction:uoriginucannotubeuaudirection. "); 
return rat-direction (*this); 
rat_ vector raLpoint :: to_rat_vector () const 
{ ret ur~ rat_ vector (*this); } 
rat_ vector to_raLvector( const raL.point &p) 
{ return p.to_raLvector( ); } 
rat-direction to_rat_direction ( const rat_ point &p) 
{ return p.to_rat_direction(); } 
This code is used in chunk 3. 
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6. Input and Output 
We define the operators ~ and ~. The output operator reduces to the output operator for 
geo..reps. The input operator additionally has to take care that is does not overwrite a commonly 
used representation object. Moreover it has to secure our invariant that the denominator is 
neither zero nor ·negative. 
(input and output 6) = 





istream &operator~(istream &in, rat_point &p) 
{ 
} 
int d = p.dim(); 
if (p. refs () > 1) p = rat_ point (d); 
in~ p.ptr( ) ; 
if (p.hcoord(d) = 0) 
error_handler(1, 11 operator>> :udenominatoruofupointumustubeunonzero. 11 ); 
if (p.hcoord (d) < 0) P_.ptr ()-negate ( d + 1); 
return in; 
This code is used in chWlk 3. 
7. Arithmetical Operators 
The operators + and - do the obvious. They construct a new raLpoint and fill it with the 
appropriate values. 
(arithmetic operations 7) = 
rat_ point rat_ point ::operator+ ( const rat_ vector &v) const 
{ 
} 
rat_ point res (dim ( ) ) ; 
c_add (res.ptr( ) , ptr( ), v.ptr( )); 
return res; 
rat-point rat-point ::operator-(const rat_ vector &v) const 
{ 
} 
rat_ point res( dim ( ) ) ; 
c_sub (res .ptr (), ptr(), v.ptr()); 
return res; 
rat-vector rat-point ::operator-(const rat-point &q) const 
{ 
} 
rat_ vector res (dim ( ) ) ; 
c_sub (res .ptr() , ptr() , q.ptr ()); 
return res; 
See also chWlks 8 and 9. 
This code is used in chWlk 3. 
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8. The operators += and -= are almost ,implemented the same. However , they avoid the 
construction of a new geo...rep if the left hand side was sole owner of its geo_rep. We establish 
a pointer old to the old geo...rep, construct a new geo...rep if necessary, and then fill the new 
geo...rep. Be warned, the old and the new geo...rep might be identical and hence care is necessary 
when this code is adopted to operators that are less local than + and - . 
( arithmetic operations 7) += 
raLpoint &raLpoint ::operator+=(const raLvector &v) 
{ 
} 
int d =dim(); 
raLpoint old(*this) ; 
if (ptr()-count > 2) *this= raLpoint(d); 
c_add (ptr ( ) , old .ptr (), v.ptr ()); 
return *this; 
raLpoint &raLpoint ::operator-=(const raLvector &v) 
{ 
} 
int d =dim() ; 
rat_ point old (*this ); 
if (ptr()-count > 2) *this= raLpoint(d) ; 
c_sub (ptr (),old .ptr (), v.ptr ()); 
return *this; 
9. The transformation of a point is just implemented by a matrix multiplication of the trans-
formation matrix and the vector which represents the point . 
(arithmetic operations 7) += 
raLpoint raLpoint :: transform(const afLtransformation &t) const 
{ return rat_ point ( t. matrix() * ptr () -ivec ()); } 
10. Linear Algebra 
11. Orientation. We are given a array A of d+1 points in d-space and compute their orientation. 
This amounts to computing the sign of the determinant 
I 
1 1 1 1 I 
A[O] A[1] . . . A[d] 
where A[i] denotes the cartesian coordinate vector of the i-th. point in A. Multiplying the i-th 
column by the homogenizing coordinate of A[i] leaves the sign of the determinant unchanged . 
We set up this matrix and return its determinant. Actually, it is more convenient to transpose 
it and to make the first row the last. This changes the sign if the number of rows is even , i.e. , 
if d is odd. 
(position tests 11 ) = 
int orientation ( const array(raLpoint ) &A) 
{ 
int al = A.low ( ) ; I I the lower index start of A 
int d = A.high()- al ; I I A contains d+1 points 
if (d # A[al].dim()) 
error_handler(1, "orientation: uneedsuA [] . dim0+1umanyuinputupoints. ") ; 
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} 
integer-matrix M(d + 1, d + 1); 
·for (int i = 0; i::; d; i++) 
for (int j = 0; j::; d; j++) M(i,j) = A[al + i].hcoord(j); 
integer_t det = determinant(M); 
int s = ( d % 2 = 0 ? 1 : -1) ; 
if ( det > 0) return s ; 
if ( det < 0) return -s; 
return 0; 
See also chunks 12, 13, and 14. 
This code is used in chunk 3. 
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12. Side of sphere. We have tests which test a point in relation to a sphere. The first one tests 
the location of a point x with respect to the oriented sphere defined by d + 1 points in d-space, 
and the second test determines the location with respect to the sphere. 
The first test amounts to evaluate the sign of the determinant 
I 
1 1 1 1 1 I 
lift(A[O]) lift(A[l]) ... lift(A[d]) lift(x) 
where for a point p with cartesian coordinates Pi we use lift (p) to denote the d +!-dimensional 
point with cartesian coordinate vector (po , ... , Pd-1! 2::o<i<d pt) . The lifting map lift maps a 
point p onto the paraboloid of revolution and the position of the point x with respect to the 
oriented sphere defined by the points inAis the same as the orientation of the lifted points. In 
order to evaluate the determinant we multiply each column by the square of the homogenizing 
coordinate. This turns any column into (li~ , hohd , ... , hd-lhd , 2::o<i<d h7), where the hi's denote 
homogeneous coordinates. Thus we set up this matrix and return its sign (it is actually simpler 
to set up the transposed matrix and so that's what we do) . 
( position tests ll ) += 
int side_of_oriented_sphere( const array(raLpoint) &A, const rat-point &x) 
{ 
int al = A.low() ; I I the lower index start of A 
int d = A.high()- al; I I A contains d + 1 points 
if (d =P A[al].dim()) error_handler(l, 
"side_of_oriented_sphere:uneedsuA[] .dimO+lumanyuinputupoints. "); 
integer_matrix M(d + 2, d + 2); 
for (int i = 0; i ::; d; i++) { 
} 
integer_t Sum= 0; 
integer_t hd = A[al + i].hcoord(d) ; 
M(i, O) = hd * hd; 
for (int j = 0; j < d; j ++) { 
integer_t hj = A[al + i].hcoord(j ); 
M( i ,j + 1) = hj * hd ; 
Sum+= hj * hj; 
} 
M(i , d + 1) =Sum; 
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} 
integer_t Sum= 0; 
integer_t hd = x.hcoord(d); 
M(d + 1,0) = hd * hd; 
for (int j = 0; j < d; j++) { 
integer_t hj = x.hcoord(j); 
} 
M(d + 1,j + 1) = hj * hd; 
Sum+= hj * hj; 
M(d+ 1,d+ 1) =Sum; 
integer_ t det = determinant (M); 
if ( det > 0) return 1; 
if ( det < 0) return -1; 
return 0; 
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13. The side_of..sphere function first checks its precondition and then returns the value stated 
in the specification. 
( position tests 11 ) += 
int side_of_sphere ( const array(raLpoint) &A, const rat-point &x) 
{ 
} 
int s = orientation (A); 
if (s = 0) error_handler(1, "side_of_sphere:uAumustubeufulludimensional."); 
return s * side_of_oriented_sphere(A, x); 
14. Containment in Simplex. 
A point x is contained in the convex hull of a set A of points if x is a convex combination of 
the points in A, i.e., if the system 2:: AiAi = x has a solution with 2:: Ai = 1 and Ai ~ 0, If the 
points in A are linearly independent then the solution is unique (if it exists at all). We therefore 
proceed as above and then check whether the solution vector is non-negative. 
(position tests 11) += 
bool contained_in_simplex (const array(raLpoint) &A, const rat-point &x) 
{ 
int al = A.low ( ) ; I I the lower index start of A 
int k = A.high()- al + 1; I I A contains k points 
int d = A[al].dim(); 
integer_matrix M(d + 1, k); 
integer_ vector b( d + 1); 
for (int i = 0; i ::; d; i++) { 
b[i] = x.hcoord(i); 
for (int j = 0; j < k; j++) M(i,j) = A[al + j].hcoord(i); 
} 
integer_t D; 
integer_ vector lambda; 
if (linear_solver(M, b, lambda, D)) { 
int s = sign(D); 
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} 
} 
for (int j = 0; j < k; j++) { 
int t = sign (lambda [j]); 
if (s * t < 0) return false; 
} 
return true; 
15. Containment in Affine HulL 
15 
A point x is contained in the affine hull of a set A of points if x is an affine combination of 
the points in A, i.e., if the system 2: >.iAi = x has a solution with 2: >.i = L Set >.i = Ai,df3i/xd 
with Ai,d being the homogenizing coordinate of Ai and Xd being the homogenizing coordinate 
of x. The i-th column of the system for the f3i 's is simply the homogeneous vector of Ai and the 
right hand side is simply the homogeneous vector for x. Thus we proceed as above but let i run 
up to d. 
(affine operations 15 ) = 
bool contained_in_affine_hull ( const array(raLpoint) &A, const rat_ point &x) 
{ 
} 
int al = A.low ( ) ; I I the lower index start of A 
int k = A.high () - al + 1; I I , A contains k points 
int d = A[al].dim(); 
iriteger_matrix M(d + 1, k); 
integer_ vector b ( d + 1); 
for (int i = 0; i ~ d; i++) { 
b[ i] = x .hcoord ( i); 
for (int j = 0; j < k; j++) M(i,j) = A[al + j].hcoord(i); 
} 
return solvable (M, b); 
See also chunks 16 and 17. · 
This code is used in chunk 3. 
16. Affine Rank. 
The affine rank of points Po, PI, ... , Pk is the linear rank of points Po - Pk, ... , Pk-1 - Pk. 
( affine operations 15 ) += 
int affine_rank(const array(raLpoint) &A) 
{ 
iilt al = A.low (); I I the lower index start of A 
int k = A.high()- al; I I A contains .k + 1 points 
if (k < 0) return -1; 
if (k = 0) return 0; 
int d = A[al].dim(); 
integer_matrix M(d, k); 
for (int j = 0; j < k; j ++) { 
rat_ point p = (A[ al + j) - A[ al + k]). to_rat_point ( ) ; 
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for (int i = 0; i < d; i++) M(i,j) = p.heoord(i); 
} 
return rank (M); 
} 
17. Affine Independence. 
A set of points is affinely independent if their affine rank is equal to the number of points 
minus 1. 
(affine operations 15) += 
bool affinely_independent( const array(rat_point) &A) 
{ return (affine_rank(A) = (A.high()- A.low())); } 
18. Special Operations in 2-Space 
(special operations of 2-space 18) = 
int side_of_oriented_eircle ( const rat_ point &a, const rat_ point &b, const rat_ point 
&c, const rat_point &d) 
{ I* copied from the LEDA 2d module _rat_point.c *I 
integer_t AX = a.X(); 
integer_t AY= a.Y(); 
integer_t AW = a.W( ); 
integer_t EX= b.X(); 
integer_t BY= b.Y(); 
integer_t BW = b.W( ); 
integer_t CX = c.X(); 
integer_t CY = c.Y(); 
integer_t CW = e.W(); 
integer_t DX = d.X(); 
integer_t DY = d.Y( ); 
integer_t DW = d.W(); 
integer_t bx, by, bw, ex, cy, cw, dx, dy , dw; 
if (AW := 11\BW :=lA CW := 11\DW := 1) { 
} 
bx =EX- AX; 
by= BY- AY; 
bw = bx * bx + by * by; 
ex= ex- AX; 
cy = eY- AY; 
cw = ex * ex + cy * cy; 
dx = DX- AX; 
dy = DY- AY; 
dw = dx * dx + dy * dy; 
else { 
integer_t bl =EX* AW- AX * BW; 
integer_t b2 =BY* AW-AY* BW; 
integer_t cl =ex* AW- AX * eW; 
integer_t c2 = CY *AW-AY* eW; 
integer_t dl = DX * AW- AX * DW ; 
integer_t d2 = DY *AW-AY* DW ; 
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} 
bx = bl * AW * BW; 
by = b2 * AW * BW; 
bw = bl * bl + b2 * b2; 
ex = cl * A W * ew; 
cy = c2 * A W * ew; 
cw = cl * cl + c2 * c2 ; 
dx = dl * A W * D W; 
dy = d2 * A W * DW; 
dw = dl * dl + d2 * d2 ; 
17 
return sign ( ( bx * cy - by * ex) * dw + (by * cw - bw * cy) * dx + ( bw * ex - bx * cw) * dy); 
} 
int orientation ( const raLpoint &a, const raLpoint &b, const raLpoint &c) { I* copied from the LEDA 2d module _rat_point.c *I 
} 
integer_t AX = a.X(); 
integer_t AY= a.Y(); 
integer_t AW = a.W(); 
integer_t BX = b.X(); 
integer_t BY= b.Y( ); 
integer_t BW = b.W( ); 
integer_t ex= c.X(); 
integer_t eY = c.Y(); 
integer_t ew = c.W(); 
integer_t D = (AX * BW- BX * AW) *(AY* CW- eY * AW)- (AY* BW- BY* 
AW) * (AX * ew- ex* AW); 
return sign(D); 
rationaLt area(const raLpoint &a, const raLpoint &b, const raLpoint &c) 
{ 
} 
return ((a.xcoord()- b.xcoord( )) * (a.ycoord()- c.ycoord( )) -
(a.ycoord()- b.ycoord()) * (a.xcoord()- c.xcoord()))l2; 
raLpoint raLpoint :: rotate90 ( const raLpoint &q) const 
{ 
} 
integer_t xO = q.X( ); 
integer_t yO = q.Y(); 
integer_t wO = q.W(); 
integer_t xl =X(); 
integer_t yl = Y(); 
integer_t wl = W( ); 
integer_t x = (xO + yO) * wl - yl * wO; 
integer_t y = (yO- xO) * wl + xl * wO; 
return raLpoint(x, Y; wO * wl ); 
This code is used in chunk 3. 
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19. A Test of class rat_point 
We do the testing in two stages. First we consider the easier and direct implemented 2-space 
operations. There we test only the special functions. Then we shift our attention to the d-
dimensional operations which we test in 3-space. 
( rat_point-test. c 19) = 




( 2d tests 20) 
(3d tests 21) 
20. In this chunk we test the special 2d procedures. 
( 2d tests. 20 ) = 
{ I* some construction test *I 
cout ~ 11 \n2-SPACEuMODULE: \n 11 ; 
raLpoint pO = raLpoint ::origin(), pl (1, 0), p2 = raLpoint :: d2 (0, 1), p3 (2); 
cout ~ 11 threeupointsupO,p1,p2:u 11 ~pO ~pl ~p2 ~ "\n11 ; 
I* some input and access test *I 
cout ~ "enterufourthupointup3: u 11 ; 
cin ~ p3; 
cout ~ 11 accessuoperationsuonup3: 11 ; 
cout ~ "\ncartesian:u11 ~ p3 .xcoord() ~ 11 u" ~ p3 .ycoord( ); 
cout ~ 11 \nhomogenous: u 11 ~ p3 .X() ~ 11 u 11 ~ p3. Y () ~ "u" ~ p3. W () ; 
I* the geometric operations and predicates *I 
cout ~ 11 \n(p2u==up1.rotate900)u=u 11 ~ (p2 = pl.rotate90()); 
cout ~ 11 \np3. rot at e90 (p2) : u 11 ~ p3. rotate90 (p2); 
cout ~ 11 \narea(pO ,pl ,p2)u=u 11 ~ area(pO, pl, p2); 
cout ~ "\norientation(pO ,pl ,p3)u=u 11 ~ orientation(pO, pl, p3); 
array(rat_point) tp(3); 
tp[O] = pO; tp[1] = pl; tp[2] = p3; 
cout ~ 11 \norientation(<p0,p1,p3>)u=u 11 ~ orientation(tp); 
cout ~ 11 \nleft_turn(pO,p1,p3)u=u 11 ~ lefUurn(pO,pl ,p3); 
cout ~ 11 \nright_turn(pO ,pl ,p3)u=u 11 ~ righUurn(pO, pl ,p3); 
tp[2] = p2; 
cout ~ 11 \nside_of_oriented_circle(pO,pl,p2,p3)u=u" ~ side_of_oriented_circle(pO, 
pl 'p2' p3); 
cout ~ "\nside_of_oriented_sphere( <pO ,pl ,p2> ,p3)u=u 11 ~ side_of_oriented_sphere(tp, 
p3); 
cout ~ "\nside_of_circle(pO,pl,p2,p3)u=u11 ~ side_of_circle(p0,p1 ,p2,p3); 
cout ~ "\nside_of_sphere( <pO ,pl ,p2> ,p3)u=u" ~ side_of_sphere(tp , p3); 
cout ~ 11 \nincircle(pO,p1,p2,p3)u=u 11 ~ incircle(p0,p1 ,p2,p3); 
cout ~ "\noutcircle(pO,p1,p2,p3)u=u 11 ~ outcircle(pO,pl ,p2,p3); 
raLpoint p5 = raLpoint :: d2 (1, 0, 2); 
cout ~ 11\ntheupointsupO ,pl ,p5: u 11 ~ pO ~ pl ~ p5; 
cout ~ 11 \nside_of_oriented_circle(pO ,p5 ,pl ,p3)u=u 11 ~ side_of_oriented_circle(pO, 
p5 ,pl, p3); 
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cout ~ 11 \n 11 ; 
} 
This code is used in chunk 19. 
21. Next we do some tests in 3-space. Here we test the d-dimensional components. 
(3d tests 21 ) = { I* some construction test *I 
cout ~ 11 \nd-SPACEuMODULE: u ( d=3 )\n 11 ; 
rat-point pO =rat-point:: origin(3); I I the origin 
rat_ vector e1 =rat-vector ::unit(O, 3), e2 = raLvector::unit(1, 3); 
I I the first two unit vectors 
rat_ point p1 (pO + e1 ), p2 (pO + e2), p3 =rat-point:: d3 (0, 01 1), p4 (3); 
cout ~ 11 fourupointsupO,p1,p2,p3:\n 11 ; 
cout ~ pO ~ p1 ~ p2 ~ p3; 
cout ~ 11 \npO. is_origin0u=u 11 ~ pO .is_origin( ); 
cout ~ 11 \npl. is_origin0u=u 11 ~ p1 .is_origin( ); 
I* some input and access test *I 
cout ~ 11 \nenteruf ifthupointup4: u 11 ; 
cin ~ P4; 
cout ~ 1·1 accessuoperat ionsuonup4: 11 ; 
cout ~ 11 \ncartesian:u 11 ; 
int i; 
for (i = 0; i < P4 .dim(); i++) cout ~ P4 .coord(i) ~ 11 u 11 ; 
cout << 11 \nhomogenous : u 11 ; 
for (i = 0; i ~ p4 .dim(); i++) cout ~ p4 .hcoord(i) ~ 11 u11 ; 
cout <i::. 11 \ncompare(pl ,p4)u=u 11 ~ compare(p1, p4 ); 
I* orientation, sphere position, simplex position *I 
array(rat_point) A(4); 
A[O] = pO; A[1] = pl"; A[2] = p2; A[3] = P4; 
cout ~ 11 \norientation( <pO ,pl ,p2 ,p4> )u=u 11 ~ orientation(A); 
A[3] = p3; 
cout ~ 11 \nside_of_sphere( <pO ,pl ,p2 ,p3> ,p4)u=u 11 ~ side_of_sphere (A, p4 ); 
cout ~ 11 \ncontained_in_simplex(<pO ,p1,p2,p3> ,p4)u=u 11 ; 
cout ~ contained_in_simplex (A, p4); 
I* affine hull, independence and rank *I 
array(raLpoint) P12(2); 
P12[0] = p1; P12[1] = p2; 
cout ~ 11 \ncontained_in_affine_hull ( <p1,p2> ,p4)u=u 11 ; 
cout ~ contained_in_affine_hull ( P 12 , P4 ) ; 
rat-vector a= p4 .to_rat_vector( ); 
cout ~ 11 \nautranslationuvectorua(p4) :u 11 ~a; 
pO -= a; p1 = p1 - a; p2 += a; p3 = p3 + a; 
cout ~ 11 \nweutranslateutheupointsupO-=a, upl-=a, up2+=au, p3+=a: \n 11 ; 
cout ~pO ~p1~p2 ~p3; 




B[O] = p1; B[l] = p2; B[2] = p9; 
A[O] = pO; A[l] = p1; A[2]= p2; A[3] = :p4; 
cout ~ "\naffinely_independent(<pO,p1,p2,p3>)u=u"; 
cout ~ affinely_independent(A); 
cout ~ "\naffine_rank(<pO,p1,p2,p3>)u=u"i 
cout ~ affine_rank (A); 
cout ~ "\n\n"; 
This code is used in chunk 19. 
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a: ~' 1., 18, 21. 
afLtrap.sformation: ~­
affine_rank: ~' 16, 17, 21. 
affinely_independent: ~' 17, 21. 
al: 11, 12, 14, 15, 16. 














c: ~' 1., 18. 
c_add: 7, 8. 
c_sub: 7, 8. 





compare: ~' 21. 
contained_in_affine_hull: ~' 15, 21. 
contained_in_simplex: ~' 14, 21. 
coord: ~' 21. 
count: 8. 







cl : 18. 
c2: 18. 
D: ~' 1., 14, 18. 
d: ~' 1., Q, ~' 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18. 
det: 11, 12. 
determinant: 11, 12. 








d2: ~' 4, 18, 20. 
d3: ~' 4, 21. 
d3p: 1_. 
error_handler: 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13. 
e1: 21. 
e2: 21. 
false: 2, 14. 
handle_ base: ~-
hcoord: ~' 6, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 21. 
hd: 12. 
high: 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17. 
hj: 12. 
[; ~-
i: ~' 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 21. 
identical : ~. 
in: ~' ft. 
incircle: ~' 20. 
init4: 4. 
is_origin: ~' 5, 21. 
ivec: 9. 
j:, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16. 
k: 14, 15, 16. 
lambda: 14. 
LEDA_RAT_POINT_H: ~­
lefUum: ~' 20. 
lift: 12. 
linear_solver: 14. 
low: 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17. 





operator: ~' ft. 
orientation: ~' 11, 13, 18, 20, 21. 
origin: ~' 4, 20, 21. 
out: ~' ft. 
outcircle: ~' . 20. 
p: ~' .Q., Q, 16. 
Print: ~-
ptr: ~' 4, 6, 7, 8, 9. 
PTR: 2. 
pO: 20, 21. 
21 
22 
p1: 20, 21. 
P12: 21. 
p2: 20, 21. 
p3: 20, 21. 
P4: 21. 
p5: 20. 
q: 2., 1., 18. 
rank: 16. 
rat_ direction: 2., .Q.. 
rat-point: 2., i, 1., ,S., ~' 18. 




right_turn: ,2., 20. 
rotateUO: 2., 18, 20. 
s: 11, 13, 14. 
side_of_circle: ,2., 20. 
side_of_oriented_circle: 2., 18, 20. 
side_of_oriented_sphere: ,2., 12, 13, 20. 
side_of_sphere: 2., 13, 20, 21. 
sign: 14, 18. 
solvable: 15. 
Sum: 12. 
t: 2., ~' 14. 
to_rat_direction: 2., .Q.. 
to_rat_point: 16. 
to_rat_vector: 2., .Q., 21. 
tp: 20. 
transform: ,2., 9. 
translate : 2.. 
true: 2, 14. 
unit: 21. 





x: 2., 12, 13, 14, 15, 18. 





ycoord: 2., 18, 20. 
yO: 18. 
y1: 18. 
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List of Refinements 
( 2d tests 20) Used in chunk 19. 
(3d tests 21 ) Used in chunk 19. 
(affine operations 15, 16, 17) Used in chunk 3. 
(arithmetic operati'ons 7, 8, 9) Used in chunk 3. 
( conversions 5 ) Used in chunk 3. 
(initialization 4) Used in chunk 3. 
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(special operations of 2-space 18) Used in chunk 3. 
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1. The Manual Page of class raLvector 
1. Definition 
An instance of data. type mLvector is a vector of rational numbers. A cl-dimensional vector 
r = (r0 , ... , IJ-l) is represented in homogeneous coordinates (h0 , ... , hJ), \vhere r,: = h;/hd 
and the h; 's arc of type integer·. \Vc call the r; 's the cartcsian coordinates of the vector. The 
homogenizing coordinate hd is positive. 
This data type is meant for use in computational geometry. It realizes free vect.ors as opposed to 
position vectors ( t.ype mLpoint). The main difference between position vectors and free vectors 
is their bchavior under affine transformations, e.g., free vectors arc invariant under translations. 
raLvector is an item type. 
2. Creation 
mLvcr.tor v (-int d ')) •. 
-  introduces a v;uiahle v of type raLvcctor init.iali 7. ed to the 
:;;;ero vector of dimension d. 
mLvector v (-integer a, integer b, integeT D = 1); 
int.rod uce::; a variable ·v of type mLvcctor init ialized to the 
two-dimensional vector ·with homogeneous representation 
(a, b, D) if D is positive and representation (-a, -u, - D) 
if D is negative. 
Precondition: D is non-zero. 
mLvector v(-integer_vector c, integer D); 
raLvector v (·integer _vector c); 
3. Operations 
introduces a variable v of type raLvcctor init.iali 7. ed to the 
vector \Vith homogeneous coordinates (±r0 , ... , ±rd-l: ±D), 
\Vhcre d is the dimension of c and the ::;ign chosen is the ::;ign 
of D. 
Precondition: D is non-zero. 
introduces a. variable v of type rat_ vector· ini tializecl to the 
direction with homogeneous coordinate vector ±r, where the 
sign chosen is the sign of the last component. of r. 
Precondition: The la.st. component of c i::; non-zero. 
3.1 Initialization, Access and Conversions 
rnLvectoT mLvectoT :: d2( integer· a, integer' u, integer· D = 1) 
returns a mt_vectoT of dimension 2 initialized to a 
vector wit.h homogeneous representation (a, b, D) if 
Dispositive and representrtJ.ion (-a, -b, - D) if D 
is negative. 













mt_vector::cl3(integer a, integer b, integer c, integer D = 1) 
ret.urns a, mLver:tor of dimension 3 initialized 
to a vector with homogeneous representation 
(a, b, c, D) if D b por-sitive and representation 
(-a, -b, -c,- D) if D is negative. 
Pr·econdition: D is non-zero. 
m t_vectoT::unit(int i, int d = 2) 
rat_vedor :: zero(-int d 
v.dim() 
v.coord ( ·int ·i) 
u[ int i] 
v.hcoord ( int i) 
v. t.o_raulirection () 
returns a mL~1ecto1· of dimension d initialized to the 
i-th unit vector. 
Precondition: 0 ::; i < d. 
2) 
ret.urns the 7.ero vedor in cl-dimensional space. 
returns the dimension of 11 . 
returns the i- th cartesian coordinate of 11. 
retums the i-th carter-sia.n coordinate of v . 
ret.urns the i-th homogeneous coordinate of v . 
converts to a direction. 
to_rat_direction ( mLvectoT v) 
converts to a. direction. 
·v.tcuaLpoint.() converts to a. point. 
to_rat_point ( mLvector v) converts to a point. 
v.transform( aff_transformation t) 
retums t ( v). 
Additional Operations for vectors in two-dimensional space 
rational v.xcoorcl() returns the zeroth cart.esian coorclina.te of ·v . 
rational v.ycoorcl() returns the first. cartesia.n coordinate of~~. 
integer u.X() retums the zeroth homogeneous coordinate of v. 
integer v.Y() ret.urns the first. homogeneous coordinaxe of v. 
integer v.\V() ret.urns the homogenizing coordinate of ·v. 
3.2 Tests 
bool identicaJ(mt_ver:tor v, raLvcr:tor w) 
Test for ident ity. 
bool 
bool ·v r_ w 
3.3 At·ithmetical Operators 
raLvedor -integer n * v 
raLvector rational r * v 
raLvcctoT& v * = integer· n. 
mLvector& ·v * = rational r 
ra.t_vedor v I integer n 
raLvector v I rational 1' 
raLvcctoT& 
m.t_vedor& ·v I = rational r 
r-ational 
rat_ vector v+w 
mLvector& v+ = w 
mt_vectoT v- 'W 
rat_vedor& ·v- = 1J) 
raLvcctoT - ·u 
3.4 Input and Output 
o.strcam& m;trcam.& 0 <t:: v 
Test for equality. 
Tei:>t fur ineq uaJity. 
multiplies all cartesian coordinates by n . 
multiplies all cartesia.n coordinates by 1'. 
multiplie:s all cartesian coordinates by n. 
multiplies all cartesian coordinates by 1'. 
divides all Gl.rtesian coordinates by n . 
divides all ca.rtesian coordinates by n. 
divides all carte::;ian courdinate::; by n. 
divides all Gl.rtesian coordinates by r. 
:scalar product, i.e., l:o<i<d ·u;tc;, where u,: and tc; 
a.re the cartesia.n coordinates of v a.nd w re:spec-
tively. 
adds ca.rte::;ian coordinate::;. 
addition plus assignment. 
:,;u btract::; cartesian coordinates 
su btradion plus assignment.. 
returns - ·u. 
writes v 's homogeneous c:oordinates <.omponenhvise 
to the output stream 0. 
i.stream.& istrearn.& I ::?;> raLrJer.tor& v 
reads u 's homogeneou:,; coordinates compunenhvi:se 
from the input :stream I. The operator u:ses the 
currcn t dimension of v. 
3.5 Linear Hull, Dependence and Rank 
bool contR.ine(LinJinear_hull( array<raLvector> A, raLvector x) 
determine:,; '\vhether ::r is contained in the linear hull 
of t he vectors in A. 
int 
bool 
lincar_ra.nk( army< rat_ vector·> A) 
computes t.he line;u rank of the vectors in A. 
linearly_independen t (array< raLvecto1·> A) 
decides whether the vectors in A are linearly inde-
pendent. 
u.r-my< nLf_vf:ctor> linP<JLlm.se( fJ.'TTay<nJ.Lvector> A) 
4. Implementation 
computes a. basis of the linca.r space spanned by the 
vectors in A. 
Vectors arc implemented by a.rra.ys of integers as an item type. All opera.tions like creation, 
initiaJir,ation, tests, vector arithmetic, input and output on aJl vector 1: take time 0(1J.dim( )). 
dirn( ), coordinate <'Lr.cess and conversions take constant time. The operations for linear hull, rank 
and independence have the cubic costs of the used matrix operations. The space requirement is 
O(v.dim( ')). 
2. The Header File of class raLvector 
The type raLvector is an item class with representation class geo_rep. It shares this representa-
t.ion dr1ss with hyperplanes, points, and direct.ions. \Ve derive raLvedor from handle_b<Jse r1nd 
derive geo_rep from handle_rep. This gives us reference counting for free. \Ve give all implemen-
tatiow; >vhich arc trivial directly in the header file and postpone all other::; to the next ::;cction. 
A:,;ide from this the header file is in one-to-one corre:,;pondeuce to the manual pa.ge. 
(rat_vector.h 2) = 
#iil1def LEDA_RAT_VECTOR_H 
#define LEDA_RAT _ VECTOR_H 
#include 11 rat_point .h11 
#include 11 rat_direction. h 11 
#include 11 aff_transform.h" 
#include "geo_rep.h 11 
class raL point; 
class raLdirection; 
class afLtransformation; 
class raL vector : public handle_ base { 
geo_rep *Ptr () const { return (geo_rep *) PTR: } 
rat_ vector (const handle_ base &p) : handle_ base (p) { } 
friend class raLpoint; 
friend class raLdit·ection: 
friend class raLhyperplane: 
friend class geo_pair_rep; 
public: 
rat_vector(int d=2) { PTR = newgeo_rep (d); ptr()~u[(~ = 1;} 
rat_vector(integer_t a, integer_t b, integer_t D = 1) 
{ 
} 
if (D = 0) ermr_handler(l, "rat_ vector: :constructor: uDumustubeunonzero. 11 ): 
if (D < 0) PTfl =new geo_rep (-a,-/), -D); 
else PTR = new geo_rep (a, b, D): 
rat_ vector (const integer_ vector &c, integer _t D) 
{ 
} 
if (D = 0) er·ToT_handler·(l, "rat_ vector: :constructor: uDumustubeunonzero. "): 
if (D < 0) PTfl = new geo_rep ( -c, -D): 
else PTR =new geo_rep (c, D): 
rat_ vector ( const integer_ vector &c) 
{ 
} 
int d =c. dim() ; 
integer_t D = c[d - 1]; 
if (D = 0) ermr_handler(1, "rat_point:: constructor: uDumustubeunonzero 11 ): 
if (D < 0) PTR = new geo_rep (-c): 
else PTR = new geo_rep (c); 
raLvector(const raLvector &p) handle_base(p) {} 
rvraL vector ( ) { } 
rat_ vector &operator=( const rat_ vector &p) 
{ handle_ base ::operator=(p); return ,,this: } 
static raLvector d2 (integer_t o, integer_t b. integer_t D = 1); 
static rat_vector d8(integer_t a,integer_t b,integer_t c,integer_t D = 1); 
static rat_ vector unilt (int ·i, int d = 2); 
static raLvector zeTO(int d = 2): 
int dim () const { return ptr ()-dim: } 
rationaLt coord(int i) const { return rationaLt(ptr()-v[i],ptr()-r[ptr()-dim]); } 
rationaL t operator [ ](int i) const { return coord (i); } 
integer_t hcoonl(int i) const { return ptr()-v[i]; } 
raLdirection to_rat_direr.tion () const; 
friend raLdirection to_rat_direr.tion (const rat_ vector &t'): 
rat_point to_raLpoint () const; 
friend rat_ point to_raf_point ( const rat_ vector &v): 
raLvector tmn::;fonn(const aff_transformation &t) const; 
rationaL t xcoord () const { return rationaL t (hcoord (0), hcoord (ptr ()-dim)); } 
rationaL t yr.oord () const { return rationaL t ( lu:oonl ( 1), hcoord (ptr ( ) -dim)): } 
integer_t ..~Y() const { return hcuord(O); } 
integer_t Y() const { return hcoonl(1); } 
integer_t W() const {return hr.oord(ptr()-dirn); } 
friend bool idr.ntir.al ( const raL vector &1.', const raL vector &w) 
{ t·eturn v.ptr() = w.ptT();} 
int crnp ( const raL vector &x, const raL vector &y) const 
{ t·et urn (identical ( .r:, y) ? 0 : 
a: .ptr ( ) -cmp_rat_coord.s (;T .ptr (), y.ptr () )) ; } 
friend int rornpare ( const rat_ vector &p, const rat_ vector &q) 
{ t·eturn p.cmp(p, q); } 
bool operator=(const raL vector &w) const 
{ t·eturn cmp (*this, w) = 0; } 
bool operator :;t: (const raL vector &m) const 
{ t·eturn crnp (*this, tu) # 0; } 
rat_ vector rat_ vector:: o;calc(integer_t rn, integer_t n) const: 
void raL vector:: self_scale (integer_ t 77L integer_ t n); 
friend rat_ vector operator * ( int n, const rat_ vector &1;); 
friend rat_ vector operator * (integer_ t n, const raL vector &v): 
friend rat_ vector operator * ( t·ationaL t r, const rat_ vector &1;); 
raLvector &operatort = (integer_t n); 
raLvector &operatort = (int n): 
raLvector &operatort = (rationaLt r); 
friend raL vector operator I ( const rat_ vector &v, int n); 
friend raL vector operator I ( const raL vector &v, integer _t n): 
friend rat_ vector operator I ( const rat_ vector &t', rationaL t r); 
raLvector &operatorl=(integer_t n): 
raLvector &operatorl=(int n); 
raLvector &operatorl= (rationaLt r) ; 
friend rationaL t operator * ( const raL vector v, const rat_ vector &w): 
friend raLvector operator+(const raLvector &u, const raLvector &w); 
raL vector &operator+= (eonst raL vector &w); 
friend raLvector operator-(const raLvector &v,const raLvector &w); 
raL vector &operator-= ( const raL vector &w): 
rat_ vector operator- ( ) const; 
friend ostream &operator«: ( ostream &0 ~ const raL vector &v): 
friend istream &operator~(istream &I, raLvector &v): 
} ; 
inline void Print ( const rat_ vector &v, ostream & out) { out «: v: } 
inline void flmd(raLvector &t', istl·eam &in) { in~ v; } 
bool contaz:ned_irdinear Jwll (const array (rat_ vector) &A, const raL vector &;r); 
int lineaT_mnk ( const array(raL vector) &.4): 
bool linearly_ independent (eonst array ( raL vector) &.4): 
array(raL vector) lineaT_base(const array(raLvectm) &A): 
#end if 
3. The Implementation of class raLvector 
(rat_vector.c 3) :==: 
#include "rat_vector.h" 
( initiali?:ation 4) 
( convcrsiom; 5 ) 
(input. a.nd output 6) 
(arithmetic operations 7) 
( linear operations 11 ) 
4. Initialization 
vVe provide :oome ea.:oy initialization operation::; for the two and three dimensional ca::;e. 
( initiali?:ation 4 ) ~ 
rat_ vector rat_ vector:: d2 (integer_t a, integer_t b, integer_t D) 
{ 
} 
if (D = 0) erToT_handlcr(l, "rat_ vector: : d2: udenominatorumustunotubeuzero. "): 
t·eturn raLvector(a, b, D); 
rat_ vector rat_ vector:: d3 (integer_t a, integer_t b, integer_t c, integer_t D) 
{ 
mLvector d3v(3); 
if (D:::::: 0) ermr_handler(1, "rat_ vector: : d3: udenominatorumustunotubeuzero. "): 
if (D < 0) d3v.ptr()~init4(-a,-b,-c, -D) : 
else d3v .ptr·( )~~:nit4 (a, u, c, D); 
t·eturn dSv; 
rat_ vector rat_ vector:: nnit (int i, int d) 
{ 
} 
if (i < 0 Vi 2: d) crTor·_}wndlcT(1, "rat_vector: :unit:uiuoutuofurange."): 
t•at_ vector mJ (d): 
'lL'U .ptr· () ~v [ i] = 1; 
t•eturn ·uv: 
rat_ vector rat_ vector ::zem(int d) { return raLvector(d); } 
Thi~ code i~ used in chunk ::1. 
5. Conversions 
Vectors c:u1 be converted t.o point.s a.nd directions. Since the converted object ha.s the same 
representation, conversion amonnt.s to a call of the copy const.rndor of the ha.se class. 
(conversions 5) = 
rat_ direction raL vector:: to_raLdir·ection() const 
{ 
} 
if ( to_mt_point ( ) . is_origin ( ) ) erTor·_handler ( 1, 
"rat_ vector: : to_rat_direction: uoriginucannotubeuaudirect ion."); 
t·eturn raLdirection (*t his ): 
raLpoint rat_ vector:: to_mt_point () const 
{ t•eturn raLpoint (*this): } 
rat_ direction to_rat_dinxtion ( const rat_ vector &u) 
{ t·eturn v.to_rat_dinxtion( ); } 
raLpoint to_mt_point(const rat_ vector &v) 
{ t•eturn t;.to_rat_point( ); } 
This code is used in chunk:~. 
6. Input and Output 
\Vc ju:st take care that in ca.,;c of input we don't ovenvritc a. common reprc:;;cnta.tion. Apart from 
that we u::;e the I/ 0-operation:;; of geo_rep. 
(input and output 6) = 
ostream &operator<t:(ostream &mJ.t, const rat_ vector &a) 
{ 
} 
out <t: a.ptr· (); 
t·eturn o·nt: 
istream &operator> (istream &-in, rat_ vector &a) 
{ 
} 
int d = a.dim(); 
if (a.n;f:,:() > 1) a= raLvector(d); 
in> a.ptr·( ): 
if (a.hcoor·d(d):::::: 0) 
erTor·_handler (1, "operator>>: udenominatoruofuvectorumustubeunonzero . "); 
if (a.hcoord (d) < 0) a.ptr () ~nega.te(d + 1) : 
t•eturn in; 
This code is w;cd in chunk 0. 
7. Multiplication and Division 
\Ve start with the operators * and j. \Ve define a. function scale (m, n) that multiplies the 
homogeni:;;ing mordinate hy n and all other coordinates hy m and reduce the operators to this 
fnndion. 
(arithmetic operation::; 7) :::::: 
raLvector raLvector::scale(integer_t m,integer_t n) const 
{ 
} 
int d = dim ( ) : 
t•aL vector result (d); 
rc.snlt .ptr()~v [d] =ptr() ~v[r~ *n; 
integer _t g = gcd (pt·r· () ~v[(~, nt); 
re.srdt .ptr ( ) ~v[ dJ / = g: 
m / =g; 
for (int i=O: i<d; i++) rc.srJ.lt.ptr()~·l{i]=ptr()~v[i]*m; 
t·et urn Te.'mlt; 
void raL vector:: self_scale (integer_ t m, integer_ t n) 
{ 
} 
int d = dim ( ) ; 
ptT l) -v[d] *= n; 
integer_t q = .IJr.d(ptr()~v[d],m); 
ptr()~v[d] I= g; 
m I= g; 
for (int i = 0: i < d; i++) ptr () ~v[i] *= m; 
raL vector operator * (int n, const raL vector &p) 
{ t•eturn p.scale(n, 1); } 
raLvector operator* (integer_t n, const raLvector &p) 
{ t•eturn p.scale(n, 1): } 
raLvector operator* (rationaLt r·, const raLvector &p) 
{ t·eturn p.xcalc (r.nmncrator· (), r. dcnmninatoT ()); } 
raL vector operator I (const raL vector &p, int n) 
{ t·eturn p.smlr~(l, n): } 
raL vector operator l(const raLvector &p, integer_t n) 
{ t•eturn p.smlr:(l, n): } 
raL vector operator l(const raLvector &p, rationaLt T) 
{ t•eturn p.scale (r .denorninator (), r.nwneratoT ()): } 
raLvector &raLvector::operator* = (integer_t n) 
{ sdf_sr.ale(n, 1): return *this; } 
rat_ vector &rat_ vector:: operator* = (int ·n) 
{ sr:~f-smlr:(n, 1): return *this; } 
raLvector &raLvector::operator* = (rationaLt r) 
{ xelf_xcale (r.n'UmemtoT l), r·.denominator ()); return *this; } 
raL vector &rat_ vector:: operator I= (integer_ t n) 
{ xc~f-scalc ( 1, n): return *this; } 
raLvector &raLvector::operatorl=(int n) 
{ self_scale(L n): return *this; } 
rat_ vector &rat_ vector:: operator I= (rationaL t r·) 
{ self_seale(7·.denominator( ), T.nmnerator·( )): return *this: } 
rationaLt operator* (const raLvector u, const raLvector &w) 
{ 
} 
int d= v.dirn(); 
if (d f. w.dim( )) C1TOT_lwndlcr(l, "inneruproduct :udimensionsudisagree. " ): 
integer _t nom = 0; 
for (int i = 0: i < d; i++) nom+= c.hcoor-d(i) * w.hcooTd(i); 
integer_t dr:norn = 1:.hmord(d) * u:.h.mord(d); 
t•eturn rationaLt (noni, denorn); 
Sec nlso dnmk~ 8 nnrl 9. 
This code is used in chunk ::l . 
8. Addition and Subtraction 
To implement addition and substraction of the cartesien coordinates we use common code in our 
class geo_rep. As t.hese operations have the s<J.me fundion<~.lity vvhich are required for r<~Lpoints. 
(arithmetic operationt; 7) += 
rat_ vector operator+ ( const rat_ vector &v, const rat_ vectm· &w) 
1 
} 
t•at_ vector r~s (t'. dirn. ( )) ; 
cadd (res .ptr- (), v.ptr· ( ) , ·w.ptr- ( ) ) ; 
t·eturn re.s; 
raLvector &raLvector::operator+=(const raLvector &w) 
{ 
} 
int d = dirn( ); 
mL vector old (*this); 
if (ptr( )-count> 2) *this= t·aLvector(d); 
c_add (ptr (), old.ptr· ( ) , w.ptr ()); 
t•eturn *this: 




c_srJ.b (res .ptr (), 1.'.ptr (), w.ptr( )) : 
t·eturn res; 
rat_ vector &rat_ vector:: operator-= ( const rat_ vector &w) 
{ 
} 
int d = dirn( ); 
t•at_ vector old (*this); 
if (ptr( )-cmmt > 2) *this= mLvector (d) ; 
c_s1tb (ptr ( ) , old .ptr (), w. ptr· ()): 
t•eturn *this: 
rat_ vector rat_ vector ::operator - ( ) const 
{ 
} 
int d = dim.(); 
t•at_ vector result (d); 
rcsr1.lt .ptr ()-copy (ptr ()); 
r·esult .ptr· () -nc_qate (d); 
t·et urn re.stdt; 
9. Tt·ansformation 
To transform a vector we interpret it as a point in the coordinate system with origin or·igin ( ) 
and take the t.he difference between the transformed point and the transformed origin as the 
tran::>forrned vector. There should be more efficient implementat ion po::>sibk when you take out 
the translational p<ut of the tramJonnation. 
(arithmetic operations 7) += 
rat_ vector rat_ vector:: transform (const aff_ transformation &t) const 
{ 
} 
integer_matrix rn_at =f.matrix(): 
int d = t.dim( ); 
for (int i = 0: i < d; i++) m_at('i, d)= 0; 
t·eturn raLvector(rn_at * (ptr()~ivr;r.())); 
10. Linear Algebra 
11. Containment in Linea.r Hull. A vector ;r b contained in the linear hull of a ::;et A of vectors 
if :r is a linear combination of the vectors in .4, i.e., if the system L A.;A; = :t ha.'> a. solution. \Ve 
ma.y ::;caJe each vector by its homogenizing coordinate and hence forget about the horno!-';cnizing 
coordinates. 
( linear operations 11 ) = 
bool contained_irdinear-Jmll (const array (rat_ vector) &A., const rat_ vector &:c) 
{ 
} 
int al = iLlow 0; 
int A~ = iLhigh () - al + 1: I I A cont.ainti k vectors 
int d = A[al].dim(): 
integer_matrix M(d, k); 
integer_ vector b(d): 
for (int i = 0: i < d; i++) { 
b[i] = :1'. hcoonl ( ·i) : 
for (int j = 0: .i < k: .i++) M(i,j) = A[nJ + .f].hr.oord(i); 
} 
t·et urn solvable ( J\1, b); 
Sec alHo c:lllmk;; 12, 1:3, and 14. 
Thi~ ~ndP. i~ 11sP.d in dmnk 3. 
12. Linear Rank. 
VVc set up a, rna,trix having the cartesian coordinates of the vectors in A as its columns. 
The linear rank is the rank of this matrix. Since the rank of a matrix does not. change under 
multiplication of a. row with a constant we may also use the homo~eneous coordinates 0 to d- 1 
of the vectors in A. 
(linear operations 11) += 
int linear-_rank ( const array (rat_ vector) &.4) 
{ 
} 
int a.l = A.low(); 
int k = A .. high () - al + 1; I I A contain::; k vectors 
int rJ = A.[ a.l]. dim(); 
integer_matrix .A1(d, h); 
for (int i = 0: i < d; i++) 
for (int j = 0: j < k: j++) M(i,j) = A[nJ +.f].hr.oord(i); 
t·eturn mnk(AI); 
13. Linear Independence. 
A set of vect.ors is linearly independent if their linear rank is equal to the number of vectors 
in the set. 
(linear operations 11) += 
bool linearly_ independent (const array (rat_ vector) &.4) 
{ t•eturn (linear_mnk(A) = A.high()- A.low() + 1): } 
14. Linear Base. 
(linear operations 11) += 
array(raLvector) linear_baHe(const array(raLvectm·) &A) 
{ 
} 
int al = A .. low( ); 
int k = iLhigh ( ) - al + 1: I I .4 contain::; k vectors 
int d = A.[al].dim(): 
integer_t denom; 
integer_matrix M(d, k); 
for (int j = 0; j < li:: j++) 
for (inti=O: ·i<rl; i++) AI(i,j)=A[al+j].hcoord(i): 
array (int) indculs; 
indcpcndr.nt_col1i.m.n.<; ( I\1, indcol.~): 
int indr.olsdirn = indr.ols.high() + 1; 
array (rat_ vector) L(indcolsdirn); 
for (int i = 0: i < indcol8dirn; i ++) L[i] = raLvector (A1.r.ol (indr.ols [i]), 1): 
t•eturn L; 
15. A Test of class raLvector 
\Ve test. the construction, access to the components and all the arithmetical opera.t.ors in 3-Space. 
(rat_ vector-test. c 1 !J) = 
#include "rat_vector.h" 
rnain () 
{ I* con:::;truction and access *I 
integer_ vector vi1 ( 4L vi2 (3); 
vi1 [0] = 1; vi1 [1] = 2; vil [2] = 3: vi1 [3] = 1; 
vi2 [0] = 3; vi2 [1] = 2; vi2 [2] = 1; 
mLvector a0(3), al(vi1), (],2(vi2,1), (],3 =raLvector::dS(4,-4,0,1), a4(3); 
cmd < "f ouruvectorsuaO, a1, a2, a3: \n" < aO < a1 < a2 < a3; 
cmd < "\nenterufifthuvectorua4: u": 
cin 3> a4; 
cm~t < "accessuoperationsuonua4: \n": 
co·ut < "cartesian: u"; 
for (int i = 0; i < a4 .dim(); i++) cout < a4 .coord(i) < "u"; 
cmd < "\nhomogenous:u'': 
for (int i = 0; iS: a4 .dim(); i++) cmd < a4 .hcoord(i) < "u"; 
I* arit hmetical operations and compare *I 
cout < "\nquadraticulengthuofuvectorua4u"'u" < a4 * a4; 
cm~t < "\ncompare(aO,a4)u"'u" < cornpar·e(aO, a4); 
1Ji1 [0] = 1; vi1 [1] = 1: vi1 [2] = 1; vil [3] = 1; 
t•at_ vector einB ( vil ) ; 
cmd < "\na0u"'ua1u+ua2:u" < (aO = al + a2); 
cmd < "\naOu+=ueins:u" < (aO += cins); 
co-nt < "\naOu-=ueins:u" < (aO -= cins); 
cm~t < "\na0u"'ua0u-ua4:u" < (aO = aO - a4 ): 
cout < "\naOu"'u2u*uaO:u" < (aO = 2 * aO); 
cout < "\naOu"'u1/2u*uaO:u" < (aO = rationaLt(l,2) * aO); 
cmd < "\na0u*=u3:u" < (aO *= 3): 
cmd < "\na0u*=u1/3:u" < (aO *= rationaLt(1, 3)); 
cmd < "\na0u"'ua0u/u4:u" < (aO = aO 14); 
cout < "\na0u"'ua0u/u1/4: u" < (aD = aO l rationaLt (1, 4)); 
cm~t < "\na0u/=u5: u" < ( aO I= .5): 
cout < "\na0u/=u1/5:u" < (aO I= rationaLt(1,5)); 
if ((al + a2- a{)= aO) cout < "\n(a1+a2-a4)u"'=ua0\n"; 
else omt < "\nsomethinguwrong:u(a1+a2-a4)u!=ua0\n": 
cmd < "\na0u=u-a4:u" < (aO = -a4 ): 
I* some linear algebra */ 
array(rat_vector) P12 (2); 
P12[0]=a1; P12[1]=a2; 
cm~t < "\ncontained_in_linear_hull ( <a1 ,a2>, a4)u=u"; 
eo ut < contained_irdinear _/mll ( r 12, a4 ) ; 
cmd < "\ncontained_in_linear_hull ( <a1 ,a2>, a1+a2)u=u": 
cmd < contained_irdinear _h.nll ( P 12, a1 + a2): 
array(raLvector) B(3), A(4); 
B[OJ = aO; B[l] = al; B[2] = a2; 
A.[O] = aO; A.[l] = a1: A[2] = a2; A.[3] = a1 + a2 ; 
} 
eo ut ~ 11 \nl inearly _independent ( <aO, a1, a2>) u=u 11 : 
cmd ~ linmrly_independent (B); 
co·ut ~ 11 \nlinearly _independent ( <aO ,a1, a2, a1 +a2>) u=u 11 ; 
cant ~ lincarly_indcpcndent (A): 
cmd ~ 11 \nlinear_rank(<a0,a1,a2,a1+a2>)u=u 11 ; 
cout ~ hnear·_mnk(A); 
cmd ~ 11 \nlinear_base(<aO,a1,a2,a1+a2>)u=u 11 : 
array(raLvector) res= linmr_basc(A): 
for (int i = 0: i < rcs.high() + 1: i++) cont ~ rcs[i]; 
cmd ~ 11 \n\n"; 
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1. The Manual Page of class raLdirection 
1. Definition 
A raLdin:ct1:on is any non-zero vector. \Vc represent directions in cl-dimensional spa.ce as a. 
tuple (h0 , ... , h,t) of integers vvhich we caJl the homogeneous coordinates of the direction. The 
coordinate hd must be positive. The cartesian coordinates of a. direction a.re c; = h,/hd for 
0 :::; 1: < d. Tvvo directions are equal if their cartesian coordinates a.re positive multiples of each 
other. Directions are in one-to-one correspondence to points on the unit. sphere. 
In two-dimensional space directions arc also in one-to-one corrcsponcla.nce to angles. l\'lore 
precisely, a. direction dir = (h0 , h 1, h 2) corresponds to the angle a wit.h sin o = r 01 L and 
cos 0: = c1 I L and L = (h~ + hf) I h~ the length of dir·. For a direction dir we use angle( dir·) to 
denote this angle. 
mt_direction is an item type. 
2. Creation 
raUlirection dir·( int d 2); introduces a variable dir of type mLdirection initialized to 
some direction in cl-dimensional space. 
nrt_din:ction dir· (-integeT n, intnj(T b, integer D = 1); 
introduces a variable dir of type rat_dirn:tion initialized 
to the two-dirnen;,;ional direction with homogeneous rep-
resentation (a, b, D) if D is positive and representation 
(-a, -b, -D) if D is negative. 
Precondition: D is non- ~:ero. 
raUlirection dir·(-integer_vector· c, integer D); 
mt_direction (hr·( integer_vector· c); 
3. Operations 
introduces a variable diT of type rat-din:ction initialized 
to the two-dimensional direction with homogeneous coor-
dinates (±c0, ... , ±cd-l, ±D), where d is the dimension of c 
and the sign chosen is the sign of D. 
Precondition: D is non-zero. 
introduces a variable dir of type mt_dirn:tion initialized to 
the direction with homogeneous coordinate vector ±c, where 
the sign chosen is the sign of the last. component of c. 
Precondition: The last. component of r is non-zero. 
3.1 Initialization, Access and Conversions 
raUlirection mt_direction::d2(-integer a, intege1· b, integer D = 1) 
returns a rat_dirr.dion of dimension 2 initiali:~:ed to a direc:-
tion with homogeneous representation (a, b, D) if D is posi-
tive a.nd repre::;entation (-a, -b, -D) if D i::; negative. 
Precondition: D i;,; non-zero. 
rat_dirr:rtion rnLdirr:ction::d3(-intr:gr:r a, intr:gr:r b, intr:gr:r c, intr:gr.r D = 1) 
returns a mt_direct£on of dimension 3 initialized to a di-
rection with hornogeneou:; repre::;entation (a, b, c, D) if D i:; 
positive a.nd representation (-a, -b, - c, -D) if D is nega-
tive. 
Precondition: D is non-:~:ero. 
mt_direction mt_direction:: unit(t:nt i, int d = 2) 
int dir.dim() 
rational dirocoord ( int i) 
rational dir[ int i] 
intc_qcr didtcoord ( int i) 
returns a. rat_direr.tion of dimension d init.iali :~:ed to the i-th 
unit direction. 
Precondition: 0 <::: i < d. 
returns the dimension of dir 0 
returns the i-th cartesia.n coordinate of dir 0 
returns the ·i-th cartesian coordinate of di1· 0 
return:,; the i-th hornogeneou:,; coordina,te of dir·. 
raUlirection dirotransform( aff_transfonnation t) 
return:,; t(p). 
rat_direr:tion diroopposit.e () returns the direction opposite to dir. 
mt_directiun - diT return:,; dir .oppo::;ite() 0 
rat_vu:tor diroto_rn.Lvedor() returns a vec:tor pointing in direc:tion dir. 
rat_ vector diroto_raLvcctor (rat_ direction d) 
returns a vec:tor pointing in direc:tion dir. 





diroX() returns the 7.eroth homogeneous coordinate of dh· 0 
dir·oY ( ) return:,; the first homogeneous coordinate of dir·. 
identic:al ( raLdirr:ction v, rat_dirr.dion w) 
Tc:,;t for identity. 
bool V = 111 Test. for equality. 
bool V 1- 111 Te~t for inequality. 
3.3 Input and Output 
o:;tn.:mn& o:;tn:arn& () ~ d 1vrites the homogeneous coordinate~ of d to output ~trearn 
0. 
i8trcam& I ?> mLdir~ction& d 
rea.ds the homogeneous coordinates of d from input. stream 
I. This operator uses the current dimension of d. 
4. Implementation 
Direct.ions are implemented by arrays of integers ;u; an item t.ype. All operations like r:reation, 
initiaJiz.a.tion, tests, inversion, input and output on a direction d take time O(d.dirn( )). dint(), 
coordinate' access and conversion take constant time. The space requirement i~ 0 (d. dim( ) ) . 
2. The Header File of class raLdirection 
The type raulirection is an item class vvith representation class gecuep. It sha.res this represen-
t<Jtion class wit.h raJ._hyperplanes, raLpoints, r1nd rr1Ldiredions. \Ve derive raLdirec:tion from 
handle_hase and derive geo_rep from ha.ndle_rep. This gives us referenc:e counting for free. \Ve 
give all implementation::; v.·hich arc trivial directly in the header file and postpone all other::; to 
t.he next. :section. A;,;ide from thi:s the header file i:s in one-to-one corre;,;pondence to the manual 
page. 
( rat_direct ion. h 2) = 
#ifndef LEDA_RAT_DIRECTION_H 
#define LEDA_flAT_DJRECTION_H 
#include 11 rat_ vector. h '' 
#include "rat_point .h" 
#include "aff_transform.h" 
#include "geo_rep.h" 
class aiL transformation; 
class rat_ vector: 
class raLpoint; class raLdirection : public handle_base { 
geo_rep *PtT() const { return (geo_rep *) PTR; } 
rat_ direction ( const handle_ base &p) : handle_ base (p) {} 
friend class rat_ vector; 
friend class raLpoint: 
public: 
raLdirection(int d = 2) { PTfl =new geo_rep (d): ptr()-v [r~ = 1; } 
raLdirection(integer_t a, integer_t b, integer_t D = 1) 
{ 
} 
if ( D = 0) error·_/wndleT(l, 11 rat_direct ion: :constructor: uDurnustubeunonzero. 11 ); 
if (D < 0) PTR =new geo_rep (-a, -b. -D); 
else PTfl = new geo_rep (a, b, D); 
rat_ direction ( const integer_ vector &c, integer_t D) 
{ 
} 
if (D = 0) r:rror_handlr:r (1, 11 rat_direction: :constructor: uDurnustubeunonzero. 11 ); 
if (D < 0) PTR =new geo_rep (-c, -D): 
else PTfl =new geo_rep (c, D); 
rat_ direction ( const integer_ vector &c) 
{ 
} 
int d = c. dim ( ) ; 
integer_t D = c[d - 1]: 
if (D = 0) er .. ror-_handlcr·(1, 11 d_rat_point:: constructor: uDumustubeunonzero 11 ); 
if (D < 0) PTfl = new geo_rep (-c): 
else PTR =new geo_rep (c); 
rat_ direction ( const rat_ direction &p) : handle_ base (p) { } 
"-'rat_ direction () { } 
rat_ direction &operator= ( const rat_ direction &p) 
{ handle_ base ::operator=(p); return *this: } 
static raLdirection d2 (integer_t a, integer_t b, integer_t D = 1); 
static raLdirection d3 (integer_t a, integer_t b, integer_t r, integer_t D = 1): 
static raLdirection unit (int i, int d = 2); 
int dim() const { return ptr()~di1n; } 
rationaL t coor·d (int -i) const { return rationaL t (ptr· () -v[ i], ptr·() -v[ptr· ()-dim]); } 
rationaLt operator [J(int i) const { return coord(i): } 
integer_t hcoord(int i) const { return ptr()~1.{i]; } 
rat_ direction transfonn ( const afLtransformation &t) const; 
raLdirection opposite () const: 
rat_ direction operator- () const { return oppo::;ite (); } 
rat_ vector to_mLvcctor· () const; 
friend raL vector to_mt_vectoT (rat_ direction d); 
integer_t X() const { return hwoTd(O); } 
integer_t Y() const { return hcoord(l); } 
friend bool idenhcal(const raLdirection &v, const raLdirection &zv) 
{ t•eturn r.ptr () ~ u:.ptr (): } 
int cmp (const raLdirection &hl, const raLdirection &h2) const; 
friend int corn pan:: ( const raLdirection &:p, const raLdirection &q) 
{ t·eturn p.cmp(p, q); } 
friend bool operator=(const raLdirection &:v, const raLdirection &w) 
{ t·eturn compan:: (v, w) = 0; } 
friend bool operator:f:(const raLdirection &:v, const raLdirection &u:) 
{ t·eturn compar·e(u, w) # 0; } 
friend ostream &operator«:: ( ostream &0, const raLdirection &d); 
friend istream &operator~(istream &1, raLdirection &d): 
I . 
J ' 
inline void Print ( const rat_ direction &v, ostream &out) { md «:: v; } 
inline void flead (raLdirection &u, istream &in) { in ~ v; } 
#if (0) 
inline int compar'C(const rat_direction &p, const raLdit·ection &q) 
{ t·eturn p.cmp(p, q); } 
#end if 
#end if 
3. The Implementation of class raLdirection 




( in pur. and on tpn t G) 
(other operations 7) 
(compares K) 
4. Initialization 
\Ve provide some easy initialization operations for the two and three dimensional case. 
(initialization '1) = 
raLdirection raLdirection :: d2 (integer_t a, integer_t b, integer_t D) 
{ 
} 
if ( D = 0) crror_handlr.r (1, "rat_direction: : d2: udenominatorumustunotubeuzero. 11 ): 
t•eturn raLdirection (a, b, D): 
raLdirection raLdirection :: d3 (integer_t a, integer_t b, integer_t r, integer_t D) 
{ 
} 
mt_direction d3d (3); 
if (D = 0) error_ha.ndler (1, 11 rat_direction: : d3: udenominatorumustunotubeuzero. 11 ): 
if (D < 0) dSd.ptr( ) ~init4 (-n, - b, -r, - D); 
else dSd .ptr () ~init4 (a, b, r, D); 
t·eturn dSd; 
rat_ direction rat_ direction :: unit (int i, int d) 
{ 
} 
if ( i < 0 V i 2: d) erTor·_Jwndla (1, 11 _direct ion: :unit: uiuoutuofurange. 11 ); 
t•at_ direction 11.d (d): 
11d.ptr()~v[i] = 1: 
t•eturn ·nd; 
This code is used in chunk~. 
5. Conversion 
Directions can be converted to vectors. Since t.he converted object has the same representation, 
conversion amounts to a call of t.he copy const.rndor of the base class. 
(conversion .) ) = 
rat_ vector raLdirection :: to_raLvector () const 
{ t·eturn raLvector(*this); } 
raL vector to_rat_ver.tor raLdirection d) 
{ t•eturn d.to_rat_ver.tor ); } 
This code is used in chunk ~ . 
6. Input and Output 
\Vc ju:st take care that in case of input we' don't ovcrwritc a common rcprcscntc.Ltion. Apart from 
that we use the I/0-opcrations of gco_rcp. 
(input and output 6) = 
ostream &operator~(ostream &out, const raLdirection &d) 
{ 
} 
mtt ~ d.ptr (); 
t•eturn md: 
istream &operator~(istream &in, raLdirection &d) 
{ 
} 
int dim= d.dirn(); 
if (d.refs() > 1) d = raLdirection((int) dim); 
in ~ d.ptr( ); 
if (d.hcoor·d(d£m) = 0) 
e·r .. r·o·r·_handler·(l, "operator>>: udenominatoruofudirectionumustubeunonzero. "): 
if (d.hcoor·d(dim ) < 0) d.ptr()-negate(dim + 1): 
t•eturn in; 
This code is Lt~ed in chunk :.l. 
7. Other Operations. \.Ve can easily create the opposite direction by sign mverswn. The 
transformation operation is the same as for the rat._vector type as we any>vay ignore the length 
of directions. \Ve c.onld also implement. a special transform oper<JJ.ion which ignores the scaling 
and tn:mslation component of t.he transformation. 
( other operations 7 ) = 
rat_ direction rat_ direction :: oppMite () const 
{ 
} 
int d = dim(); 
mLdirection r·esult(d): 
r·csult .ptr· () -cop:I.J (ptr· ()); 
result .ptr ()-negate (d); 
t·eturn result; 
raLdirection raLdirection :: tmnsfonn(const aft'_ transformation &t) const 
{ t•eturn to_mLvectm· (). tmnsforrn (t). to_mt_din:etion (); } 
This code is used in chunk:~. 
8. The Compa.rc Function. Two directions arc equal if their ca.rtcsian coorclina.tcs a.rc positive 
multiples of each other. This is equivalent to saying that their first d - 1 homogeneous coordinates 
are positive mulr.iples of each ot.her. Thus we t.ake t.he lexicographic order of r,he first. d - 1 
homogeneous coordinates under multiplication of positive multiples. VVe gave the details of this 
<~ln~ady in raLhyperplane :: Htron.q_r.ornparc. 
(compares 8) = 
int rat_ direction:: cmp ( const rat_ direction & hi , const raLdirection &h2) const 
{ 
if (identical (hi , h2)) return 0; 
} 
int i; 
int d = h1 . dim ( ) ; 
for (i = 0; i < d 1\ h1.hcoor>d(i) = 01\ h2 .hcom>d(i) = 0; i++) 
int c1 = triqn(h1.hcoor·d(i)); 
int c2 = triqn ( h2 .hcoor·d (i)); 
if ( r.1 -=/= r.2) return mm parr. ( c1 , c2) : 
integer_t s1 = (integer_t) 8ign(h2.hr.oord(£)) th2.hr.oord(i); 
integer_t s2 = (integer_t) .sign(hl.hr.oord(£)) t hl .hr.oord(i); 
i++: 
int c; 
while (i < d) { 
} 
c = compano( :;1 * hl .hcom·d (i), :;2 * h2 .hcoonl (i)); 
if (c-=/= 0) return (c > 0? 1: -1): 
i++: 
t•eturn 0; 
This code: is IJHc:d in dtunk :3. 
I I no body 
9. A Test of class raLdirection 
( rat_direction-test. c ~J) = 
#include "rat_direction. h'' 
main() 
{ I* mnstrndion and access *I 
integer_ vector vi ( 4); 
} 
vi[O] = 1; vi[1] = 5; vi [2] = -3: vi[3] = 1; 
t•at_direction dO(vi), dl = raLdirection::unit(2,3), d2 = raLdirection::rl3 (1,1,0), 
d3 (3): 
Wltt ~ "threeudirectionsudO,d1,d2:\n" ~dO~ dl ~ d2 ; 
co·ut ~ "\nenteruthirdudirect ionud3: u": 
cin::? d3; 
cmd ~ "accessuoperationsuonud3: \n"; 
cmd ~ "cartesian:u": 
for (int i = 0; i < dS .dim(); ·i++) cmd ~ dS .coor·d(i) ~ "u"; 
eo ut ~ "\nhomogenous: u"; 
for (int i = 0: i:::; dS .dim..(): i++) cout ~ dS .hcoord(i) ~ "u": 
I* inversion and eo m pare *I 
cout ~ "\ndO.oppositeOu=u" <:: dO.opposite(); 
cmd ~ "\ncompare(dO,d3)u=u" ~ comparc(dO, dS); 
cmd ~ "\n\n"; 
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1. The Manual Page of class raLhyperplane 
1. Definition 
An instance of data type raLhyperplane is a hyperpla.ne vvith rational coefficients in an arbi-
trary dimensional space. A hyperpla,ne h is represented by coefficients (r:0 , r:1, ... , CJ) of ar-
bitrary length integer:s. At lea."'t one of eo to Cd-1 rnu:st be non-zero. The plane equation i:s 
2:o<i<d c;:r; = 0, where :r0 to xc~ are homogeneous point coordinates. The sign of the left hand 
side of this expression determines the position of a, point :r with respect to the hyperplane (on 
the hyperplane, on the negat ive :side, or on the posit ive :side). 
There are two equality predicates for hyperplanes. The (weak) equality predicate (operator =) 
dedare:s two hyperpla.ne:s equa.l if they con:si:st of the ::;a.me :set of point:s, the :st rong equality 
predicate (stmng_eq) requires in addition that the negative halfspaces agree. In other words, 
rwo hyperpl;wes are strongly equal if their coefficient vectors a,re positive multiples of each other 
and they a.re (weakly) equal if their coefficient vector:,; are multiple:,; of ea,ch other. Corresponding 
to the two equality predicates we have two linear orders: compare corresponds to weak equality 
and strong_r:ornpare corresponds to strong equality. 
rat_hyperplane is an item type. 
2. Creation 
rat_hyperplrme h ( int d = 2); 
introduces a variable h of type mLhypcrplanc initialized to some hyper-
pla.ne in d-dimeusional spa.n'. 
rat_hyperplane h (integer _1Jer.tor r:): 
introduces a variable h of type mLh:t~pcrplanc initialized to the hyper-
pla.ne with coefficient:,; c. 
rat_hyperplane h(integer_1Jer.tor r., integer D); 
introduces a variable h of type mLh:l/PCTplanc initialized to the hyper-
pla.ne with coefficient:,; ( c, D). 
rat_hyperplane h( array<rnLpoint> P, rat_point o, int l: = 0): 
con:structs some hyperplane that pa.,.:se:s through the point:;; in F. If 
l.: E { -1, + 1} then o is on !.:-side of the constructed hyperpla.ne. 
Precondihon: There must be a. h_yperplane passing through the points 
in r ;wd if A: 1 0 then o musr. nor. lie on the consr.ructed hyperplane 
raLhypcrplanc h( rat-point p, mLdin.:ction dir , mLpoint o, int ~idc = 0); 
3. Operations 
constructs some hyperplane with normal direction dir that passes 
through p. If /,~ E { -1, + 1} t.hen o is on /,~-side of t.he constructed 
hyperplane. 
Prr.condition: If k 1 0 t.hen o must. not lie on the constructed hyperplane 














mt_hyperplane :: d2(mLpm:nt pl, mt_point p2, 
rat_point o = rat_ point :: origin ( ) , int k 0) 
return:> a. mt_hyperplane of dimension 2 that pa.sse:s 
throu!!:h the point:> pl and p2. If!;; E {_-1, +1} then 
o is on k-side of the constructed hyperplane. 
Prr.r.ondition: If k i- 0 t.hen o must not lie on the 
construded hyperpla.ne 
rat_hyperplane :: d3(mt_pm:nt p1, rat_point p2, mt_point p3, 
raLpoint o = rat_point :: origin(3), int A: = 0) 
return:,; a. mt_hyperplane of dimension 3 that passe:> 
throu!!:h the points pi, p2. pS. If k E {-L + 1} then 
o is on k-side of the constructed hyperplane . 
Precondition: If k i- 0 then o must not lie on the 
construded hyperpla.ne 
h.clim() returns the dimension of h. 
h.[int i] returns t.he i-t.h coefficient of h. 
h.coefficenLvector() returns the coefficient vector (e0 , ... , cd) of h. 
h.norrnaLvector() return:> the normal vector of h. It points from the 
negative halfspace into the positive halfspa.ce and it:s 
homogeneous coordinates a.re (eo, ... , cd-1, 1) . 
h.norrnaLdirection() return:> the normal direct ion of h. It points from the 
negative halfspace into the positive halfspace. 
h..valuP_at.(mLpoint p) returns the value of hat. t.he point p, i.e., 'Eo<i<d h;p;. 
iVaming: this value depends on the particuG.r:- repre-
sentation of h and p. 
h .. w hiclLside (rat_ point p) 
return:> the side of the hyperplane h containing p. 
h.. contains( rat_point p) return if the point. p lies on the hyperplane h. . 
h. transform ( aff _transformation t) 
returns t(h). 
s trong..corn pare ( mLhyperplane hi . mLhyperplane h2) 
strong compare. 
ident.icaJ( rat_hypr.rplanr. hl, m.t_hypr.rplanc h.2) 




h1 = h2 test for equa.lity. 
h1 != h2 test for ineq uaJity. 
stron~eq ( rat_hyperplane hl, mt_hyperplane h2 ) 
test for strong equality. 
3.3 Input and Output 
m;treatn& 0 ~ h write;,; the coefficients of h to output stream 0. 
istrcam& I ? mLh:vpcrplanc& h 
4. Implementation 
reads the coefficient;,; of h from input stream I. Thi:s 
operator uses the current dimension of h. 
Hyperpla.nes are implemented by arrays of integers as an item type. All operations like creation, 
initiali:;;;ation, testfi, vector arithmetiC-, in put and output on a hyperplane h take time 0 (h. dim ( )) . 
dint( ) and coordinate access take constant time. The space requirement is 0 (h. dt:m ( ) ) . 
2. The Header File of class raLhyperplane 
The type rat.JlypPrplane is an item da.ss with representation da.ss gpo_TPp. It shares this reprP-
scntation class 'vith points, vectors, and directions. \Vc derive ratJtypcrpla.ne from handlc_basc 
and derive geo_rep from ha.ndlc_rcp. This gives us reference counting for free. VVc give all im-
plementations which are trivial directly in the header file and postpone all others to the next 
section. Aside from this the header file is in one-to-one correspondence to the ma,nual page. 
( rat_hyperplane .h 2) = 
#ifndef LEDA_RAT_HYPERPLANE_H 
#define LEDA_RAT_HYPERPLANE_H 
#include "rat_point .h" 
#include "geo_rep.h" 
class raLhyperplane : public handle_base { 
geo_rep *ptr() const { return (geo_rep *) PTR; } 
public: 
raLhyperplane(int d = 2) { PTR =new geo_rep (d); ) 
raLhyperplane ( const integer_ vector &c) { PTR = new geo_rep (c); } 
raLhyperplane ( const integer_ vector &r, integer_t D) 
{ PTfl =new geo_rep (c, D): } 
raLhyperplane ( const array(raLpoint) &P, const raLpoint &o, int k = 0); 
raLhyperplane ( const raLpoint &p, const raLdirection &diT, const raLpoint 
&o, int side = 0); 
raLhyperplane(const raLhyperplane &p) : handle_base(p) {} 
raLhyperplane ( const handle_ base &p) : handle_ base (p) {} 
cvrat_hyperplane ( ) { } 
raLhyperplane &operator=(const raLhypet·plane &p) 
{ handle_ base ::operator=(p); return *this; } 
static raLhyperplane d2 (const raLpoint &pi, const raLpoint &p2, const raLpoint 
&o = raLpoint :: or·igin( ), int h = 0); 
static raLhyperplane d5' ( const raLpoint &pi, const raLpoint &p:2, const raLpoint 
&p3,const raLpoint &o= raLpoint ::origin(3),int 1.: = 0); 
int dirn () const { return ptr ()~dim: } 
integer_t opemtor [](int i) const { return pt,·( )~·t;[i]; } 
integer_t hcoonl(int i) const { return ptr· ()~v[i]; } 
integer_ vector cor..fficr.nLvcdor () const: 
rat_ vector normal_vcr.tor () const: 
rat_ direction rwr·rnaLdin:ction ( ) const: 
integer_t valm:_at ( const raLpoint &p) const: 
int which_side ( const raLpoint &p) const; 
bool contain.s(const raLpoint &p) const { return (vahu~_at(p) = 0); } 
raLhyperplane trrm.sform. ( const aiL transformation &t) const 
{ t·eturn raLhyperplane ( tmw;posc ( t.invcn;c( ) .matrix ( ) ) * ptr· () ~ivcc ( ) ) : } 
int cmp (const raLhyperplane &, const raLhyperplane &) const; 
int stmng_emp(const raLhyperplane &hi, const raLhyperplane &h2) const; 
friend int strong_romparc( const raL hyperplane &hi, const raLhyperplane &h2); 
friend bool identical (const raLhyperplane &hi, const raLhyperplane &h:2) 
{ t·eturn hl .ptr() = h2 .ptr· (): } 
friend bool operator= ( const raL hyperplane & hl , const raL hyperplane & h2 ) 
{ t•eturn hl.r:mp(hl, h2) = 0: } 
friend bool operator:fc(const raLhyperplane &hl, const raLhyperplane &h2 ) 
{ t·eturn hl. crnp (hl, h2 J =f. 0: } 
friend bool stTOng_cq ( const rat_ hyperplane &hl , const rat_ hyperplane &h2 ) 
{ t·eturn hl .stmng_cmp(hl , h2) = 0; } 
friend ostream &operator<t:(ostream &0, const raLhyperplane &h): 
friend istt·eam &operator:P(istream &I, raLhyperplane &h): 
l . J , 
inline void Print(const raLhyperplane &h, ostream &md) { md < h; } 
inline void flead (raLhyperplane &h, istt·eam &in) { in :P h; } 
inline int compar·e ( const raLhyperplane &hi, const raLhyperplane &h2) 
{ t·eturn hl. crnp (hl, h2 J: } 
inline int stmng_cornpare ( const raLhyperplane &hl, const raLhyperplane &h2) 
{ t·eturn hl .stTOng_nnp(hJ , h2); } 
#end if 
3. The Implementation of class raLhyperplane 
( rat_hyperplane. c il) = 
#include 11 rat_hyperplane. h 11 
( initiali?:ation 4) 
(constructors fJ); 
(input. a.nd output 7)(vectun; 11); 
( fund.ions 12); 
( compares 1:{ ) ; 
4. Initialization 
\Ve provide ~ome e<l.~Y iuit.i<Jlizat.ion operations for the two and thn'e dimensioua.l case. 
( initia.li?:a.tion 4) = 
raLhyperplane raLhyperplane :: d2 (const raLpoint &pl, const raLpoint 
&p2, const raLpoint &o, int k) 
{ 
} 
array (raLpoint) P 12 (2); 
P12[0] = pl; 
P12[1]=p2; 
t·eturn raLhyperplane(P12, o, k); 
rat_hyperplane rat_hyperplane :: d:i ( const raLpoint &pl, const raLpoint 
&p2, const raLpoint &p.?, const raLpoint &o, int k) 
{ 
} 
array(raLpoint) P123 (3); 
P12ii [0] = pl ; 
P123 [1] = p2; 
P123 [2] = p3; 
t•eturn raLhyperplane(P123, o, k); 
This code is used in chunk il. 
5. Constructors 
\Vc wa.nt to construct a hyperplanc that p<L:;ses through a set P of point::; in d-dirnen::;iona.l ::;pace 
and h<L:; a specified point o on a c;pccificd side. I simply ha.ve to find a vector n such tha.t 
p1' · n = 0 for every point in r. Afterwards I use the point o to normalize. 
( constructor::; .) ) = 
raLhyperplane :: raLhyperplane ( const array (raLpoint) &P, const raLpoint &o, int 
8ide) 
{ 
int pl = r .low ( ) ; 
int d = r[pl].dim ( ) ; I I we are in cl-dimensional space 
int m= P.high()- pl + 1; I I P has m points 
integer_matrix A(d, d + 1) ; 
int i, j, k; 
} 
for (i = 0; i < m; i++) { 
I* define i- th eq nation *I 
for (j = 0: j::; d; j++) A(i,j) = P[pl +i].hcom·d(j); 11 j-th coorcl ofi-th point 
} 
integer_ vector norLtriv_sol: 
if ( -,Jwrnogeneo11..dincar _solver (A., non_triv_sol)) 
er-r-ur·_handler· ( 1, "rat_hyperplane: :constructor: usetuPuisufulludimens ional. " ); 
if (side= 0) { 
} 
PTfl =new geo_rep (non_trz:v_sol); 
return: 
integer _t sum = 0; 
for (-i = 0; i::; d; i++) sum+= non_tr·iv_sol[i] * o.hcoor-d(i): 
if ( smn = 0) error _handler ( 0, 
11 rat_hyperplane: :constructor: cannotuuseuoutoudetermineuside. 11 ); 
if (sign(sltm) -f. .:~idc) PTR =new geo_rep (-norLtr·iv_sol); 
else PTfl =new geo_rep (non_triv_sol); 
See also chunk n. 
Thi~ ~ndP. i~ 11sP.d in dmnk 3. 
6. Given a point p and a direction dir we want to construct. a hyperplR.ne with normal direction 
dir Rnd passing through p. \Ve set the coefficent. vector equal to ( dir0 , ... , dird-l, D) for some 
unkno-wn D and then m;e p t.o determine D. :\ote that D \Vill be rational in general. 
(constructor~ <'i) += 
rat_hyperplane :: rat_hyperplane (const rat_point &p, const rat_ direction &dir, const 
rat_ point &o, int side) 
} 
int d = p.dim( ): 
integer_vector c(d + 1); 
integer _t sum = 0; 
for (int i = 0; i < d; ·i++) { 
} 
smn += dir .lu:oord (i) * p. hcoord (i): I/ D is - .:~mn I p.hcoord (d) 
c[i] = dir .hcom·d(i) * p.hcom·d (d); 
c[d] =-sum ; 
int s = 1: 
if (side ::J 0) { 
integer_t sum = 0; 
} 
for (int i = 0: i ::; d; i++) snrn += c[i] * o.hcoord (i); 
if (sign(sum) -f. sidr.) c = - c; 
PTR =new geo_rep (c); 
7. Input and Output 
\Vc ju~t take care that in cas e of input we don't ovcnvritc a. common rcprce>cnt <Ltion. Apart. from 
that we u:oc the I/0-opera,tions of gco_rep . 
(input and output 7) = 
ostream &operator<t::(ostream &mJ.t, const raLhyperplane &h) 
{ 
} 
rmt < h.ptr(); 
t•eturn md; 
istream &operator::p(istream &in, raLhyperplane &h) 
{ 
} 
int d = h.dirn ( ); 
if (h.rr?f:,() > 1) h = raLhyperplane(d); 
in ::P h.ptr(); 
t·eturn in; 
Thi;; code: i;; IJHc:d in chunk :3. 
8. Vectors 
To deliver the coefficent vector is a trivial task. 
( vectors S ) = 
integer_ vector raLhyperplane :: coefficenLuector·() const 
i 
} 
integer_ vector result (ptr ( ) ~dim + 1); 
for lint i = 0: i S: ptr·( ) -dim; i ++) Te8alt [i] = ptT( ) -v [ i]; 
t•et urn reB·ult; 
See also chunk& fJ. 10, and U. 
This code is used in chunk:~. 
9. ~orrnal Vector. 
Any multiple of (eo, ... , CJ-d is a normal vector. \Ve >vant the vector to point from the 
negative to the positive hal£spa.ce. TI.ecall that our hyperplane ha.s the equation cd + 2::: ( c;z;) = 0, 
where the z[i] are Euclidian point coordinates. The point z = -cd · c/11 c 11 is on the hyperpla.ne, 
the point i':n = ( -1- r,z) · r/11 r 11 is in the negative half:Space and the point Zp = (1 - r,z) · r/11 r 11 
is in the positive halfspace. Thus n.ny positive multiple of r is the desired normal vec:tor. \Ve 
take (co, ... ,Cd-1·1). 
( vedors 8 ) += 
rat_ vector raLhyperplane:: normaLvector () const 
{ 
} 
int rJ = dim.(); 
mL vector r·e3 (d); 
n;s .ptr- ( ) -copy (ptr· ( ) ) : 
rcs.ptr()-1.'[r~ = 1; 
t·et urn res; 
10. Normal direction. 
VVe take the normal vector and convert it to a direction. 
(vectors 8) += 
rat_ direction raLhyperplane :: rwrmal_direr.tion ( ) const 
{ t•eturn nonnaLvectoT ( ) . to_rat_direction (); } 
11. Functions 
For value_at \VC just calculate the inner product I:o<i<d h.;p; of both rcprcscnta.tions. 
(vectors 8) += 
integer_ t rat_ hyperplane :: val11.1o:_at ( const rat_ point &p) const 
{ 
if ( di·rn() -:f p.dim ()) 
er-r-ur·_handler· (1, "rat_hyperplane:: value_at: udimensionsudisagree. "); 
integer _t r·e::::tdt = 0; 
for (int i=O: i::.; dim(); i++) r·esult+= hcom·d(i)*p.hcoord(i); 
t•eturn result; 
} 
12. For whir.h_8idr. we mmpnte Lo<i<d h;p, :md return its sign. Not.e t.hat. points ;cwd hyper-
planes are invariant. under positive multiples only. 
(functions l:l) = 
int raLhyperplane :: which_::::ide ( const raLpoint &p) const 
{ 
if (dim() -:f p.dim ()) 
error_handler (1, ''rat_hyperplane: : whichus ide: udimensionsudounotuagree. ''); 
t·et urn sign ( valuc_at (p)); 
} 
This code; is Lttic.:d in chunk :.l. 
13. Weak Linear Order 
\Veak equality considers two hyperplanes equal if their coefficient vectors are multiples of each 
other. \Ve define the weak linear order a~ the lcxico~ra.phic order under weak equality. Let i be 
minimal such that either h 1; or h2; is non-zero. \Ve may assume that a non-zero value is positive 
(since we consider weak equality). Thus if exa.c tly one of the vlaue is non-zero, we can decide 
the order right there: The vector ·with the entry zero is smaller. If bot.h entries are non- :r,ero, we 
compute scaling factors that make t.he i-th coefficients equal and positive and proceed. 
(compares le!) = 
int rat_hyperplane :: crnp ( const raLhyperplane &hi , const rat_ hyperplane &h2) 
const 
{ 
if (identical(hi, h2)) return 0; 
int i, c; 
int d =hi .dim.() : 
for ( i = 0; i ::.:; d 1\ hi .hr:oord ( i) = 0 1\ h2 .hcoord (i) = 0; i++) 
if (hi .hcoor·d (i) = 0) return -1; 
if (h2.hcoor·d(i) = 0) return +1: 
// no body 
} 
int s = sign (hi . hcooTd (i)) * sign ( h2 . hcooTd U)); 
integer_t si = (integer_t) .s * h2 .hr.oord(i): 
integer_t s2 = (integer_t) s * hi.hcoord(i): 
I/ sl * hl .hcoord (i) is I hl .hroord (i) * h2. hroord (i) I 
£++: 
while ( i :S: d) { 
J-
c = cornparr. (.<>1 * hl .hcoord (i), s2 * h2 .hcoord (i)); 
if (c i 0) return r; 
i++; 
t•eturn 0; 
See also chunk H. 
This code is w;cd in chunk 0. 
14. Strong Linear Order 
Strong equality consider:;; two hyperplane:;; equaJ if their coefficient vectors arc pm;itivc multiple:;; 
of each other. vVe define the strong linear order as the lexicographic order under strong equality. 
Let i be minimal such that either hl; or h2; is non-zero. If the values have different signs we 
can decide the order right there: The vector with the t;maller entry is smaller. If the entriet; 
have the same sign we compute positive scaling factors that make the i-th coefficients equal and 
proceed. 
(compares 1:3) += 




if (identical (hi , h2)) return 0; 
int i; 
int d = hi .dim(): 
for ( i = 0; i :S: d 1\ hl .hcoord ( i) := 0 1\ h2 .hroord ( i) := 0; i++) 
int c1 = sign(hi.hcoor·d(i)); 
int c2 = sign ( h2 . hcoor·d (i)): 
if (cl i c2) return compaTe ( c1 , c2); 
integer_t si= (integer_t) sign(h2.hcoonl(i)) * h2.hcoord(i); 
integer_t s2 = (integer_t) sign(hi .hcoonl(i)) *hi .hcoord(i); 
i++: 
int r.: 
while ( i :S: d) { 
} 
c = comparr.(sl * hl.hcoord(i) , .s2 * h2.hcoord(i)); 
if (c i 0) return r; 
i++; 
t·eturn 0; 
I I no body 
15. A Test of class raLhypet·plane 
\Ve test the construction, access to the components a nd all the arithmetical operators. 
( rat_hyperplane-test. c 15) ::::::: 
#include 11 rat_hyperplane. h 11 
main() 
{ I* construction and accec;s *I 
integer_ vector vil ( 4) ; 
integer_ vector vi2 (3): 
} 
vi1 [0] = 1; vi1 [1] = 2; vi1 [2] = 3: vi1 [3] = 4; 1Ji2 [0] = -4; vi2[1] = -3; 1Ji2 [2] = -2; 
I I tv.-o ivec inits 
t·aLpoint pl = rat_ vector:: unit (0, 3). to_mt_point (), p2 = rat_ vector:: unit ( 1, 
3) .to_rat_point ( ) , pS = rat_ vector:: unit (2, 3). to_rat_point ( ) : 
I I one three point init 
t•aLdirection dir = raLdirection :: d3 (1, 1, l): 
mLpoint a= raLpoint :: d.9 (-L -1, -1); I I one dir init 
mLhyperplane hO (vi1 L h1 (vi2, 1), h2 = raLhyperplane :: dS (p1, p2, p3, a, -1), 
h3 = raLhyperplane :: d3 (raLpoint :: origin(3), raLpoint :: o1·igin(3), 
raLpoint::origin (3),o,-1), h4(p1,(h1·,o,1), h5(3): 
I I all kind of raLhyperplane inits 
caut «: 11 threeupointsup1,p2,p3:u 11 «: pl «: p2 «: pS; 
cout «: 11 \naudirectionudir: u 11 «: di1·: 
cout «: "\nfiveuhyperplanesuhO,h1,h2(p1 ,p2,p3) ,h3(0,0, 0) ,h4(p1, dir): \n": 
cout «: hO «: h1 «: h2 «: h3 «: h4 : 
co·ut «: "\nenteruhyperplaneuh5:u 11 ; 
cin ~ h5; 
cmtt «: "accessuoperationsuonuh5: "; 
caut «: 11 \ncoefficents:u"; 
for (int i = 0: i ~ h!J .dim(); i++) cout «: h5 [i] «: "u": 
eo ut «: "\ncoeff icentuvector: u 11 «: h5 .coefficenLvector (): 
I* compares and other operations *I 
eo ut «: "\ncompare (hO, h 1) u=u" «: compare(hO, h1); 
cmd «: 11 \ncompare (h2 ,h4) u=u 11 «: comprm; ( h2, h4); 
cmd «: 11 \nstrong_compare(hO ,h1)u=u 11 «: Hfrong_comparr.(h2, h4 
caut «: "\nstrong_cornpare(h2 ,h4)u=u" «: Htmng_cornpar·e(h2, h4 
cmd «: 11 \nh2 .normal_vector0u=u 11 «: h2 . rwnnaLvcctar ( ): 
eo ut «: "\nthreeupointsup1 ,p2, p3uwhichulieuinuh2: u"; 
cmd < pl < p2 < p.Y; 
emd < "\nh2.value_at(p1) (p2) (p3)u=u": 
cant «: h2 .valnc_at (pi ) «: 11 u 11 «: h2 . valnc_o.t (p2) «: 11 u 11 : 
emd < h2 .valnc_at (p3); 
caut «: 11 \nvectorup1-p2u"'u 11 «: pl - p2; 
cmd «: 11 \nh2 .normal_vectorOu=u" «: h2 . rwnnal_vectar ( ): 
co·ut «: 11 \n(p1-p2)u*uh2.normal_vector0u=u"; 
cout «: (pl - p2) * h2. nonnal_vectm· (): 
cmd < "\nauref erenceupointuo: u 11 < o; 
cout < "\nh2.which_side (o) u=u" «: h2.which_side(o); 
emd «: 11 \nh4.which_side (o) u=u" «: h4 .which_sidr.(o) ; 
ea ut «: 11 \n \n 11 ; 
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1. The Manual Page of class raLsegment 
1. Definition 
An instance s of the data type mt_segment is a directed straight line segment connecting two 
rational points p and q. pis called the start or source point and q is called the target point of 
s, both points are called endpoints of s. A segment whose endpoint.s are equal is called tri·vial. 
2. Creation 
mL.<;eqment s ( int d = 2): 
introduces a variable s of type mLsegment and initializes it to some 
:segment in d-dimensional space. 
mL<wqmr.nt s ( mLpoint p, rat_ point q); 
introduces a variable 8 of type mL8egrnent. s is initialized to the :segment 
(p, q). 
mLse,qment s (integer· xl , integeT y 1 , integeT x2, integer· y2); 
introduces a variables of type mt_segrnent. s is initialized to the segment 
[(;rl, yl), (J~2, y2 )] in two-dimensional space. 
3. Operations 





mf_sr._qrn.r.nt:: d2 (-intr.gr.r xl , integer yl, integer Dl , intr.gr.r x2 , intr.p::r y2, 
integer· D2 ) 
int.rod uces a variable .'> of type rat_st:gmf:nt. s is initiali r-ed to 
the segment [(J: l ,y l , Dl), (:r:2,y2, D 2)] in t:wo-dimeusional 
space. 
mt_segment::cl2(integer xl, integer yl, integer x2, integer y2) 
int.rod uces a va.riable 8 of type raf_st:gmf:nt. s is initialized 
to the segment [(J:l, yl, 1), (;r2, y2, 1)] in two-dimensional 
space. 
raf_se,qment::d3( ·integcr xl, ·integer yl, ·integer· zi, ·integer :r2 , ·integer- y2, 
integer z2) 
int.rod nces a variable "' of type rat_Br.,qmr.nt. "' is initial-
i r-ed to the segment [(:d,yl,zl , l) ,(;r2,y2,z2,1)] in three-
dimensional space. 
mLsegment::d3(integer· xl, integeT yl, integer· zi, intege'f' Dl, integer· x2, 
integer y2, integer z2 , intege1· D 2) 
in trod uceb a va,riable .s of type mLsc_qmcnt. .s ib initialized 





















s.coordl ( int i) 
s.coord2 ( int i) 
. s.hcoordl (int i) 
s.hcoord2(int i) 
.s.reverse() 
.s.diredion ( ) 
returns the dimension of t.he underlying space. 
returns the source point of segment s. 
returns the source point of segment s. 
returns the target point of segment s. 
returns the target. point. of segment s. 
returns the ·i-th cartesian coordinate of the source of s. 
returns the ·i-th cartesia.n coordinate of t.he ta.rget of s . 
returns the i-th homogeneous coordinate of the source of.>. 
returns the i-t.h homogeneous coorclina.t.e of t.he target of 8. 
returns the segment (target(), source()). 
returns the direction of 8. 
Precondition: .s is non-trivi<1l. 
s.source_target~vector () 
returns the vector from source t.o target. 
Precondition: .s is non-trivial. 
s.supportingJine() returns the supporting line of s. 
Precondition: 8 is non-trivial. 
s. tra.ndorrn ( aff _tmnsfonnation t) 
returns t(s). 







.<;.is.J,rivial() return10 true if " i::; triviaJ. 
identir,al( raL8r:yrncnt .sl, raLsr:gmcnt .s2) 
Te~t for identity. 
stron&;-cq(mt_segment s1, mt_segrnent s2 ) 
Test. for equality as oriented segments. 
.s = t Test. for equality as unorient.ed segments. 
8 != t Test. for inequality. 
parallel( rat_.segment .s1, rat_segrnent H2) 
Te~t if the ~upporting line~ arc parallel. 







returns true if p lies on s and false othen-.:ise. 
common_enclpoint(mt_segment s1, rat_segment s2, rat_point& common) 
if s1 and .o.2 touch in a common end point, this point 1s 
a.ssigned to common and the result is true, otherwise the 
rer:;ult i:o fabe . 
. s.intersedion ( raLline t, rat_point& i1, rat_ point& i2) 
return:,; the inter~ection r:;et 8 nt by the follmving mean:,; . The 
return value is one of the constants {NO_I, rNT_I, SEG_I, 
RAYJ, LIN_J}. The corresponding set is determined by 
the hvo point.s i1 and i2: 
return value intersection set 
NO_I empty 
rNT_I rat_point(i1) 
SEG_J mt_scgmcnt ( i1 , i2) 
RAY_I mLray(i1, i2) 
LIN_I mt_hne ( i1 , i2) 
s.intersection(mt_my t, rat_po·int& il, mt_point& i2) 
returns the intersection set s n t a.s above . 
. s.intersection(rat_;;cgrncnt t, rat_point& i1, rat_point& i2) 
returns the intersection set s n t a.s above. 
3.3 Input and Output 
o.o.trcarn& ostrcarn& 0 «:: s writes the homogeneous coordinates of .s t o output st.rea m 
0 (in order :oourcc- target) . 
i8tr·cam& I ~ mt_8cgrncnt& s 
reads t he homogeneous coordinates of s from input stream 
I (in order source-ta.rget). 
Additional Operations for segments in two-dimensional space 
r-ational s.xcoordl () 
rational s.xcoord2 ( ) 




ret urn:,; the ;v-coordinate of the :,;ource point of :,;egment 8. 
returns the x-coordinate of the t.arget point. of segment s. 
return:,; the :~;-coordinate of the :oource point of ~egrncnt 8. 
returns the y-coordinate of the target point of segment. .s. 
return:,; t he zeroth hornogencou::; coordinate of the start point 
of segment s. 
return :,; tlw zeroth hornogcncom; coordina tc of tlw end point 




















returns the first homogeneous coordinate of the start point 
of segment s . 
returns t.he first. homogeneous coordinate of t.he end point. of 
segment s. 
return;,; the homogenizing coordinate of the sta.rt point of 
segment s. 
returns the homogenizing coordinate of the end point of seg-
ments. 
return:,; the nornmliz.ed x-difference Xl · ll"2 - X2 · vVl of 
the segment. 
returns the normalized y-difference Yl· lY2- Y2 · vVl of the 
segment. 
returns true if .'lis vertical (or trivial) a.nd fa.lse ot.hervvise . 
return:,; true ifs i:o horizout<tl (or trivial) a.nd fa.l:se otherwi:sc. 
s.intcr:ocction(mLsegment t, mLpoint& p) 
ifs and t intersect in a. single point the point of intersection 
is assigned to p and the result is true, otherwise the result 
is false. 
Pnxondition: The supporting lines are not parallel. 
s.in tersectimLo£lines( rat_segment t, rat_ point& p) 
if the lines supporting s and t a.re not pa.rallcl their point of 
int.ersect.ion is assigned top and t.he result is true, ot.henvise 
the result is false. 
orientation ( mLsc.qmcnt s, mLpoint p) 
computes orientation(a, b, p), where a and b a.re the source 
and target of s respectively. 
cmp~c.lopes( raLscgrnr:nt .sl, raLscgrncnt .s2) 
return;,; compare(slope(si), slope(s2)). 
int 
bool 
cmp_a.tJincJlcfineclby(mL~egment s1, mLsegment s2, rat_point r) 
Let L he the directed c:urve c:onsist.ing of a vertical upwa,rd 
ray ending in (r.xcoord( ) + f'l, r.ycoord() +f) followed by a 
horizontal :;egment ending in ( r.:ccumd ( ) - E2 , T.ycoard ( ) + 
E)' 
follov•red by an upward vertical ray; here E i:; a positive 
infinitesimal. If both segments are non-trivial then the 
result is the order of the two intersections along the line 
L. If at. least one of the segments is trivial then the result 
is 1-ero if one of the segments is contained in the other 
::;egment. If exactly one of the ::;egment::; ib trivial then the 
re::;ult i::; the position (above, ou, or belmv) of thi:s ::;egrnent 
with respect to the other ::;egrncnt. 
Precondition: For ·i = 1, 2 we ha.ve: if s·l 1s trivial then 
both endpoint.s are equal to r and if .si is non-trivial then 
its smaller endpoint is less than or equal to r and its l:::trger 
end point i::; larger than r·. 
intersed.ion ( mt_scgm.cnt s1, rat_scgmcnt s2) 
decides whether sl and .s2 inter:sect in one point when the 
supporting lines are not equal. 
4. Implementation 
Segrnent:s are implemented by a pan of point::; a:s an item type. All operations like creation, 
initiaiization, tests, the calculation of the direction and source-target vector, input and output 
on a segment s rake time O(s.dim( )). dim(), coordinate and end point access, and identity 
te::;t take con:stant time. The operations for inter:section calculation a.l:so take time O(::;.dirn( ) ) . 
The space requirement is O(s.dim( )). 
2. The Header File of class raLsegment 
The type raL':lcgmcnt is an item class with representation cla.':ls gco_pair_rcp. It shan_•:-:; this 
rcprc::;cntation cla.::;s with ratJinc and rat_1·ay. \Vc derive raL;cgmcut from handlc_basc. I3y thi:o 
representation scheme we obtain reference counting from the LEDA base classes. YVe give all 
implementations which are t.rivial diredly in the header file and postpone all ot.hers to t.he next 
section. Aside from this the header file is in one-to-one correspondence to the m;:wual page. 
( rat_segment .h 2) = 
#iil1def LEDA_RAT_SEGMENT_H 
#define LEDA_RAT _SEGMENT _H 
#include "geo_pair_rep .h" 
#include "rat_point .h" 
#include "rat_line .h" 
#include "rat_ray. h" 
class raLsegment : public handle_ base { 
geo_pair_rep *]Jtr() const { return (geo_pair_rep *) PTR: } 
raLsegment ( const handle_ base &b) : handle_ base (b) { } 
friend class raLline; 
friend class raLray: 
public: 
raLsegment (int rl = 2) 
{ PTR =new geo_pair_rep (raLpoint(d), raLpoint(d)): } 
raLsegment (const raLpoint &p, const raLpoint &q) 
{ PTR =new geo_pair_rep (p, q): } 
raLsegment(eonst integer_t &xl, const integer_t &yl, const integer_t &x2, const 
integer_t &y2) 
{ PTR =new geo_pair_rep (raLpoint(xl, :rJl ), raLpoint (x2, y2)): } 
raLsegment (eonst raLsegment &8) : handle_ base (8) {} 
rvraLsegment ( ) { } 
raLsegment &operator= ( const raLsegment &s) 
{ handle_ base ::operator=(s): return *this; } 
static raLsegment d2 (integer_t xl, integer_t yl, integer_t DJ , integer_t 
:~_:2 , integer_ t y2 , integer_ t D 2); 
static raLsegment d2 (integer_t x1, integer_t yl, integer_t x2, integer_t y2 ); 
static raLsegment d3 (integer _t x1 , integer _t ~11 , integer _t z1 , integer_ t x2, integer _t 
y2, integer _t z2) ; 
static raLsegment d3 (integer_t xl, integet·_t :vl, integer_t zl, integer_t 
Dl,integer_t x2,integer_t y2,integer_t z2 ,integer_t D2); 
int dim() const { return (ptr-()~source.dim( )); } 
rat_ point sonrcr; () const { return ptr () ~sonrr:r:: } 
rat_ point pointl () const { return ptr () -smtrcf:; } 
raLpoint star-t () const { return ptr· () -sour-ce; } 
rat_ point taryet ( ) const { return ptr () -taryet; } 
rat_point puint2 () const { return ptr () - tm:qct; } 
raLpoint end() const { t•eturn ]Jtr () -taryet ; } 
rationaL t cuor·dl (int i) const { 
t·eturn rationaLt(ptr· () -som·ce .hcuor·d (i) ~ ptr·() -smtTce .hcum·d ( dirn ())); } 
rationaLt coonl2(int i) const ~ 
t•eturn rationaLt(ptr ( ) -target .hroord (i), ptr() -target.hr.oord (dim())); } 
integer_t hcoor·d1 (int i) const { return ptT( )-:w·urcc.hcoord(i); } 
integer_t hcoonl2(int i) const {return ptT()-tm·get.hcoonl(i); } 
raLsegment rcvcr.sc () const { return raLsegment ( r.nd (), .start ()): } 
rat_ direction dir·ection ( ) const; 
rat_ vector smtrce_targeLvector () const: 
raLline supporhng_line ( ) const: 
raLsegment tmnsfonn ( const afLtransformation &t) const 
{ t·eturn raLsegment (point1 (). tmn::;forrn ( t), point2 () .tmn:;fonn(t)); } 
bool is_t?'ivial () const { return ptr () -smm~e = ptr () -taryet: } 
friend bool idr.ntir.al ( const raLsegment &.<d, const raLsegment &82): 
friend bool stmng_eq ( const raLsegment &s1 , const raLsegment &s2) 
{ t•eturn (sl.smtTce();:::::: s2.som·ce() 1\ sl.taTget();:::::: s2.taTget( )); } 
bool operator=( const raLsegment &t) const 
{ t·eturn ( ::::tmng_eq (*this, t) V :;tmng_eq (*this, t. n:veT::;e ())); } 
bool operator -f. (const raLsegment &t) const 
{ t•eturn -,operator=:(t); } 
friend bool par-allel ( const raLsegment &::::1, const raLsegment &::::2); 
bool contain::; ( const raLpoint &p) const; 
friend bool common_endpoint ( const raL segn1ent &sl, const raLsegment 
&s2, raLpoint &cmnnwn); 
int inter.ser.tion(const raLline &t, raLpoint &il, raLpoint &i2) const: 
int interser.tion(const raLray &t, raLpoint &il, raLpoint &i2) const; 
int intr.rsr.dion(const raLsegment &t,raLpoint &il ,raLpoint &i2) const; 
friend ostream &operator«::(ostream &0, const raLsegment &s); 
friend istt·eam &operator~(istream &I, raLsegment &..,) ; 
rational xcoor·dJ () const { return ptr( )-smtrce.xcom·d(); } 
rational xcoord2 () const { return ptr ()-target .xr:oord (); } 
rational ycoordl () const { return ptr()-.sourre.yr.oord( ); } 
rational ycoord2 () const { return ptr ( ) -tar:qct. ucoord ( ) : } 
integer_t X1 () const { return ptr·()-sonrce.X(); } 
integer_t X2() const { return ptr()-targcLY(); } 
integer_t Yl () const { return ptr·( )-::;ouTce.Y( ); } 
integer_t Y2() const { return ptr·( )-taTget.Y(); } 
integer_t Wl () const { return ptr()-sonrcc.ll,.(); } 
integer_t W2 () const { return ptr () -taryet .lV(); } 
integer_t dx() const {return ptr()-dx; } 
integer_t dy() const { return ptr()-dy ;} 
bool vertir.al () const { return ptr () ~dx = 0: } 
bool hor·izontal () const { return ptr· ( ) -dy = 0; } 
bool intersection (const raLsegment &t, raL point &p) const: 
bool inter·::;ection_of_line::;(const raLsegment &t, raLpoint &p) const 
{ t·eturn ptr·( ) - d2_inter·section(*(t.ptr·( )),p): } 
friend int orientation ( const raLsegment &s, const raLpoint &p) 
{ t•eturn orientation(s.source( ), s.target( ),p); } 
friend int cmp_slopes ( const raLsegment &s1 , const raLsegment &s2 ); 
friend int crnp_aLhne_defined_by ( const raLsegment &s1 , const raL segment 
&s2, const raLpoint &r ); 
friend bool intETsect·ion ( const t'aL segment &s1 , const raLsegment &s2 ); 
int on_liru;_position ( const raL point &q) const; 
I . 
J ' 
inline void Print ( const raLsegment &s, ostream &out ) { out «:. s; } 
inline void Read (raLsegment &8, istream &in) { in ~ 8; } 
inline bool idr:ntir.al ( const raLsegment &s1 , const raLsegtuent &s2 ) 
{ t·eturn 81 .ptr· () = 82 .ptT (); } 
inline bool paralld (const raLsegment &s1 , const raLsegment &s2 ) 
{ t•eturn s1.direction() = s2.rlirection() V 
sl .direction() = -s2 .dirr:ction(); } 
inline int cmp_slopes (eonst raLsegment &sl, const raLsegment &s2 ) 
{ t•eturn sign(s1.dy() * s2.rlx()- s2.dy() * s1.dx()); } 
enum on_position { 
mtLbefor·e , irLpo·intl , ·in_between , irl_point2, out_after 
I. f • 
#end if 
3. The Implementation of class raLsegment 
( rat_segment. c 3) = 
#include "rat_segment .h" 
(initialization ·1) 
(conversion functions 5) 
( the test.s G) 
(intersection operations 7) 
(input. and output 14) 
(some 2-spa.ce operations L'i ) 
4. Initialization 
\Ve provide some easy init.iali7.ation operations for the two and three dimensional case. 
(initialization 4) = 
raLsegment raLsegment :: d2(integer_t xJ, integer_t ~J J, integer_t DJ, integer_t 
x2, integer_t y2, integer_t D2) 
{ t•eturn raLsegment(raLpoint ::d2 (xl, yJ, DJ) , raLpoint :: d2 (x2, y2, D2)) : } 
raLsegment raLsegment :: d2 (integer_t xJ, integer_t yl, integer_t x2 , integer_t y2 ) 
{ t•eturn raLsegment(raLpoint ::d2 (xl, yJ ) , raLpoint :: d2 (x2, y2)): } 
raLsegment raLsegment :: dS(integer_t xl, integer_t yJ, integer_t zJ , integer_t 
x2, integer_t y2, integer_t z2) 
{ t•eturn raLsegment (raLpoint :: d3 (xl, yJ, zJ), raLpoint :: d3 (x2, y2, z2)) ; } 
raLsegment raLsegment :: dS(integer_t xJ, integer_t yJ, integer_t zJ , integer_t 
DJ , integer_t x2 ,integet·_t y2, integer_t z2 ,integer_t D2) 
{ t•eturn raLsegment(raLpoint ::d3(xl, yJ, zJ , DJ), raLpoint :: d3(x2, y2, z2, D2)); } 
Thi~ mdt; i~ n;:t;d in dmnk :3. 
5. Conversion Operations 
(conversion functions 5) = 
raL vector raLsegn1ent :: sou·rce_targeLvedor () const 
{ 
} 
if ( is_tri1Jial ()) t:::rmr_fwndler ( 1, "rat_segment: :source_ target_ vector: utri v\ 
ialusegmentucannotubeuconverted. 11 ): 
t•eturn ptr () ~to_ra.t_vcr.tor (); 
rat_ direction raLsegment:: direction () const 
{ 
} 
if ( itdTivial ( ) ) crTor·_handlcr· ( 1, 
"rat_segment: :direction:utrivialusegmentucannotubeuconverted.") ; 
t·eturn ptr>( )~to_mt_direction( ); 
rat_line rat_segment :: cmppoTting_linc () const 
{ 
} 
if (is_trivial ()) errodwndler> ( 1, 
"rat_segment : :support ing_line: utri v ialusegmentucannotubeuconvert ed. " ); 
t•eturn raLline (*t his) : 
This code is used in chunk 3. 
6. Containment Tests 
( the tests o) = 
bool t·at_ segment ::contains ( const rat_ point &p) const 
{ 
} 
int d = dim,(); 
t•at_ point s = start (); 
mLpoint t = end (): 
integer_t lnmn = (p.hcoord(O) t 8.hcoord(d)- 8.hcooTd(O) t p.hcoord(d)) t t.hcooTd(d); 
integer_t lden = (t.hcoonl(O) t s.hcom·d(d)- s.hcom·d(O) t t.hcoord(d)) t p.hcom·d(d): 
integer _t lnum_i, lden_i; 
if (lrmm t lden < 0 V abs( lnmn) > abs ( lden)) return false; 
for (int i = 1; i < d; i++) { 
} 
lnwn_i = (p.hcooTd (i) * s.hcoor·d (d) - s.hcooTd (i) * p.hcooTd (d)) * t.hcoord (d); 
lden_i = (t. hcoo1·d ( i) * s. hcoord (d) - s. hcoo1·d ( i) * t. hco01·d (d)) * p. hcoord (d); 
if ( lnU?n * lden_i of. lnU?n_i * lden) return false: 
t•eturn true:. 
This code is u,;cd in du1nk :3. 
7. Intersection Operations 
In this section \VC implement the intersection opera,tion of a segment v,;ith all equal dirnensiona,l 
:strai)!;ht line objects ( segment::;~ ray:s, linc:s). If the segment is triviaJ , the check is done by 
the constains operation. If the supporting lines of both arc parallel, they can be identical or 
different. In the iirst case we have to take a closer look in the second case there's certainly no 
intersection. If the lines are not. parallel, ·we use our d dimensional intersection routine of our 
geo_ pair _rep class and determine with r.he help of r.he lambda reference parameters if in Gl3e 
of intersection t.he point lies on the segment, the rR,y or the line. For a segment s = p1p2 the 
routine delivers a A such that. the intersection point £ = p 1 +A* (p2 - p1). Thus to he part of the 
segment the intersection point has to be a convex combination of the cndpoints >vith A E [0, 1]. 
To be pa,rt of the ray through p 1 a.nd p 2 ,;tarting in p1 A may not be negative. For the line 
there's nothing to check anyway. 
(intersection operations 7) = 
int raLsegment :: inten:ection(const raLline &t, raLpoint &il, raLpoint &i2) const 
1 
if (dim() f- t.dirn()) 
erTm·_fumrller (1, "intersection: utheudimensionsuofutheuobj ectsumustuagree. "); 
if ( idri11ial ( ) ) 
if (t. contains (pointl ())) { 
il = pointl (); 
return PNT_I ; 
J 
else return NO_I; 11 now *this is not trivial 
if (parallel ( supporting_line (), t)) 
if ( t. contains (pointl ())) { 
il = pointl (); 
i2 = point2 (); 
return SEG_I; 
} 
else return NO_I; 
t•ationaL t larnbdal , lambda2: 
if (ptr ( ) ~ d_ intersection ( * ( t. ptr ( ) ) , il , larnbdal , lambda2) /\ 0 :S lrrmbdal /\ larnbdal :S 1) 
return PNT_l; 
t•eturn NO_I; 
See also chunks S, 10, 12, and 1;:!. 
Thi~ rode i~ lJRcd in dmnk :3. 
8. In this chunk we implement the intersection operation of a segment and a ray. Look above 
for more information. 
(intersection operations 7) += 
int raLsegment :: -intersection(const raLray &t, raLpoint &-il, raLpoint &-i2) const 
{ 
} 
if (dim() cJ t.dirn( )) 
erTor·_}wndler ( 1, 11 intersection: utheudimensionsuofutheuob j ectsumustuagree. 11 ); 
if (is_trivial ()) 
if (t. contains (pointl ( ) ) ) { 
il = pointl (); 
return PNT_I; 
} 
else return NO_I; I I now *this is not. trivial 
if (par·allel ( ~n~pporting_line ( ) , t. suppol'ting_linc ( ) ) ) { 
if (t. supportin,q_line ( ) . conta-ins ( wur·ce ( ) ) ) 
(check segment *this a.nd ray t on line position 9) 
else return NO_I; 
} I I now *this a.nd t are not parallel 
t·ationaL t larnbdal , lambda2: 
if (ptr· ( ) ~d_intersection ( * (t. ptr-( ) ) , il , lambdal , 
lambda2) /\ 0 S lambdal /\ lambdal S 1 /\ 0 S lambda2) return PNT_f; 
t·eturn NO_I: 
9. In this chunk we ;.vant to calculate the intersection set of a line segment s = *this and a 
ray t which are part of a common line. There are t.hree possibilities here: empty, a point or a 
t;egment (part of both t;egmentt;. To calculate the ret;ult we take the follov•.-ing t;tep~: 
1. we orient .s like t such that. they have a common direction from pointl () to point2 (). 
2. we determine the relative position of s .pointl () and s.point2 () ;.vith respect t.o the points 
t.pointl () and t.point2 () in terms of the constants m1.Lbejore, id_pointl , in_bct11!er.n, 
id_point2 and mtt_after-. Thit; io; done in ordine_position ( ) . 
3. by ca~cswitching over each of the five constants we determine the maybe t;tart and end 
points ii and i2 of the common segment. in certain ~ituationt; we know that ::::1 and ::::2 
must be disjoint and ;.vc return accordingly. 
4. if there's a possible overlapping of s and t it ca.n be a point set or a segment set. \Ve 
determine this by comparing d and i2 afterwards. 
(check segment .tthis and ray t on line position 9) = 
{ 
} 
t•aLpoint pl, p2, ql, q2; 
ql = t.pointl (); 
q2 = t.point2(); 
if (direction() = f. direction()) { 
p 1 = pointl ( ) : 




pl = point2 ( ): 
p2 = pointl ( ): 
/ * now \Ve know that t.he segments p lP2 and q1 rJ2 representing a rr1y start.ing in q1 hr1ve the 
same direction on t.he common snpport.ing line t/ 
int pLpo3 = rat_segment(ql, q2).orLline_position(p1 ); 
int p2_pos = raLsegment(ql, q2).onJine_posdion(p2); 
switch (pLpos) { 
case ont_befor-e: 
il = ql: // nmybe ;::>tart 
break 
case id_pointl : case in_between: case id_point2: case out_ after·: 
il = pl ; // certainly ::;tart 
break 
} 
switch (p2_pos) { 
case mJ.Lbcforr.: 
return NO_!; // no overlapping possible 
case id_pointl : case in_between: case id_zJOint2: case o·ut_after· : 
i2 = p2 ; // certainly end 
break 
} 
if (il = i2) return PNT_I; 
else return SEG_I; 
Thi;; code: i;; IJHc:d in chunk 8. 
10. In thi:;; chunk we implement the inter:ocction operation of two :ocgmcnt:o. Look above for 
more information. 
( intcr;,;ection operations 7) += 
int raLsegment :: inteT3ection ( const raLsegment &t, raLpoint &i1, raLpoint &i2 ) 
const 
{ 
if (dim() f:c t.dim()) 
ermr·_handler (1, "intersection: utheudimensionsuofutheuobjectsumustuagree. "); 
if ( idrirJial ( ) ) 
if (t. contains (point1 ())) { 




else return NO_!; 
if ( t. i.dr-ivial ( ) ) 




else return NO_!; // now *this is not trivial 
if (parallel ( .supporting_line (), t .. mpporting_line ( ) ) ) 
if (t. s·r!.ppor-tiny_lirw ( ) . conta·ins ( so·u.n:e ( ) ) ) 
(check segment *this a.nd segment t on line position I I ) 
else return NO_I; 
mtionaL t lamudal , lantuda2: 
if (ptr () ~d_intrrsrction ( * (t.ptr ()), i1 , larnbda1 , 
lo:mbda2) 1\ 0 :::; lambda1 1\ lambda1 :::; 1 1\ 0 :::; lambda2 1\ lambda2 :::; 1) 
return PNT_[; 
t·eturn N()_[: 
11. In this chunk we \Va.nt to calculate the intersec tion set of bvo line segments s1 = *this 
and s2 = t which are part of a common line. There are three pos..c.:ibilities here: empr.y, a point 
or a. segment (part of both segments. To calculate the result we take the following steps: 
1. we orient s and t snch that they have a common direction from point1 () r.o point2 (). 
2. we determine the relative position of 81 .point1 () and .sl .point2 () ·with respect to the 
points s2 .point1 () and s2 .point2 () in terms of the con::;t<tnttl ouLbefor·e, id_point1, 
in_ between, id_point2 a.nd ouLajtcr·. Thi::; i::; done in ordinc_position ( ) . 
3. by caseswitching over each of the five constants we determine the maybe start and end 
points d and i2 of the common segment. in certain situations we know that sl and s2 
must be disjoint and \Ve return acc:ordingly. 
4. if there's a possible overlapping of s1 a.nd 82 it can he a point set or a segment set. \Ve 
determine this by comparing i1 and i2 afterwards. 
(check segment *this a.nd segment t on line position 11 ) = 
{ 
mLpoint p1 , p2, q1 , q2; 
p1 = point1 ( ); 
p2 = point2 ( ) : 
if ( diTcction () = t. direction()) { 
q1 = t.point1 (); 




ql = t.point2(); 
q2 = t.point1 (); 
/ * now we know th<Lt the ~egmenti:i p 1fJ2 a.nd q1 q2 lmve the tl<Lrne direction on the common 
supporting line * / 
} 
int pLpos = raLsegment(qi, q2).on_line_posdion(p1 ); 
int pfLpo,o, = raLsegment(qi, q2).on_line_position(p2); 
switch (pLpos) { 
case m1.Lbejore: i1 = qi; I I maybe start 
break; 
case irLpointl : case in_bctwrr:n: case irLpo·int2: 
ii = pi ; I I certainly ::;tart 
break: 
case o-ut_ after·: 
return NO_!; I I no overlappiug po::;:sible 
} 
switch (p2_pos) { 
case md_befor·e: 
return NO_!; I I no overlapping possible 
case id_pointl : case in_ between: case id_po·int2: 




i2 = q2: I I nmybe end 
break: 
if (d = £2) return PNT_I; 
else return SEG_l; 
This code is used in chunk 10. 
12. In this chunk we provide an opera.tion which a.llows us to examine the position of a point 
q on the supporting line of a segment st. \Ve know that s.sr!.pportin,q_linr: () .rontairu; (q) = trur:. 
But. we want t.o find the position of the point. in terms of the constants md_before, id_pointl, 
irt-bctwccn. id_point2, o'ULajtcr·. \Ve ju::;t calculate the A in the equation q = s + A* (t - s) And 
compare it to the interval [0, 1]. 
( intemect ion operation::; 7) += 
int raLsegment :: on_line_position ( const raLpoint &:q) const 
{ 
int d = dim (): 
t•aL point s = staTt (); 
t•at_ point t = r:nd (): 
integer_t lnmn = (q.hcuurd(O) * s.hcuord( d) - s.hcour·d(O) * q.hcwtd(d)) * t.hcoor·d(d); 
integer_t ldcn = (t.hcuor·d(O) * s.hcom·d(d)- s.hcuur·d(O) * t.hcum-d(d)) * q.lu:um-d(d); 
if (lden < 0) { 
lnwn = - lnmn; 
lden = - lden: 
} I I nmv le! en (, 0 
if (lnum = 0) return id_pointl; 
if (lnum = lden) return id_point2: 
if (lnnm < 0) return m1.Lbr:jorr:; 
if ( lrmm > lden) return mlLafter·; 
t·et urn in_ between; 
} 
13. Sometime;; >ve want to check if two ;;egnlPnts touch in a common endpoint. 
(intersection operations 7) += 




if (.~1 . Htart ( ) = s2. start()) { 
r::mnnwn = iil.iitad( ) ; 
return trnc; 
} 




if (s1.cnd() = lf2.star-t( ) ) { 
cumnwn = s1 .end (); 
return tr·ue; 
} 
if (s1.end() = s2.enrl()) { 
common= s1.end( ): 
return true; 
} 
t·et urn false; 
14. Input and Output 
(input ctnd output 14) = 
ostrean1 &operator~(ostream &0, const raLsegment &s) 
{ 
0 ~ s .ptr·( ); 
t•eturn 0: 
istream &operator~(istream &I, raLsegment &s) 
{ 
} 
int d = s.dirrt (): 
if (8.rf:j<;() > 1) .s = raLsegment(d); 
I ~ s.pt,.( ); 
t•eturn I; 
This code is used in chunk 0. 
15. 2d-Operations 
(some 2-spacc operations liJ) = 
bool intersedion (const raLsegment &.si , const raLsegment &s2) 
{ I* decides whether the segments sl and s2 intersect. *I 
int ol = or-irntation (sl, s2 .start ()); 
int o2 = or-irntation (sl, s2. end()): 
int o:'l = or·ientation ( s2, sl .star-t ()); 
int o4 = or·ientation ( s2. sl. end ( ) ) : 
t•eturn ( ol # o2 1\ oS # o4); 
} 
bool t•aLsegment :: intrrscr.tion(const raLsegment &t, raLpoint &p) const 
{ I* dccidcJS whether t and this segment intersect and, if :-:;o, return:,; the intersection in p. It 
is assumed that both :-:;egrnents have non-zero length *I 
if (' ::in tcrsrr.tion ( t this , t)) return falsr; 
t·et urn ptr ( ) ~d2_ intrrscr.tion ( * (t. ptr ( ) ) , p); 
} 




cTmr_}wndler (0, 11 cmp_at_line_def ined_byunotuyetuimplement ed. 11 ); 
t·eturn 0; 
Thi;. c-ode; i;. m:e;d in dmnk :3. 
16. A Test of class raLsegment 
( rat_segment-test. c 16) :::: 




( 2d te~t.~ 17) 
(3d tests 18) 
17. In this chunk Wt? t.est. t.ht? spt?cial 2d proct?dnrt?s. 
( 2d te~t.~ i 7) :::: 
{ I* wrne co11~t.ruction te~t. *I 
cout -< 11 \n2-SPACEuMDDULE: 11 ; 
} 
mLpoint pi(-5, 1), p2 (5, 1): 
t•aLsegment sl (pi ,p2), s2 = raLsegment ::rl2 (-1, -5, -1, 5). s3; 
co·ut -< 11 \ntwous egmentsus 1, s2: \n 11 -< sl -< s2; 
cmd -< 11 \ns1.horizontal0u=u 11 -< si .horizontal(); 
cmd-< 11 \ns2.vertical0u=u 11 -< .<>2.vr.rfical(): 
I* some input and acccs:s t.cst *I 
cout -< 11 \nenterusegmentus3: u11 ; 
cin ::P s3: 
cmd -< 11 segmentuaccessuops: \n 11 ; 
cout-< s.'J.Xl () <t: "u" <t: sS. Yi () <t: 11 u" <t: .s.'J. Wi () <t: 11 u": 
cont-< s."f.X2()-< 11 u 11 -< .s8. Y2()-< 11 u 11 -< .s8. W2()-< 11 \n 11 ; 
cmd -< sS .xcoordl () -< 11 u 11 -< s3 .ycoordl () -< 11 u"; 
cm~t -< 83 .xcoord2 () -< "u" -< 83 .ycoord2 (): 
I* int.cr~cct.ion and orientation *I 
t•aLpoint izmtl, izmt2: 
co·ut-< "\ns1. intersection(s3, ipnt1)u=u" <t: sl .intersect-ion(s3, ipntl ): 
cmd <t: "\nwi thuipnt1u=u" -< ipnt1; 
cout -< "\ns1. intersection(s3, ipnt1 ,ipnt2) u=u"; 
cmd -< 81 .intcn11::ction ( s8, ipntl , ipnt2); 
cmd -< 11 \nwi thuipnt 1/2u=u 11 -< ipnt1 -< ipnt2: 
cout -< 11 \ncmp_at_line_defined_by (si, s3, ipnt1) u"'u"; 
cm~t -< cmp_at_line_defined_by ( 81 , 83, ipntl): 
co·ut-< "\ns1.intersection_of_lines(s3,ipnt1)u=u"; 
eo ut -< sl .intersection_of_lines ( s3, ipnt1): 
cout -< "\nwithuipnt1u=u"-< ipntl; 
cmd-< "\norientation(s1, ipnt1)u=u" -< oricntation(si, ipnt1 ); 
cmd -< 11 \norientation ( s3, ipnt 1) u=u 11 -< orientation ( 83, ·ipnt1); 
cout-< 11 \ncmp_slopes(s1,s3)u"'u 11 -< cmp_slopes(si,s3); 
cout-< "\n"; 
Thi~ rode i~ used in dmnk 16. 
18. Next \.Ye do ~ornc te~t~ in 3-~pacc. Here we tc~t. the d-dimen~ional cornponcnb. 
(3d tests 18) = 
{ 
I* some construction test ~of 
un1.t «:: "\nd-SPACEuMDDULE: u (d=3) "; 
raLpoint pO = raLpoint ::d3(1, 1, 1), p(3), q(3), £pnt1 (3), ipnt2(3); raLvector e1 = 5 
traLvector::unit(0,3); 11 the first unit vector 
rat_point pl (pO + cl); 
raLsegment sl (pO, pl ), ~>2 = raLsegment ::dB (5, 1, 1, .:5, .:5, .)), sS(t::l .Tcvcr·:,;c( )) ; 
cmd «:: "\nthreeus egmentsus 1, s2, s3: \n" «:: si «:: s2 «:: s3 ; 
I* some equality and containment. tes ts +I 
r.md «:: "\n(s1u==us3)u=u" «:: (.<d =.oS); 
cmtt «:: "\nstrong_eq(s1,s3)u=u" «:: stmng_cq(sl, sS'); 
r.m1.t «:: "\naupointupu=u 11 «:: (p = pO + r1 12): 
eo ut «:: "\ns 1 . contains (p) u=u 11 «:: sl .contains (p); 
rat_ point r.pnt ( 3); 
caut «:: "\ncommon_endpoint(s1,s2,cpnt)u=u": 
cout «:: cmnmon_endpoint(si, s2 , cpnt): 
cout «:: "\nwithucpntu=u" «:: cpnt; 
r.md «:: "\nparallel (s 1, s3) u=u" «:: po.ro.llel ( sl, s.'i): 
I* input *I 
r.o·nt «:: "\nenterutTJoupointsutoudef ineuaulineuob j ect: u 11 ; 
r.in ::Y p ::Y q; 
raLsegment s4 (p, q); 
cotti «:: "\nsegmentus4u(TJeutestuagainstus1) :u 11 «:: s4; 
cmtt «:: "\naccessuoperat ionsuonus4: 11 ; 
umt «:: "\ncartesian: u": 
int i: 
for (i = 0; i < t::4 .dim (): i++) cmtt «:: t::4 .caar·dl ( i) «:: "u": 
for (i = 0; i < t::4 .dim (); i++) cmtt «:: t::4 .caar·d2 ( i) «:: "u"; 
cout «:: "\nhomogenous: u": 
for (i = 0: 1: ~ 84 .dim(): i++) r.ont «:: s4 .hr.oordi (i) < "u"; 
for (i=O; i~s4.dirn(); i++) cout«::s4.hcoord2 (i)<" u"; 
r.ont «:: "\nsegmentu between: u 11 «:: s4 .pointl () «:: s4 .point2 (); 
r.md < "\ns4.is_trivial0u=u" < s4.i.Ltrivial(): 
if (•s4 .is_tTivial( )) cottt «:: "\nparallel(s1,s4)u"'u" «:: pamllel(:,;l, :,;4); 
caut «:: "\ns1. intersection(s4, ipnt1, ipnt2) u=u": 
cout «:: sl .inte1·section(s4, ipnt1. ipnt2): 
cout «:: "\nwi thuipnt1/2u=u" «:: ipnti «:: ipnt2: 
raLray 1·(p, q); 
cmd «:: "\nrayuru(TJeutestuagainstus1) :u 11 < r; 
co·ut «:: "\ns1 . intersection(r, ipnt1, ipnt2)u=u 11 : 
r.ont «:: .sl . intwrsr.r.tion (r, ipntl , ipnt2); 
r.md «:: "\nwi thuipnt1/2u=u11 < ipntl «:: ipnt2; 
raLline l(p, q); 
co·ut «:: "\nlineulu(weutestuaga instus1) :u" < l; 
r.md < "\ns1. intersection ( l, ipnt1, ipnt2)u=u": 
ea ut «:: :,;1 . £nter·sect£an ( l, ipnti , ipnt2 ); 
cattt «:: "\nwi thuipnt1/2u=u" «:: ipnti «:: ipnt2: 
eo ut <.'( "\n \n"; } 
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1. The Manual Page of class raLray 
1. Definition 
An inst&nce of d&ta type mt_my is a ra.y in d-dimen:oional Euclidian space. mLmy is an item 
type. 
2. Creation 
raLray r(int d = 2); introduces a. ray in cl-dimensional space 
rat_ray r(mLpoint p, raLpoint q); 
in trod nee;,; (:\, ray through p and q and ;,;tarting at p. 
Pn:conddiun: p and q <Lre distinct and have the sa.me dimem:>ion. 
rat_ ray r ( rat_point p, raLdirection dir): 
in trod nee;,; (:\, ray starting in p with direction diT. 
Pn:conddiun: p and dir· ha.ve the sa.me dimension. 
rat_ ray r ( rat_.c;egment .c;); 
introduce;,; a ray through 5.5mm:c() and s.tar:qet( ) and starting (\,t 
S.50'UTCC( ). 
Pn:xonditz:un: :,; is not trivial. 
3. Operations 





rat_ ray:: d2 (integer x 1 , integer y1 , integer D 1 , inteqer x2, integer y2, 
integer D2) 
int.rod uces a variable r of type mLmy. r is init.iali~:ed to the 
ray [(xl, yl, Dl), (;r 2, y2, D2)] in hvo-dimensional space. 
mLmy :: d2( integer x1, integer y1, integer :c2, integer y2) 
introduces a variable 7' of type rat_ my. r is initialized to the 
ray [(xl, yl, 1), (x2, y2, 1)] in two-dimensional space. 
rat_ ray:: d3( integer x1, integer y1, integer z1, integer x2 , integer y2, 
integer· z2) 
introduces a variable 7' of type rat_ ray. r is initialized to the 
ray [(:r L yl, z l, 1) , (;r2 , y2, z2, 1)] in three-dimensional space. 
mLni.JJ :: d3( integer :d , integer y1, intq]er z1, inteyer DJ, ·int e,qr:T :r2, 
r·.dirn () 
integer· y2, integer· z2, integeT D2) 
int.rod uces a variable r of type mLmy. r is init.iali~:ed to the 
ray [(;d, yl, zl, Dl) , (a:2, y2, .:2, D2)] in three-dimensionnJ 
:,;pace. 
returns the dimension of the underlying space. 
mt_point r.source() returns the source point of r. 
mt_point r·.pointl() returns the source point of r·. 
rat_point r.point2() returns a point on r distinct from r.so·urce( ). 
mLdinx:tion r.din~ction() returns the direction of r. 
rat_Z.ine r.supportin~line() returns the supporting line of r. 
rat_ my r. transform ( ajf_ transforrnation t) 
returns t(l). 
3.2 Tests and Calculations 
bool identical ( mLmy T'1, mLm:q T2) 
test for identity. 
bool rl := r2 test. for equality 
bool rl != r2 test for inequality. 
int parallel( rat_ ray r 1, rat_ my r2) 
returns true if r-1 a nd r2 arc parallel and false otherwise. 
bool r.contains(mLpoint p) 
returns true if p lies on 'f'. 
bool r .contains( rat_segrnent s) 
returns true ifs b part ofT and fctbe other>vise. 
3.3 Intersection Calculations 
bool 
rat_ point 
r.intersec:tion( mt_hyperpla:ne h, rat_point& p) 
returns true if h and r· intersect in a single point and fabe 
otherwise. In the first ca.~e the point of intemection b as-
signed top. 
r.intersec:tion ( mt_hypcrpla:nr: h) 
returns the intcr;,;cction of the hypcrplanc h >vith the ray r· 




r.intcrscction( mt_line t, mt_point& i1, mt_point& i2) 
returns the interser:tion set rnt hy t.he follmving nwa,ns. The 
return value is one of the constants {NO_I, FNT_J, SEG_I, 
RAY_!, LIN_J}. The corre::;ponding set i::; determined by 
the bvo points ii and i2: 
return value intersection set 
NO_I empty 
PNT_I mt_point( ii) 
SEG_I mt_.'legment ( ii , i2) 
RAY_! mt_my(ii, i2) 
LIN_I mt_linr. ( ii , i2) 
r.intersection( mt_my t, mt_point& ii, mt_point& i2) 
returns the intersection set T n t a.-:; a.bove. 
r.int.ersec:t.ion( raLseqmr.nt t, raLpoint& ii, mLpoint& i2) 
returns the intcr::;cction set r· n t as a,bovc. 
3.4 Input and Output 
o~:;tn.:mn& 
istn:am& 
o~:;tn:arn& () ~ r· writes the coefficient s of r to output stream 0. 
istn:am& I ?> rat_my& r 
reads the c:oeffic:ients of 1' from input. stream I. This operator 
use:s the current. dimension of r. 





r.vertical ( ) returns true if r· is vertical or trivial and false othenvise. 
dwrizontal( ) return::; true if r· is horiwntal or trivial and fa.l:se otherwise. 
r.inten;ection( mLmy l1, mLpo·int& p) 
if T and l1 arc not para.llcl the point of intersection is assigned 
top and the result is true, otherwise the result is faJse. 
orientation ( mLmy r, rat_point p) 
computes orientaxion(a, b, p), where a and bare so·urr.r. and 
arwthcT_point of r· respectively. 
4. Implementation 
Rays ;ue implement.ed by a. pair of points as an item t.ype. All operations like c:reat.ion, init.ia.l-
iz.atiou, test::;, directiou calculation, iuput and output on a ray r take time O(r.dint( )). dint(), 
coordinate and point acce:ss~ a nd identity test take constant time. The operations for inter:scction 
c:akulation aJso take time O(s.dirn( )). The spa,c:e requirement is O(v.dirn( )) . 
2. The Header File of class raLray 
The type ra.Lra,y i:s an item cla:s:s "\Vith representation clas:s geo_pair_rep. It :shares this repre-
sentation class with raLse~ment and ratJine. \Ve derive rat_ray from handle_base. By this 
representation scheme we obtain reference counting from the LEDA base classes. \Vc ~ivc all 
implementations which are trivial directly in the header file and postpone all others to the next 
section. Aside from this the header file is in one-to-one correspondence to the m;umal page. 
( rat_ray .h :.! ) = 
#iil1def LEDA_RAT_RAY_H 
#define LEDA_RAT_RAY_H 
#include "geo_pair_rep .h" 
#include "rat_point. h" 
#include "rat_line .h" 
#include "rat_segment .h" 
class raLray : public handle_ base { 
geo_pair_rep *Ptr() const { return (geo_pair_rep *) J>TR; } 
rat_ray(const handle_ base &b) : handle_base(b) {} 
friend class raLline; 
friend class raLsegment; 
public: 
rat_ ray (int d = 2) 
{ PTR =new geo_pair_rep (rat_point(d), raLpoint(d)): } 
raLray ( const raL point &p, const rat_ point &q) 
{ 
} 
if (p = q) 
erTor·_}wndler (1, "rat_ray:: constructor: utheutwoupointsumustubeudifferent. "); 
PTR =new geo_pair_rep (p, q): 
rat_ ray ( const rat_ point &p, const rat_ direction &dir·) 
{ 
} 
mLpoint q = p + dir·.to_mLvectoT ( ); 
J>Tfl =new geo_pair_rep (p, q): 
raLray ( const raLsegment &:;,; ) : 
raLray ( const raLray &p) : handle_ base (p) {} 
"'raLray () { } 
raLray &operator=(const raLray &p) 
{ handle_ base ::operator=(p) ; return 'I this; } 
static raLray d2 (integer_t xi, integer_t y1, integer_t DJ, integer_t x2, integer_t 
y2, integer _t D2); 
static raLray d2 (integer _t xl, integer_ t yl, integer _t x2, integer_ t y2): 
static raLray d3 (integer_t xl, integer_t y1, integer_t z1, integer_t x2, integer_t 
y2, integer _t z2 ); 
static rat_ray d::J (integer_t xi, integer_t yl, integer_t zl, integer_t DJ, integer_t 
x2 , integer_t y2, integer_t z2 , integer_t D2 ); 
int dim() const { return ptr () ~sourr.r .dim. (): } 
rat_ point smrrce ( ) const { return ptr· ( ) ~ ~;onr·ce; } 
raLpoint point1 () const { return ptr()-source: } 
rat_point puint2() const { return ptr·( )-tar:qct; } 
rat_ direction direction () const; 
raLline s·uppoTting_line ( ) const; 
raLray tran.~form ( const aiL transformation &t) const 
{ t·eturn raLt·ay (point1 ().transform (t ), point2 (). tran.sforrn(t)); } 
friend bool idr.ntir.al(const raLray &r1, const t•aLray &r2) 
{ t•eturn T1 .ptr() = r2 .ptr(); } 
friend bool operator:=(const raLray &r-1, const raLray &T2) 
{ t·eturn T1 .sourcr. () = T2 .sonrcr.() 1\ 
r 1 .direction ( ) = r2 .direction (): } 
friend bool operator#(const raLray &Tl, const raLray &T2) 
{ t·eturn (--,(r1 = r2)): } 
friend int pamllel(const raLray &r1, const raLray &r·2): 
bool contains ( const raLpoint &p) const; 
bool contains ( const raLsegment &s) const: 
friend int cmp(const raLray &, const raLray &) 
{ r.rror_handlr:r (1, "notuimplemented"); return 0; } 
bool intersection (const raL hyperplane &h, raL point &p): 
raLpoint interBection(const raLhyperplane &h): 
int intr.rsr.r.tion ( const raLline &t, raLpoint &il, raLpoint &i2) const: 
int intr:rsection(const raLray &t, raLpoint &i1, raLpoint &i2) const; 
int intcr·scction( const raLsegment &t, raLpoint &i1, raLpoint &i2 ) const; 
friend ostream &operator~(ostream &0, const raLmy &r); 
friend istt·eam &operator::>(istream &1, raLray &r·); 
bool vertical() const { return ptr () -dx = 0: } 
bool horizontal() const {return ptr()-dy = 0;} 
bool intersection (const raLray &ll, raLpoint &p) const ; 
friend int orientation (const raLray &r, const raLpoint &p); 
I . ) , 
inline void PTint ( const raLray &l, ostream &out) { ottt ~ l; } 
inline void Rmd(raLray &l,istream &in) {in::> l;} 
inline int orientation ( const raLray &r, const rat_ point &p) 
{ t•eturn orir.ntation (r. sonrr:c (), r.point2 (), p): } 
inline int parallel (const raLray &r 1 , const raLray &r2 ) 
{ t•eturn ( 1'1 .direction () :::::: r2 .direction ) V 
( r 1 .dh·ection () = - ( r2 .direction ( ) ; } 
#end if 
3. The Implementation of class raLray 
( rat_ray. c Cl) = 
#include "rat_ray. h" 
(initialization ,1) 
(conversion operations 5 ) 
(input. and output G) 
(intersection operations 8) 
(the contr1inment test. 7) 
(some 2-dim operation;,; l::l) 
4. Initialization 
\Ve provide some easy init.iali7.ation operations for the two and three dimensional case. 
(initialization 4) = 
raLray raLray :: d2 (integer_t xl, integer_t yl, integer_t DJ, integer_t x2, integer_t 
y2, integer_ t D2) 
{ t·eturn raLmy(rat_point :: d2 (xi, yl, DJ), raLpoint :: d2 (x2, y2, D2) ); } 
raLray raLray :: d2 (integer_t xl, integer_t yl, integer_t x2, integer_t JJ2) 
{ t•eturn raLt·ay(raLpoint :: d2 (xi, yl ), raLpoint :: d2 (x2, y2)); } 
raLray raLray:: dS (integer_ t xl , integer _t yl, integer_t zl, integer_ t x2, integer _t 
1)2, integer_t z2) 
{ t•eturn raLt·ay(raLpoint :: d3 (xi, yl, zl), raLpoint :: d.'J(x2, y2, z2)); } 
raLray raLray :: dS(integer_t xl, integer_t yl, integer_t zl, integer_t Dl, integer_t 
x2, integer_t y2, integer_t z2, integer_t D2) 
{ t•eturn raLt·ay(raLpoint :: d:J (xi, yl, zl, Dl ), raLpoint :: d:J (x2, y2, z2, D2)); } 
This code is used in chunk:~. 
5. Conversion Operations 
To determine the direction of the line we just call the corresponding operation of t.he represen-
tation cla~Sb. To tram:Jonn the ray into a line we u:sc the normally hidden copy construction. 
(conversion operations 5) = 
rat_ direction raLray:: direction () const 
{ t•eturn ptr () ~to_raLdirr.r.tion (): } 
raLline raLray :: snpporting_line () const 
{ t·eturn raLline (*this): } 
raLray ::raLray(const raLsegment &s) handle_base(s) {_} 
Thi& code i& used in chunk ::l. 
6. Input and Output 
\Ve jusr. use the input and out.put. routines of our ba,se class geo_pair_rep. ~ote that in ca.se of 
input >ve have to tr1ke care not to overwrite <'L sharPd storr1ge objPct.. 
(input and output G)= 
ostream &operator-<::(ostream &0, const raLray &r) 
{ 
} 
0 < r.ptr( ): 
t·eturn 0; 
istream &operator~(istream &I, raLray &r) 
{ 
} 
int d = r.dim( ); 
if (r.n:f';() > 1) r = raLray(d); 
I~ r.ptr( ); 
if (r. sm1.rr-c () = r .point2 ( ) ) 
crror_lwndlcr (1, "operator<<: udef iningupo int suofurayumustubeudiff erent . ") : 
t·eturn I: 
This code is used in chunk ::l. 
7. Containment 
A ray r starting in point s and going through t contains a point p if there is a non-ncga.tivc /\ 
such that ]J,: Si f; &,: 
---=A·(---) 
Pd SJ fd SJ 
for all i. In other words, the numbers (p;SJ- s;pJ)td/PJ(t;s,l - sitd) must all agree and be 
non-negaJ.ive. 
(the containment test 7) = 
bool t•aLray :: r.ontains(const raLpoint &p) const 
{ 
} 
int d = dim(): 
t·at_point :-; = :-;u·urn:( ): 
mLpoint t = point2 ( ): 
integer_t lnmn = (p.hcoord(O) * s.hcoord(d)- s.hcoord(O) * p.hcoord(d)) * t.hcoor·d(d); 
integer_t lden = (t.hr.oord(O) * s.hr.oord(d)- s.hcoord (O) * t.hcoord(d)) * p.hr.oord(d): 
integer _t lnmn_i, lden_i: 
if ( lnum * lden < 0) return false; 
for (int i = 1: i < d; i++) { 
} 
lnmn_i = (p.hr.oord (i) * s.hcoord (d) - s.hr.oord (i) * p.hcoord (d)) * t.hcoord (d): 
ldcn_i = (t.hcoord(i) * s.hcoord(d)- s.hcoord(i) * t.hcoord(d)) * p.hcoord(d): 
if ( lnwn * lden_i i= lnwn_i * lden) return false; 
t·et urn tr·ue: 
bool t•aLray :: contains(const raLsegment &s) const 
{ t•eturn contain.s(.utart(.)) 1\ contain.s(s.end()); } 
This code is used in chunk:~. 
8. Intersection Calculation 
To calculat.e rhe intersection point of a ray and a hyperplane we use our intersection procedure 
of the line case and check aft.er>vards if our intersection point is contained in the ray. 
(intersection operations 8) = 
bool t•aLray :: intersection(const raLhyperplane &h, raLpoint &p) 
{ 
if (suppor-ting _line (). inter·section(h, p) 1\ contains (p)) 
return true; 
t·et urn false: 
} 
raLpoint raLray ::intersection,( const raLhyperplane &h) 
{ 
} 
mLpoint p(dim( )); 
if ( --,£nter8edion (h, p)) 
erTor·_fuuuller (1, 11 intersection: uhuandu*thisumustuintersect. 11 ): 
t·eturn p; 
See also chunks fJ, 10, and 12. 
This code is used in chunk 0. 
9. In this chunk \Ve implement the intersection operat.ion of <:tray with a line. If the supporting 
line of the ray and the line a,re parallel, t.hey can be identical or different.. In the first ca.se the 
ray is ju:st a subset of the line, in the second case there's certainly no intersection . If the lines 
arc not pa.raJld, \VC u:se our d dimen:sional inten;cction routine of our geo_pair _rep das:::; and 
determine with the help of the lambda. reference parameters if in case of intersection the point 
lies on the ra.y. For a segment s = p1 p~ the routine delivers a ,\ such tha.t. the intersection point 
i = Pt + .\ * (P2 - Pt). To he part of the ray through Pt and P2 starting in Pt ,\ may not he 
nega.t.ive. For t.he line there's nothing to check anyway. 
(intersection operations 8) += 
int raLray :: intersection(const raLline &t, raLpoint &d, raLpoint &i2) const 
{ 
} 
if (dim ( ) f- t. dim ( ) ) 
r:rmr_handlr:r (1, 11 intersection: utheudimensionsuofutheuob j ectsumustuagree. 11 ); 
if (par·allel ( Sltppor-ting_line ( ) , t)) 
if ( t. contains (pointl ( ) ) ) { 
i1 = pointl ( ) : 
i2 = point2 (); 
return RA Y_I; 
} 
else return NO_I; 
mtionaL t larnudal , lamuda2: 
if (ptr· () ~d_intm>ection (* (t.ptr ( )) , i1, lambda1, larnbda2) 1\ 0 :S: lambda1) return r NT_I; 
t·eturn NO_I: 
10. In this chunk we implement the intersection operation of two rays. If the supportin~ lines 
of the rays are p :uallel, they can be identical or different. In the first c::1.se '\VP have to take a 
closer look, in the :second case there'::; cert<1inly no intersection. If the line:::; <1re not parallel, we 
u:::;e our d dirnen::;ional inter:::;edion routine of our geo_pair_rep da::;::; and determine with the 
help of the lambda reference parameters if in case of intcr:section the point lies on the ra,y. For a. 
segment :-; = p 1 p 2 the routine delivers a /\ such t hat the inter::;cdion point i = p 1 + .\ * (P'2 - p 1 ). 
To be part of the ray through p 1 and p 2 start ing in p 1 ,\ may not be negative. 
(intersection operations 8) += 
int raLray :: intersection(const raLray &t~ raLpoint &i1 ~ raLpoint &i2) const 
{ 
} 
if (dim() -::J t.dim ()) 
error_handler (1, "intersection: utheudimensionsuofutheuobj ectsumustuagree. "); 
if (parallel ( supporting_line (), t. suppor-ting_line ( ) ) ) { 
if (t. snppnrtin.q_linc ( ) . cordain.c; ( sm1.n:c ( ) ) ) 
(check ray tthis and ray t on line position 11) 
else return NO_I; 
} // nuw *this a,nd t are not parallel 
t•ationaL t lambdal , lambda2: 
if (ptr( )~d_intersection(t(t.pt7·()), il, lambdal, lambda2 ) 1\ 0:::; lambdal 1\0:::; lambda2) 
return PNT_I; 
t•eturn NO_l; 
11. In thi::; chunk we 1vant to calcul<tte the inter:;ection ::;et of two rwv::; 8 = *this and t which 
are part of <1 common line. There are four po:;::;ibilitie::; here: empty. a point or a :;egment (part 
of both rays or a ray. To calculate the result we have to check if the rays arc equally oriented or 
not. If they'r equally oriented, one i:; a subset of the other. If their directions a.re the opposite 
of each other we have to check t.smmx() against s and decide the result. 
(check ray tt his a.nd ray t on line position 11 ) = 
{ 
t•at_point pl = pointl (); 
mLpoint p2 = point2(); 
int Lso·ur·ce_poi:! = rat_ segment (pl , p2). on_line_poi:!ition (t .sow·ce ( ) ) ; 
if (direction()= t.direction()) { 
switch (t-smm:e_pos) { 
case ouLbr:forc: case id_pointl : 
il = pl; 
i2 = p2; 
break: 
case in_between: case id_point2 : case o·uLafter: 
i1 =t.point1(); 





else // the directions are opposed to each other 
{ 
switch ( Lso11.rcc_pos) { 
case out_br:forc: 
return NO_[; 
case id_pointl : 
i1 = pl; 
return PNT_I; 
case in_br.twr:cn: case id_point2: case o·ut_oftr:r: 
il = pl; 





This code is used in chunk 10. 
12. The rest is done by a call to the segment class member. 
( intert:>ection operation::; S) += 
int raLray ::intersection( const raLsegment &t, raLpoint &i1, raLpoint &i2) const 
{ t·eturn t.intersection(*this, il, £2); } 
13. Special Operations in 2-Space 
In t.his chunk we implement necessary operations for rays in t.he plane. 
( some 2-dim operat.ions 1:3 ) = 
bool t·aLray :: intersection(const raLray &d, raLpoint &p) const 
{ I* The intersection routine is hidden in the dass geo_pair_rep *I 
bool rcs11.lt = ptr ( ) ~d2_ intr:rscr:tion ( * ( r 1 . ptr ( ) ) , p); 
t•et urn rr:.sult 1\ r.ontain.s (p) 1\ r 1 . contains (p): 
} 
Thi~ code i~ w;ed in chunk :.l. 
14. A Test of class raLray 
( rat_ray-test. c H) = 




( 2d tPst.s 15 ) 
( 3d tPst.s 1 G ) 
15. In thio; chunk we t.eo;t t.hc bpccial 2d procedureo;. 
( 2d tests Ui) = 
{ I* some construction test *I 
cmd < 11 \n2-SPACEuMDDULE: 11 ; 
} 
mLpoint pi (1, 1), p2 (-2, 1), p:i (1, -1); 
mLdirection dir·(1, 1, 1): 
t•aLray rl (pl, p2), r2 (p2, p3), r·3 (pl, rlir), r4; 
cmd < 11 \nthreeuraysur 1, r2, r3: \n11 < r 1 < r2 < r3: 
cmd < 11 \nr1.horizontal0u=u 11 < r1 .horizontal(); 
eo ut < 11 \nr2 . vertical () u= u 11 «: T2 . ver-tical ( ) : 
t•aLpoint izmt; 
cmd < 11 \nr1. intersection(r2, ipnt)u=u 11 < 1'1.intcrscction(T2 , ipnt); 
eo·nt «: 11 \nwi thuipntu=u 11 «: ipnt; 
/t some input and a,cces:o tc::>t *I 
cmtt < 11 \nenterurayur4:u": 
cin ):> r4: 
cout «: 11 rayuthrough:u 11 «: r4.pointl () «: r·4.point2(); 
cmd < 11 \norientation(r4, ipnt)u=u'' < orientation(r4, ipnt); 
cmd < 11 \n"; 
This code is used in chunk H. 
16. Next \Ve do some tests in 3-space. Here \Ve test. the d-dimensional components. 
( 3d tests 16) = 
{ 
I* some construction test *I 
r.mlf «: 11 \nd-SPACEuMDDULE: u(d=3) 11 ; 
raLpoint pO =raLpoint::d$'(1,1,1,1); 11 a point 
rat_ vector el = 3 
naL vector:: 1mit (0, 3): I I the first unit vector 
rat_point pl (pO +cl), p(3), q(3); 
raLray rl (pO,pl), r2(p0, rl.direction(l), r3(3); 
cout «: 11 \ntwouraysur1,r2:u" «: r1 «: r·2 ; 
I* some equality and containment. tests t/ 
co·ut < "\n(r1u==ur2)u=u" < (ri = r2); 
r.mlf < 11 \ntwoupointsup,qu=u" «: (p = pO + 5 *cl)«: (q = pO- 9 *cl); 
eo ut «: 11 \nr 1 . contains (p) u"'u" «: 7'1 . contains (p); 
cout < 11 \nrt.contains(q)u"'u" < d.contains (q); 
raLsegment s(pO,p): 
caut <;::: 11 \nnewurat_segmentusu=u 11 <;::: .s; 
cout <;::: 11 \nr1.contains(s)u=u 11 <;::: rl.contains(.s); 
I* input *I 
r.md <;::: 11 \nenterurayur3u ( weutestuagainstur1) : u 11 ; 
cin ?> r3; 
r.ont <;::: 11 rayuthrough:u 11 <;::: rS.pointl () <;::: r}l.point2(); 
r.md <;::: 11 \nparallel(r1,r3)u=u 11 <;::: pamlld(rl, r3); 
I* intcn;cct.ion tc::;ti:; *I 
raLhyperplane h(pO, rl.direction( ), raLpoint :: oriqin(3)); 
raLpoint ipntl (3), ipnt2 (3); 
r.md <;::: 11 \nauhyperplaneuhu=u 11 <;::: h; 
r.md <;::: "\nr3. intersection(h, ipnt1)u=u" <;::: r3 .intr.rscr.tion(h, ipntl ); 
ea ut <;::: 11 \nw i thu i pn t 1 u=u" <;::: ipntl ; 
caut <;::: 11 \nr3.intersection(r1,ipnt1,ipnt2)u=u": 
eo ut <;::: 1·3. inte1·section ( r1 , ipntl , ipnt2); 
cout <;::: "\nwi thuipnt1/2u=u" <;::: ipntl ~ ipnt2; 
raLline l ( 3); 
caut <;::: 11 \nenterulineulu ( weutestuagainstur1) : u"; 
cin ?> l; 
cout ~ "lineu=u" ~ l; 
cout <;::: "\nr1. intersection Cl, ipnt1, ipnt2)u=u"; 
cmd ~ 1"1 . inte1·section (!, ipntl , ipnt2); 
co·ut ~ "\nwi thuipnt1/2u=u" ~ ipntl ~ ipnt2; 
r.md <;::: 11 \n \n 11 ; } 
This code is Lt~ed in chunk 1/1. 
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1. The Manual Page of class raLline 
1. Definition 
An in~ta.nce of data. type mt_hne i~ an oriented line in d-dimen~ional Euclidia,n ~pace. mLline 
is an item t.ype. 
2. Creation 
raUine l(int d 2); 
introduce;,; a varia.ble l of type mUinc and initializes it to ~ome line in 
d-climensiona.l space 
raUine l(raLpoint p, raLpoint q): 
introduce;,; a. line through p and q a.nd oriented from p to q. 
Pr·econdihon: p and q a.re distinct and have the same dimension. 
raUinc l ( raLpoint p, rat_dircr.tion dir): 
introduce;,; a. line through p ,,..·ith direction diT. 
Pr·econd-it?:on: p and dir· have the same dimension. 
raUinc l ( raLsr.grnr.nt s); 
introduce;,; a. variable l of type mLline a.nd initializes it to the line 
through s. ,:vuTce( ) and ,:. target ( ) . 
Pr·econd-ition: s is not trivial. 
3. Operations 




mUinc:: d2 ( intc.qcr x1 , integer :If 1 , integer D 1 , intc,qcr· x2 , intc.qcr :IJ2, 
integer D 2) 
int.rod uces a variable l of type rat_linc. l is initir1lized to the 
line [(:cl, yl, Dl), (;c2, y2, D2)] in two-dimensional ~pace. 
mUine:: d2 (integer x1 , integeT y 1 , integer x2, integeT y2) 
int.rod uces a variable l of type raUine. l is initialized to the 
line [(:cl, yl, 1), (:r2, y2, 1)] in hvo-dimen~ional space. 
mUine:: d3 (integer x1 , integeT y 1 , integer z1 , integer· x2 , integer· y2 , 
integer· z2) 
introduces a variable l of type mUinc. l i~ initia.li11ed to 







mLline:: d3 (integer xi , integer y i , integer zi , integer· D i , integer x2, 
l.dirn ( ) 
l.point.l() 
l. point2 ( ) 
integer y2, integer z2, integer D2) 
introduces a variable l of type raLline. l is initialized to the 
line [(:cl, yL zl, Dl), (:r2, y2, z 2, D2)] in three-dimensional 
space. 
returns the dimension of the underlying space. 
returns a point. on l. 
return::; a. point on l distinct from l.pm:ntl ( ) . The line 1s 
directed from pointl to point2. 
l.two_points( mt_point& pi, mt_point& p2) 
after the call pl and p2 are two different points on l. The 
line is directed from pi to p2. 










l. transform ( aff _transformation t) 
returns t(l). 
identical(mUine ll, mUine l2) 
test for identity. 
l1 = l2 equality as unorientcd lines. 
l1 != 12 inequality a.s unoriented lines. 
strong_eq(mUine l1, raLline 12) 
equality as oriented lines. 
l.contains(mt_point p) 
returns true if p lies on l and false otherwise. 
l.contains(mt_segrnent s) 
returns true if 8 is part. of l and false otherwise. 
parallel( raUine l1, mt_hne l2) 
. . 
returns true if l1 a.nd 12 a.re paraJlel and false otherwise. 
3.3 Intersection Calculations 
bool l.in tersection ( mt_hyperplane h, mt_point& p) 
returns true if h a.nd l intersect in a single point and fabe 
otherwise. In the first case~ the point of intersection is as-





l.in tcrscction ( rat_hyperplane h) 
returns the intersection of hyperplane h v.:ith line l 
Precondition: h and l intersect in a single point. 
l.intersection(mt_line t, mt_point& i1, mt_point& i2) 
returns the intersection set l n t by the follov,·ing means. The 
return value is one of the constants {NO_I, PNT_I, SEG_I, 
RAY_!, LIN_J}. The corresponding set is determined by 
the hvo points i1 a.nd i2: 
return value intersection set 
NO_I empty 
PNT_I raLpoint(il) 
SEG_I raL~egment(il, i2) 
RAY_! mLmy( i1, i2) 
LIN_I raLline(ii, i2) 
l.intersection(raLmy t, raLpoint& i1, rat_point& i2) 
returns the intersection set l n t a.s above. 
l.intcrscction(rat_segment t, rat_point& i1, rat_point& i2) 
returns the intersection set l n t a.s above. 
3.4 Input and Output 
ostn:am& 
istrcam& 
ostr·eam& 0 ~ l writes the coefficients of l to output stream 0. 
i8trcam.& I ~ raUinc&: l 
reads the coefficients of l from input stream I. This operator 
uses the current dimem;ion of l. 







f. vertical() returns true if l is vertic:al and false otherwise. 
l.horiwntal() returns true if l is horiwntal and false otherwise. 
l.intersection(mLliw: l1, raLpoint& p) 
if l ancl/1 arc not para.llcl the point of intersection is assigned 
to p a.nd the result is true, otherwise the result is faJse. 
l. perpendicular (rat_ point p) 
computes the perpendicular line of l through p. 
orientation(mUine l, mLpoint p) 
computes orient<Ltion(u, b, p), >vhere a and bare pointl and 
point2 of 1. respectively. 
cmruJopcs ( rat_line l1, mt_line l2) 
returns mm. pare (slope( l1), 8lopr: ( l2)). 
4. Implementation 
Lines are implemented by a pair of points a.s an item t.ype. All operations like creation, init.ial-
iz.atiou, te:,;t:s, direction calculation, input a.nd output on a line l take time O(l.dim( )). dint(), 
coordinate and point accc;ss, and identity tc:,;t take constant time. The operations for inter:,;cction 
calculation aJso take time O(l.dirn( )). The spa.ce requirement is O(l.dim( )). 
2. The Header File of class raLline 
The type ratJine is an item class with representation class geo_pair_rep. It shares this repre-
sentation class with raLsegment and ra.Lray. vVe derive ratJine from hancllc_base and derive 
geo_pair_rep from handle_rep. This gives us reference counting for free. vVe give all implemen-
tatiom; v.;hich are trivial directly in the header file <tnd postpone all others to the next section. 
Aside from this the header file is in oue-t.o-oue correspondem:e to the manual page. 
(rat_line.h 2) = 
#ifndef LEDA_RAT_LINE_H 
#define LEDA_RAT _LINE_H 
#include "geo_pair_rep .h" 
#include "rat_point .h" 
#include "rat_hyperplane. h" 
#include "rat_segment .h" 
#include "rat_ray. h" 
class raLline : public handle_base { 
geo_pair_rep *ptr·() const { return (geo_pair_rep *) PTR; } 
raLline ( const handle_ base &b) : handle_ base (b) { } 
friend class raLray; 
friend class raLsegment; 
public: 
raLline (int d = 2) 
{ PTfl =new geo_pair_rep (raLpoint(d), raLpoint(d)); } 
raLline ( const rat_ point &p, const rat_ point &q) 
{ 
} 
if (p = q) 
erTor·_handler·ll, "rat_l ine: :constructor: utheutwoupointsumustubeudiff erent. "): 
rrn =new geo_pair_rep (p, q); 
raLline ( const rat_ point &p, const rat_ direction & dir) 
{ 
} 
mL point q = p + dir. to_mLvectoT (); 
rrn =new geo_pair_rep (p, q); 
rat_line ( const rat_segment &s): 
raLline ( const raLline &p) : handle_ base (p) {} 
rvraLline () {} 
raLline &operator= ( const raLline &p) 
{ handle_ base ::operator=(p); return 'I this; } 
static rat_line d2(integer_t xl ,integer_t yl ,integet·_t Dl ,integer_t x2,integer_t 
y2, integer _t D2) ; 
static raLline d2 (integer_t :1.:1, integer_t y1, integer_t :1.:2, integer_t y2): 
static raLline d3 (integer_t x1, integer_t yl, integer_t z l, integet•_t x2, integer_t 
y2, integer _t z2); 
static raLline dS(integer_t xl ,integer_t yl ,integet·_t zl , integer_t Dl ,integer_t 
x2, integer_t y2,integer_t z2,integer_t D2); 
int dim() const { return (ptr·( )~sour·ce.ditn( )); } 
raLpoint point1 () const { return ptr()-source: } 
rat_point puint2() const { return ptr·( )-tar:qet; } 
void two_poinb;(raLpoint &pl, raLpoint &p2) const 
{ pl = ptr·( )-souTee; p2 = ptr( )-tar:qet; } 
rat_ direction direction () const; 
raLline tmnsfonn ( const aff_ transformation &t) const 
{ t·eturn raLline (pointl () .tm:n.sforrn( t), point2 (). tranH.forrn(t)); } 
friend bool identical(eonst raLline &ll, const raLline &l2) 
{ t•eturn l1 .ptr () = l2 .ptr ( ) ; } 
friend bool operator=:=(const raLline &l1, const raLline &l2) 
{ t•eturn l1.contains(l2.point1 ()) 1\ ll.contains(l2.point2()): } 
friend bool operator#(const raLline &l1, const raLline &l2) 
{ t•eturn (-.(ll:::::: l2)):} 
friend bool stmng_eq (const raLline & l1 , const raLline &l2) 
{ t·eturn l1 .cuntains(l2 .pm:ntl ( )) 1\ 
( l1 .direction () = 12 .direction()); } 
bool contains ( const raLpoint &p) const; 
bool contains ( const raLsegment &s) const: 
friend int pamllel (const raLline &l1 , const raLline & l2); 
int cmp (const raLline &, const raLline &) 
{ 
} 
E:T1'01'_handler (1, "cmp: uforurat_lineunotuimplemented. "); 
t·eturn 0; 
bool intcrscdion(const raLhyperplane &h, raLpoint &p): 
raLpoint intcr.scction( const raLhyperplane &h); 
int inter·section( const raLline &t, raLpoint & i l, raLpoint &i2) const; 
int intersect-ion( const rat_ray &t, rat_point kil, rat_point &i2) const; 
int 1:nter·section( const raLsegment &t, raLpoint &d , raLpoint &1:2) const; 
friend ostream &operator~(ostream &0, const raLline &!); 
friend istt·eam &operator>(istream &I, raLline &!) : 
bool ver·tical () const { return ptr· () -dx = 0; } 
bool hur·izontal ( ) const { return ptr· () -d:r.; = 0; } 
bool intersedion(const raLline &ll, raLpoint &p) const; 
rat_line pc:Tpendicular ( const rat_point &p) const; 
friend int rJ'rientat-ion ( const rat_ line &1, const rat_ point &p); 
int r.mp_slope (const raLline &12) const 
{ t·eturn sign(ptr () -d:r.; * l2 .ptr () -dx - 12 .ptT() -d:r.; * ptr () -dx ); } 
friend int rrnp_slopt:s(const raLline &ll, const raLline &1.2); 
I . J , 
inline void PTint ( const rat_line &l, osh·eam &out) 
{ cmt ~ l; } 
inline void Read (raLline &l, istream &in) 
{ in > l; } 
inline int on:entation ( const raLline &l, const raLpoint &p) 
{ t·eturn m·ientation (l.pointl (), l.point2 (), p); } 
inline int parallel (const raLline &l1, const raLline &l2) 
{ t•eturn ( l1 .direction () = 12 .direction ( ) ) V 
( l1 .direction () = - ( l2 .direction ())); } 
inline int C1np_8lopes(const raLline &li, const raLline &l2) 
{ t•et urn l1 . cmp_slope ( l2); } 
#end if 
3. The Implementation of class raLline 
The tasks to implement arc line-hypcrplanc intersection a.nd point containment check. 
( rat_line. c :3) = 
#include "rat_line .h" 
( initiali?:ation 4) 
(conversion operations .'J ) 
(input a.nd output 6) 
(intersection operations 7) 
(the containment test 10) 
( some 2-dim operations 11 ) 
4. Initialization 
\Ve provide :some ea:sy initialization operations for the two and three dimensional case. 
( initia.li?:ation 4 ) = 
raLline raLline :: d2(integer_t xi, integer_t yi, integer_t Di, integet·_t x2, integer_t 
y2, integer_t D2) 
{ t•eturn raLline ( raLpoint :: d2 (xi, yi, Dl), raLpoint:: d2 (x2 , y2, D2)); } 
raLline raLline :: d2(integer_t xi, integer_t yi, integer_t x2 , integer_t y2) 
{ t·eturn raLline (raLpoint :: d2 (xi, yi ), raLpoint :: d2 ( x2, y2)); } 
rat_line rat_line :: d:i(integer_t xi, integer_t yi, integer_t zi, integer_t x2 , integer_t 
y2, integer_t z2) 
{ t·eturn raLline (raLpoint :: d3 (xi, yi, zi), raLpoint :: d3 ( x2, y2, z2)); } 
rat_line rat_line :: d:i(integer_t :cl, integer_t yl, integer_t zi , integer_t Di, integer_t 
x2 ,integer_t y2,integer_t z2 ,integer_t D2) 
{ t·eturn raLline(raLpoint ::dS(:d, yi, zi, Di ), raLpoint ::d3 (J.:2, y2, z2, D2)); } 
This code is Lt~ed in chunk 0. 
5. Conversion Operations 
To dt?termine the direction of t.he line we just call the corresponding operation of t.he represen-
tatiou clal:is . 
(conversion operations 5) = 
raLdirection raLline ::direction ( ) const 
{ t·eturn ptr()~to_m.Ldirr.r.tion(): } 
raLline :: raLline ( const raLsegment &s) : handle_ base (.s) 
{ if (.s. is_tri11ial ()) 
er-r-or·_ handler (1, "rat_line: :constructor: usegmentuisutri vial."); } 
Thi~ ~ode; i~ nse;d in dmnk 3. 
6. Input and Output 
\Vc just use the input and output routim'.':l of our La.sc cla:s:::; gco_pa.ir_rep. :\'otc tha.t in ca.sc of 
input •vc have to take care not to ovcrwritc a shared reprc:::;cntant. 
(input and output 0) = 
ostream &operator<t::(ostream &0, const raLline &1) 
{ 
} 
0 < l.ptr(); 
t•eturn 0: 
istream &operator:::?;>(istream &I, raLline &l) 
{ 
} 
int d = l.dirn( ); 
if (l.n;.f~() > 1) l = rat_line(d); 
I :::?> l.ptr· (J: 
if ( l. pointi ( ) = l. point2 (l) 
erTm·_handler (1, "operator<<: udef iningupo int suoful ineumustubeudiff erent. " ) : 
t•eturn I: 
This code is Lt6ed in chunk :J. 
7. Intersection Calculation 
Let l be defined by point;,; p and q. The point of inten;ection i:o of the form ;r = Aq + ( 1 - ), )p 
and :,;a.ti:::.fies h(:c) = 0. Since h i:s a linear function this irnplier,; /\ = h(p)l(h(p)- h(q)). Thur,; 
x = (h(p)q- h(q)p)l(h(p)- h(q)). The i-th component of :r is therefore equal to (q,h(p)pa-
p,h(q)qd)l(pdqd(h(p)- h(q)). 
( intemection operations 7) = 
boo! mLline :: intersection(const raLhyperplane &h, raLpoint &p) 
{ 
} 
int d = h.dim (); 
t•at_ point pl = pnintl (); 
t•at_point p2 = point2(); 
if ( d i- dim. ()) errodumd ler (1, 
"intersection: udimens ionsuofuhyperplaneuandulineudon' tuagree"); 
integer _t hpl = h. vahi.e_at (pi); I I still need to divide by pl [ dJ 
integer _t hp2 = h. vahi.e_at (p2); I I a.s above 
integer _t D = hpl * p2 .hcom-d (d) - hp2 * p1 .hcoord (d); 
if ( D = 0) return false; 
integer_ vector c(d): 
for (int i = 0: i < d; i++) c[i] = p2 .hcoonl(i) * hpl - pl .hcoonl(i) * hp2 ; 
p = raL point ( c, D): 
t•eturn tr·ue: 
rat_ point raLline :: inter·section (const raL hyperplane &h) 
{ 
} 
t•at_ point p( dirn ()); 
if ( -, interser.tion (h, p)) 
err·m·_handler (1 , "intersection: uhuandu*thisumustuintersect. "): 
t·eturn p; 
See abo chunks 8 mtd 9. 
This code is used in chunk ::l . 
8. In this chunk we implement the intersection operation of two lines . If the two lines arc 
parallel, t.he:y can be identical or different. In the first. Gl;:;e the intersection set is a line , in the 
second case there's certainly no intersection. If the lines are not parallel, \Ve use our d dimensional 
intersection routine of our geo_pair_rep dnss the intersection point if they intersect. 
(intersection operations 7) += 
int raLline :: int~:rsrction( const raLline &t, raLpoint &il , raLpoint &i2) const 
{ 
} 
if (dim() #- t.dirn ()) 
ermr·_handler (1, "intersection: utheudimensionsuofutheuobjectsumustuagree. "); 
if (parallel (*this, t)) 
if (t.r.onta.ins(pointl ())) { 
i1 = pointl (): 
i2 = puint2 ( ) ; 
return LIN_l; 
} 
else return NO_I; 
t·ationaL t larnudal , lamuda2: 
if (ptr ( ) ~d_inter·section ( * ( t. ptr ( ) ) , £1 , lambdal , lambda2 )) return P NT _I: 
t•eturn NO_I: 
9. The rei:it i::; done by a call to the ray and t>egrnent clas::; rnernbert>. 
( intcri:iection operation::; 7) += 
int raLline :: intersection(const raLray &t, raLpoint &il, raLpoint &i2) const 
{ t•eturn t.intersecMon(*this, i1, 1:2); } 
int raLline :: inter·section( const raLsegment &t, raLpoint &il, raLpoint &i2) const 
{ t•eturn t.intersecMon (*this, il, 1:2); } 
10. Containment 
A line l though points s and t contains a point p if there is a .\ such that 
for all i. In other words, the numbers (Pi-"d- fiiJid)t,f/pd(t ,sd- s.Jd) must all agree. 
(the containment test 10) = 
bool t•aLline :: contains(const raLpoint &p) const 
{ 
int d = dim(); 
mLpoint s = point1 (): 
mLpoint t = point2 (); 
integer_t lnv.m = (p.lwoord(O) * s.hcoord(d)- s.hr.oord(O) * p.heoor·d(d)) * t.hcoord(d); 
integer_t lden = (t.hcoord(O) * s.hcoord(d)- s.hcom·d(O) * t.hcoord(d)) * p.hcoord(d); 
integer _t ln11:rn_i, ldcn_i: 
for (int i = 1: i < d; i++) { 
lnmn_i = (p.hcoord (i) * s.lwoord (d) - s.hcoord (i ) * p.hcoord (d)) * t.heoord (d): 
lden_i = ( t. hcoord ( i) * s. hcoor·d (d) - s. hcoord ( i) * t . hcoor·d (d)) * p. hcour·d (d) : 




bool t·aL line:: contains( const raLsegment &s) const 
{ t•eturn r.ontain.s(s.start()) 1\ contain.~(s.end( )); } 
This code is used in chunk:~. 
11. Special Operations in 2-Space 
In this chunk we implement necessary operations for lines in the pla.ne. 
( some 2-dim operations 11 ) = 
bool t•aLline ::·intersection( const raLline &l1, raLpoint &p) const 
i I* The intersection routine is hidden in the class geo_pair_rep *I 
t•et urn ptr ( ) ~d2_ intr:rsr:r.tion ( * ( l1 . ptr ( ) ) , p); 
} 
raLline raLline ::pr:rpcndir.-nlar(const raLpoint &p) const 
{ 
} 
mt_point s = po·int1 (); 
mLpoint t = point2 ( ): 
I* the homogenous para.rns of the supporting line of l: *I 
integer_t a(s.Y() * t.lY()- t.Y() * .':i.H·' ()); 
integer_t b(LY() * s.H'(l- s.X() * t.W()); 
integer_t c(s.X() * t.Y()- LY() * s.Y( )): 
I* the homogenous params of the perpendicular through p: *I 
integer_t ap(b * p.H7 ( )); 
integer _t bp (- a* p.l'V( )l; 
integer_t cp(a * p.Y()- b * p.X()): 
I* the intersection point of b ;v·o lines: *I 
t•aL point on ( b * cp - bp * c, ap * c- a * cp, a * bp - ap * b): 
I* an offset point on the line: *I 
t•aLpoint through =on+ (t- s ); 
I* thif; is perpendicular of *this through p oriented c:ounterdoc:kwise rot.ated by 90 degree 
about the intersection point on. of the two lines: *I 
t·eturn raLline (on, thrvngh. rotate90 (on)): 
Thi~ rode i~ used in dmnk :3. 
12. A Test of class raLline 
\Ve wam to t.est construction, eqnRJity, intersection with hyperplanes R.nd containment of a point.. 
\Ve take a hyperplane in d-Space take a line which intensect::; it and one which doesn't. The we 
make our test. Afterwards >vc do the same for a. line and t·wo points on the line and ou tsidc. 
( rat_line-test. c l2) = 




( 2cl tests 10) 
( 3d test.s 14 ) 
13. In this chunk we tc::;t the special 2d procedures. 
( 2d tests U:l) = 
{ I* r:;ornc conr:;truction test *I 
cout <'.( 11 \n2-SPACEuMDDULE: 11 ; 
} 
mLpoint pl (1, 1), p2(-2, 1). p3(1, -1); 
mt_direction dir(l, 1, 1); 
mLline l1 (pl ,p2), l2(p2,p3), l3(p1, dir), l4 (2), l5(2); 
cmd <'.( 11 \nthreeulinesul1, 12, 13: \n 11 <'.( ll <'.( l2 <'.( l3; 
cout <'.( 11 \nl1.horizontal0u=u 11 <'.( ll.horizontal(): 
cout <'.( 11 \nl2. vertical Ou=u 11 <'.( l2 .vedical( ); 
mLpoint ipnt; 
cant<'.( 11 \nl1. intersection(l2, ipnt)u=u 11 <'.( l1 .·intcru:dinn(l2, ipnt); 
cmtt <'.( 11 \nwi thuipntu=u 11 <'.( ipnt; 
I* some input and <Lcce~ tc~t *I 
co·ut <'.( 11 \nenterulineul4:u 11 ; 
cin ::P l4: 
cmd <'.( 11 lineuthrough:u'' <'.( 14.point1() <'.( l4.pnint2(,); 
cmd <'.( 11 \n05u=ul4 .perpendicular(ipnt) )u=u"; 
cout <'.( (l5 = l4 . perr1cndicular· ( i1mt)); 
cmd <'.( 11 \ninneruproductuofudirect ionuvectors ( 14, 15) u=u 11 ; 
eo ut <'.( ( l4 .direction (). to_mt_vector ( ) * l5 .direction (). to_mt_vector· ( ) ) ; 
cout <'.( 11 \norientation(l4,ipnt)u=u" <'.( orientation(l4, ipnt); 
co·ut <'.( "\norientation(l5, ipnt)u=u 11 <'.( orientation(l5, ipnt); 
cmd <'.( "\ncmp_slopes(l1,14)u=u 11 <'.( cmp_.slopc.s(ll, l4): 
cmd <'.( "\n"; 
This code; is LtHc:d in chunk 12 . 
14. Next, \Ve do some tests in 3-space. Here \Ve t est the a-dimensional components. 
( 3d tests 14 ) :::::: 
{ 
I* ::;ome con::;truct ion te::;t *I 
cout <'.( "\nd-SPACEuMDDULE: u (d=3) "; 
raLpoint pO = raLpoint :: d3 (1, 1, 1); I I a. point 
rat_ vector e1 = :S 
uaL vector:: 1mit (0, 3); I I the first unit vector 
raLpoint pl (pO + el); 
raLline l1 (pO,pl ), l2(p0, -ll.direction( )), lS(3); 
cout <?: "\ntwoulinesul1,l2:u" <?: l1 <?: l2; 
I* some equality and containment tests *I 
cout <;::: "\n01u==ul2)u=u" <?: (ll :==: l2); 
r.md <?: "\nstrong_eq(l1,l2)u=u" <?: strong_cq(ll, l2): 
r.md <?: "\nl1 . contains ( (7, 2, 2, 1)) u=u" <?: l1 . r.onta·in.'i (pO + 5 * d); 
raLsegment s(pO - 3 * el, pO + 7 * el ); 
cout <?: "\nnewurat_segmentusu=u" <?: s; 
cmd <;::: "\nli.contains(s)u=u" <;::: ll.contains(s); 
I* input *I 
r.md <?: "\nenterulineul3u(weutestuagainstul1) :u"; 
r.in ~ lS; 
eo ut <?: "l ineu through: u 11 <?: l:i . pointl ( ) <?: l3 . point2 ( ) : 
cout <?: "\nparallel(l1 ,l3)u=u" <?: pamllel(ll, l3); 
I* in tcrscction tcs ts *I 
raLhyperplane h(pO, ll.direction (), raLpoint :: or·igin(3) ); 
rat_ point ipnt1 (3), ipnt2 ( 3); 
eo ut <?: "\nauhyperplaneuhu=u 11 <?: h; 
cout <?: "\nl3. intersection(h, ipnt 1) u=u" <?: U. intcn;cction(h, ipntl); 
cout <?: "\nwithuipnt1u=u 11 <?: ipntl: 
cout <?: "\nl3. intersection ( l1, ipnt 1, ipnt2) u=u": 
co zd <;::: l3. intersection ( l1 , ipntl , ipnt2); 
r.md <?: "\nwi thuipnt1/2u=u" <?: ipntl <?: ipnt2: 
r.md <;::: "\n\n";} 
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1. The Manual Page of class aff_transformation 
1. Definition 
An inst.anr:e of the data type a.ff'-tra.nsformation is an affine tmnsformation of d-dimensiomLl 
:,;pace. It is :,;pecified by a :,;quare integer matrix iU of dimension d + 1. All entries in the last 
row of M exr:ept. the diagonal entry must be zero; t.he diagonal entry must be non-r-ero . A point 
p with homogeneous mordinates (p[O], ... , p[ rl]) is transformed into the point .M* p. 
off'-tm.nsfoTJIUition is an item typP. 
2. Creation 
a.fj_tmnsfonnation t(int d = 2); 
introd uces the identity transforma.tion in cl-dimensional spa.ce. 
aff'_tranqorrnation t (integer_matrix M): 
the transfonnation of d-:,;pace specified by matrix ]vf. 
Pn:conditz:on: M i:,; a square matrix of dimension d + 1. 
aff_tmnsformation t (mb;ector v): 
translation by vedor v. 
a.fj_tmnsfonnation t ( integeT_vector· v): 
3. Operations 
the tra.nsformation of d-space specified by a diagonal m atrix with vector 
v on the diagonal (a scaling of the space). 
Prr.conrlition: v is <'L vedor of dimension d + 1. 
ajf_transformation ajf_transforrn.ation :: d2.....scaJe( integer n·um, integer den) 
returns a scaling by a. :scale factor nurnj den. 
a.fj_tmnsfonnation aff_tmru;formation:: d2_transl( mt_vector· vec) 
returns a translation by a vector 1JeC. 
a.fj_tmnsfonnation aff_tmnsformation :: d2_rot( £nteger sin_nmn, £nteger cos_rwm, z:nteger den) 
returns a rotation vvith sine a.nd cosine values 
sin_numj den and r:os_nwnj df:n. 
Pn:condit·ion: sin_·n:rtJn'2 + cos_n:rJ.·rn2 = den 2 . 
aff_tmnsfornwtion aff_transformat-ion:: d2_rot_approx( rat_direction di1·, integer nmn, 
integer dr.n) 
returns a. rotation of 2-spa.ce. Approximates the ro-
tation given by direction dir, such that the difference 
between t he sindes and soines of the rotation given 
by dir and the approximation rotation are at most 
rw.rn.j den each. 
a.ffJransfornwtion aff_transformation:: d2_trafo(integer m11, integeT rn12, £nteger m13, 
integer rn21 , integer m22, integer rn2S, 
integer m33) 
return::; a general aJfine transfonnation in the 3 X 3 ma-
trix form. The sub matrix ((mu, m 21 )1, (m 21 , m 22)t) 
cont<tins the scaling and rotation information, t.he vec-
tor (m.13 , m 23)t contains the translational part of the 
tran::;formation. 
aff'-tmnsforrnation aff'_tmn8forrnation::rl2_trafo(integer rn11, integer m12, integer rn21, 
integer rn22, integer mS:J) 
returns a gt?nerallint?ar transforma t.ion in the 2 X 2 ma-
trix form. The sub matrix ((mu, m21)t, (m21, m.22)t) 
contcLim; the ::;caling and rotation information. There'::; 
no translational part. 
int t.dim ( ) the dimen:sion of the underlying ::;pace 
intf~.qer_nurtri:t: t.ma.t.rix() returns the t.ransfonnation matrix 
aff_transfomwtion t.inverse() returns inverse transfomation 
a.ffJransfornwtion tl * t2 composition of transformations 
o:,;tn>.mn& ostream& 0 <t: a write;,; the tnwsfonna.tion matrix of a to output strca.rn 
0. 
istn:arn& istream& I p aff_transfonnation& a 
4. Implementation 
reads the coordinates of the transformation matrix 
from input. stream I. This operator ust?s the current 
dimension of a. 
Affine Transfonnationt> arc implemented by matrices of integer::; a.t> a.n item type. All operationt> 
like creation, initiali7:a.tion, input a.nd output on a transformation t take time O(t.dim( )2 ). 
dim( ) take::; constant time. The operation::; for inver:sion and compo:sition have the cubic co:st:s 
of the u::;ed rna.trix operation::;. The ::;pa.ce requirement is O(t.dz:m.( f '} 
2. The Header File of class aff_transformation 
(aff_transform.h 2):::: 
# iil1def LEDA_AFF_TRANSFORM_H 
# define LEDA_AFF _ TRANSFORM_H 
#include <math.h> 
#include "integer _matrix. h" 
#include "rat_vector.h" 
#include "rat_direction. h" 
class aff_transformation; 
class raL vector; 
class raLdirection; 
class aff_transformation_rep : public handle_rep { 
friend class aff_transformation: 
friend osti·eam &operator~(ostream &0, const aff_transformation &a) : 
friend istream &operator3> (istream &I, aff_transformation &a); 
friend aff_tt·ansformation operator* (eonst aft'_ transformation & tl , const 
aff_transformation &t2) : 
int d: 
integer _matrix .1."\:I; 
public: 
aff_transformation_rep (const integer_matrix &M_init) 
{ 
AI= M_ init ; 
d = M_init. diml ()- 1; 
} 
"'aft'_ transformation_ rep () { } 
class aft'_ transformation : public handle_ base 
{ 
aff_transformation_rep *ptr·() const 
{ return (aff_transformation_rep t ) PTR; } 
public: 
aft'_ transformation (int d = 2) : 
aft'_ transformation ( const integer_ matrix &AI); 
aft'_ transformation ( const raL vector &u) : 
aft'_ transformation ( const integer_ vector & u) ; 
static aff_transformation d2_Hr:alc ( integer _t num , intr:gr:r_t den ); 
static aff_transformation d2_tmn8l(raLvector vec ); 
static aff_transformatio n d2_TOt ( integeT_t sin_nmn , integeT_t cos_rmrn, integer·_t den ); 
static a ft'_ transforma tion d2_m t_appmx (raLdirection d1:r· , integer·_t n-urn , integer_t den) ; 
static aff_transformation d2_trafo (integer_t m. 11 , integer _t m12 , integer _t m 13, 
integer_t m.21 , integer _t m22 , integer _t m2S, integer_t mSS ); 
static aff_transformation d:Ltw fo (intcgcr_t m 11 , intcgcT_t rn12, intcgcr·_t rn21 , 
intr:,qr:r_tm22 , integcr_tm33 ); 
int dirn. ( ) const { return ptr () ~d : } 
integer_matrix m a trix () const { return ptr·( ) ~AI; } 
} 
aiL transformation 1:nverse () const: 
friend aff_ tt·ansformation operator * ( const aff_ transformation & t1 , const 
afLtransformation &t2): 
friend ostream &operator-ct:(ostream &0, const aff_transformation &a) : 
friend istream &operator:?>(istream &I, aff_transformation &a): 
#end if 
3. The Implementation of class aff_transformation 
( aff_ transform. c :~) = 
#include "aff_transform.h" 
inline void swap ( integer_t & ;r, integer _t & y) 
{ 
} 
intcqcr _t trnp = J:: 
:t = y; 
y = trnp; 
inline intcgcr·_t t:qT ( intcgcr·_t ;c) 
{ t·eturn;t*;t:} 
( con::otruction 4) 
( initializ;ation 5) 
(input and output 10) 
( basic operations 11 ) 
4. Construction 
The constructors provide a simple interface to crea.t.e affine transformations. \Ve have construc-
tor::> 
• to create the identity tran:,;fonnation in d-:,;pace. 
• to create a,n affine tran:,;forrnation from a. matrix. 
• to crea,te an affine tran::oformation ba'ooed on integer entrie::o on the diagonal picked from a.IJ 
integer_ vector. 
• to create a,n tra.nslationa,l tra,nsfonna,t ion according to a, ra,tional vector. 
(construction 4) = 
aft'_ transformation:: aff_transformation (int d) 
{ PTR = new aff_transformation_rep (identity(d + 1)); } 
aft'_ transformation:: aff_transformation ( const integet·_matrix &i\1) 
{ PTR =new aff_transformation_rep (M) : } 
aft'_ transformation:: aff_transformation ( const integet·_ vector &v) 
{ 
} 
integer _matrix M (v .dirn (), 1;. dim()): 
for (int i = 0: i < v.dirn( ); i++) M(i, i) = 1:[i]; 
PTR = new aff_transformation_rep (!\1): 
aft'_ transformation:: aff_transformation ( const rat_ vector &v) 
{ 
int d = u.dirn( ); 
integer_matrix M (d + 1, d + 1): 
for (int i = 0: i < d; i++) { 
} 
.I\I (i , i) = c .lu:wtd (d) ; 
.i.Vf(i, d) = v.hcoord(i) : 
lvi(d, d)= v.hcoord(d); 
PTfl =new afLtransformation_rep (M): 
} 
This code is used in chunk:~. 
5. Initialization 
In this chunk >ve implement the special initializa.tion operations for dimension 2. First. we provide 
a simple scaling tra.nsformat.ion. \·Ve put the numera.t.or of the rational scaling factor into the 
rvbtrix elements lHo,o and .:liu a.nd the denominator into the lower right corner element l'vf2 .2 : 
( 
ruun 
nu m den) 
(initialization [I) :::::: 
afL transformation afL transformation:: d2_scale ( integer_t nmn, integer_t den) 
{ 
} 
integer _matrix 111(3, 3): 
2\:I(O, 0) = A!f(l, 1) = nurn; 
~ -1(;) 2)- d . "~ -, - en, 
t·eturn aiL transformation (AI); 
See al~o chunks 6, 7, 8. and 9. 
This code is used in chunk:~. 
6. To obtain a translational tra.nsfonna.tion >vc call the sta.nda.rcl constructor doing the same 
job. The homogenous representa.r.ion of r.he ra tionn.l vector is pur. into the last column of the 




ucc.X () ) 
vec.Y() 
vec.ll'() 
( init.ia.li:~:ation 5 ) += 
afL transformation afL transformation:: d2_tmnsl (rat_ vector vcr.) 
{ 
} 
if (vcc .dirn() -=/= 2) C1TOLhandlcr(l, "d2_ transl: uwronguini tuvectorudimension. "); 
t·eturn aft'_ transformation (vec): 
7. To implement a. rational rotation we put the standard 2d rotation matrix into the left upper 







(initialization r;) += 




if (.sin_nnm * .sin_nnm + r.o.s_nmn * r.o.s_nmn i: den * den) 
er-r-ur·_handler· ( 1, 11 d2_rot: urotationuparametersudisobeyuprecondi tion. 11 ); 
integer _matrix M(3, 3): 
1\1(0, 0) = cmumrn; JI(O, 1) = -;;i'ft-rrurn; 
1\1 ( 1, 0) = sin_n-nrn; Af ( 1, 1) = cos_n:u.rn; 
1\I(2, 2) = den; 
t·eturn aft'_ transformation (AI); 
8. Here we implement a ::>pccial rotation calculation procedure t:>ta.rt.ing from a. direction dir· 
and a. rational error bound nmnlden. vVe >va.nt to find a triple (s in, cos, denmn) which obeys the 
equality sin2 +cos2 = denom.2 and at the same time approximates the rotation given by direction 
dir, such t.hax t.he differeces between the sindes and cosines of dir and t.he approximation are nJ. 
most numj den. 
The code is b<Jst?d on the rational rotation mPthod prest?nt.ed by Canny and RPssler at thP 
8th SCG 1992. The approximation i:s based on Farcy sequence:,;. To check t he quality of the 
current approximation >vc have to compare a rational and a (po::;:sibly) non-rational number. 
The implementation used division and modulus operation% (the division is always exact, tha,t 
is, it is known that there is no remainder). 
( initiali:t:ation 5 ) += 
aff_ transformation aff_ transformation:: d2_ToLappr·ox (rat_ direction 
dir·, intcgcT_t nmn, intcgcr·_t den) 
{ 
if (dir.dim()o/:-2) 
erTor·_handler (1, 11 d2_rot_approx: udiruhasutoubeu2udimens ional. 11 ): 
if (num ::; 0 V den::; num) 
error_handlcr (1, 11 d2_rot_approx: unumuandudenuhaveutoubeuposi ti ve. "); 




integer_t dx = ab8 ( dir .X()): 
integer_t dy = abs ( dir. }'. ( ) ) : 
intcqcr _t sq_hypotcn1J,8C = dx * dx + dy * dy: 




bool 11.ppcr _ok; 
if ( dy > dx) { 
swap ( d:r ~ dy); 
} 
I* approximate sin = dy I sqrt ( sq_hypotenuse) 
if dy lsqrt ( sq_hypotenuse) < nu m I den) *I 
if dy * dy * den * den < sq_hypoten:tt8e * nnrn * nmn) { 
} 
cos= denom = 1; 
8-in = 0: 
else { 
} 
intr:,qr:r_tp, q, pO, qO, pl, ql; 
pO = 0; 
qO = pl = ql = 1: 
for ( ; : ) { 
p = pO + pl: 
q = qO + ql; 
sin = intcqcr_t (2) * p * q; 
dr:nom = .sqr (p) + .sqr ( q); I I sanity check for a.pproximation 
I I sin I de nom < dy I sqr·t ( hypotermse) + num I den 
I I 1\ sin I de nom > dy jsqr·t (hypotenuse) - rmm I den 
I I = sin I denoni - nmn I den < dy I sqTt ( sq_hypotenuu:) 
I I 1\ sin I denom + nmn I den > dy I sqrt ( sq_hypotennse) 
I I = (8qr(sin)8qr(den) + sqr(n1t.m.)Hqr(denom.))8q_hypoten1t.8e- 2 .. 
I I < sqr· ( dy )sqr (den) sqr· ( denom) 
I I 1\ ( sqr ( 8in) MJr (den) + sqr ( nnrn) sqr ( dcnom.)) sq..h.ypotcnnsc + 2 .. 
I I > sqr ( dy) sqr (den) sqr ( dr:nom.) 
cormnon_paTt = ( sqr· (sin) * sqr· (den) + sqr· ( nwn) * sqr- (de nom)) * sq_hypotermse; 
diff_part = integer·_t (2) * rmm * sin * den * denom * sqJt!)potem•se: 
rhs = sqr·(dy) * sqr(den) * sqr(denom); 
rt.pper_ok = ( com.m.on_part - diff_part < rhs): 
lower _ok = (r.ornrnorLpart + diff_part > rh.>): 
if ( lowcr_ok 1\ -npyJf:r-_ok) { 
} 
if ( sqr (p) % 2 + Hqr ( q) % 2 > 1) { 
sm = p * q; 
} 
cos= (sqr·(q)- sqr·(p))/2; I I cxa,ct. divi::;ion 
denorn = (sqr(p) + sqr (q) )l2: /I exact division 
else { 





1 * if ( dy r~qrt ( sq_hypotermse) < sin 1 rlenom) * 1 
if (.>qr(dy) * sqr(denom.) < sqr(.>in) * sq_hypotenuse) { 
pl = p; 





qO = q; 
} I I for(:;) 
dx = dir· .X() ; 
} 
dy = dir .1'(); 
if (dy > dx) .swap(.>in, co.s); 
if (dx < 0) sin = -sin; 
if (dy < 0) cos= -co.s; 
t•eturn d2_rot(sin, co.s, denom); 
9. Tlw la:-::t tlvo con:-::tructors arc ju:,<t initilizin~ the tran:-::fonnation matrix \Vith tlw corrc;spond-
ing values: 







aff_ transformation aff_ transformation:: d2_tmfo (integer _tmii , intege1·_t m12, 
integer·_t rnl S, integer·_t m21 , integer-_t m22 , integer_t m23, integer·_t rnSS) 
{ 
} 
integer_matrix M(3, 3): 
AI(O,O) = m11: Af(O, 1) = m12; Af(0,2) = m13; 
kf(l, 0) = rn21; Af(1, 1) = m22; Af(l, 2) = nt23 ; 
A:I(2, 2) = mSS: 
t•eturn aiL transformation ( Af): 
aff_ transformation aff_ transformation:: d2_tmfo (-integer _tm11 , intcgcr_t m12, 
integer_tm21, integer_tm22, integer_trn:-I.Y) 
{ 
} 
integer_matrix jf(3, 3): 
M(O, 0) = m11: M(O, 1) = m12; 
1H(1, 0) = m21; 1\1(1.1) = rn22; 
AI(2,2) = m3.?; 
t·eturn aiL transformation (AI); 
10 . VVe still need the input. ;:wd our.put. operators. 
(input a.nd output 10) = 
ostream &operator~(ostream &0, const aff_transformation &a) 
{ 
} 
0 ~ a.pt1'() -Af; 
t·eturn 0: 
istream &operator:?>(istream &I, aff_transformation &a) 
{ 
} 
I:?> a.ptr() - M; 
t·eturn I; 
Thi~ mdP i~ lJSP.d in dmnk 3. 
11. Here we implement the combination of two transformations by m atrix multiplication and 
the inversion of a transformaxion. 
( basic opcra.tions 11 ) = 
aff_ transformation aff_ transformation:: inverse() const 
{ 
} 
integer_matrix Inv ; 
integer_t D; 
integer_ vector dummy; 
if (...., :: inver·8e (ptr· ( ) ~ 1\f. Inv, D. dmmny)) 
en·or-_}wndler· ( 1, "aff _transformation: :inverse: u*thisunotuinvertible. "); 
t·eturn aft'_ transformation (Inv ): 
aff_ transformation operator * ( const aff_ tt·ansformation & t1 , const 
aft'_ transformation &t2) 
{ t·eturn aiL transformation (t1 .ptr· ()-c'\I * t2 .pt·r· ()-M); } 
Thi~ rodP i~ lJSPd in dmnk :3. 
12. A Test of class afLtransformation 
( aff _transform-test. c 12) = 
#include "aff_transform.h" 
#include "rat_hyperplane. h" 
#include "rat_segment .h" 
#include "rat_ray. h" 
#include "rat_line .h" 
main() 
{ 
integer_ vector iv ( 3); 
iv[O] = 2: iv [1] = 3; iv[2] = 1; 
t•aL vector rv = raL vector:: d2 (5. 0); 
t•aLdirection rd = raLdirection :: d2 (2, 3); 
afLtransformation atl (2), I I id 
at2 ( iv): I I diag 
afLtransformation atS =aiL transformation:: d2_scale(3 ~ 1), I I ::;cale 
at4 = aff_ transformation:: d2_tmnsl ( r·v), I I t.ra.m; 
at5 = afLtransformation::d2_mt(1,0,1), 11 rot pil2 
atfJ =aiL transformation:: d2_mLappmx (rd, 1, 1000), I I rot 
at7 =aiL transformation:: d2_trajo(-1, 0, 0, -1, 1), I I ror. pi 
nt8 =aiL transformation:: d2_trafo(O, -1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1); I I rot -pil 2 + trans 
cout <'.( "\n2-SPACEuMDDULE: "; 
cmd <'.( "\nsomeuaffineutransformationsuat1u-uat8u: \n"; 
co·ut <'.( "\nat1uidutrafo"; 
cmd <'.( n,tl : 
cmd <'.( "\nat2udiagutrafo"; 
cmtt <'.( at2 : 
cout <'.( "\nat3u3uscalingutrafo"; 
eo ut <'.( at3 : 
cmd <'.( "\nat4u(5,0)utranslationutrafo"; 
emd <'.( n.t4 ; 
eont <'.( "\nat5upi/2urotationutrafo": 
cmd <'.( at5 : 
cout <'.( "\nat6u(2,3)uapproxurotationutrafo"; 
cout <'.( atfJ : 
co·ut <'.( "\nat7 uPiurotationutrafo"; 
eo ut <'.( at7: 
emd <'.( "\nat8u-pi/2urotationu+u(1, 1) utranslationutrafo"; 
cout <'.( at8 : 
cmd <'.( "\nat5. inverse Ou=u" <'.( at5 .invcr.sr;( ); 
eo ut <'.( "\nat8*at8. inverse 0 u=u" <'.( at8 * at8. inver·se (): 
t•aLpoint p = raLpoint :: d2 (1, 1): 
co·ut <'.( "\n\npointupu=u" <'.( p; 
cout <'.( "\np.transform(at1)u=u" <'.( p.tmnsfonn(ati ): 
cmd <'.( "\np.transform(at2 ) u=u" <'.( p.tmn.~form(at2); 
co·ut <'.( "\np.transform(at3)u=u" <'.( p.tmnsfonn(at3); 
emd <'.( "\np. transform(at4)u=u" <'.( p.tmn.~forrn(at4 ): 
cout <'.( "\np.transform(at5)u=u" <'.( p.tmnsfonn(at5); 
cout <'.( "\np.transform(at6)u=u" <'.( p.tmnsfonn (at6); 
} 
cout ~ "\np. transform(at7)u=u" ~ p.tmn$fonn(at7); 
cmd ~ "\np.transform(at8)u=u" ~ p.tran.>forrn(at8); 
t·aL vector v =rat_ vector:: d2 (1, 1); 
cmd ~ "\n\nvectoruvu=u" ~ v; 
cout ~ "\nv.transform(atUu=u" ~ v.tmn::;foTm(atl ); 
cout ~ "\nv. transform(at2)u=u" ~ t1.tmnsform( at2); 
cout ~ "\nv. transform(at3)u=u" ~ u.tmnsform(atS); 
co·ut ~ "\nv. transform(at4)u=u" ~ v.transform( at4 ); 
cmd ~ "\nv. transform(at5)u=u" ~ v.trarL~forrn(o.t5); 
cmd ~ "\nv. transform(at6)u=u" ~ v.tran.~form(o.t6); 
cout ~ "\nv. transform(at7)u=u" ~ u.trmu;joTm( at7); 
cout ~ "\nv. transform(at8)u=u" ~ v.tmn::;foTm( at8 ); 
t•aLdirection dir = raLdirection::d2(5, 1); 
co·ut ~ "\n\ndirectionudiru=u" ~ di1·; 
cmd ~ "\ndir. transform(at8)u=u" ~ dir .tran.~form( at8); 
t•aLpoint q = raLpoint :: d2 (-5, 1); 
mt_hyperplanehyp = mt_hyperplane :: d2 (p, q, raLpoint :: or·igz:n( J, -1); 
mt_hyperplane hyp_tmn.s = h11P. tmnBjorm (at7); 
cout ~ "\n\nhyperplaneuhypu=u" ~ hyp; 
cmd ~ "\nwithuthroughupointsup,q:u" ~ p ~ q; 
cmd ~ "\nhyp_ transu=uhyp. transform(at8)u=u" ~ hyp_trans; 
eo ut «: "\nhyp_ trans . contains (p. transform ( at8)) u=u"; 
cmd «: h:l/P-tmns. contai'ns (p. tmns.fonn ( at8)); 
cout ~ "\nhyp_trans .contains (q. transform(at8) )u=u"; 
eo ut «: hyp_tmns. contains ( q. tmnsfor-rn ( at8)); 
mLsegment s(p, q); 
mLray r(p, q): 
t•at_ line l (p, q); 
cout «: "\n\nsegmentus(p,q)u=u" «: .s; 
cout ~ "\nrayur(p,q)u=u" ~ r; 
co·ut ~ "\nlineul (p ,q)u=u" ~ l; 
co·ut «: "\nalluthreeutransformedubyuat8u=u \n"; 
cout ~ .'i.transform(at8) «: "\n"; 
cmd ~ r.transform(at8) ~ ''\n"; 
eo ut «: l. tmn4onn ( at8) «: "\n \n"; 
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1. The Manual Page of class geo_rep 
1. Definition 
The da.ss gf:o_rep is used to represent. rat_po-int.s, mLver.tor.s, rat_hyperplanf:.s, and rat_dirert-ions. 
The latter four da.sses are item types tha,t. use rJr:o_rr:p a.s their representation d<J.ss. \Ve derive 
geo_rep from handle_rep and each one of the item classes from handle_base. The class geo_rep 
is for internal LED A-use onl:y· and is not visible at the user level, in particular, its m;umal page 
does not. appea.r in t.he LEDA-ma.uual. 
An in:::;tance of gco_n:p contain::; an int dim and a C++-vector v of dirn + 1 integer::;. The type::; 
that use cla.% geo_rep usually put additional constraints on the instances, e.g., raLpoints and 
raLhyperpla.nes ahvays require v[ dim J to be positive. The class geo_rep does neither enforce nor 
check these addit.ional constraints. This is t.he sole responsibility of the using type. 
The d a.ss gr:o_rcp serves several purposes. Firstly, it is a representation da.ss in the sense of 
independent item types of LEDA, secondly, it enca,psulate:::; the memory rna,nagerncnt for many 




geo_rep g ( int d): 
qeo_rep g ( integer·_vectoT c); 
creates an instance g of type gm_rep of dimension 0. (oder 
hfNier -1) All cornpommt::; of g <Jre initialiy;ed to y;ero. 
crea.tes an instance g of type geo_rep of dimension d. All 
components of g are initialized to r,ero. 
crca,tcs an in:::;t ancc g of type geo_r·ep of dirnen:::;ion 
c.d-im() - 1. g is initialized componenhvise by c. 
,qr:ru·r:p ,q ( inteqr:r _vr:r.tor r., intr..qr.r D); 
crca,tcs an in:::;tance g of type geo_r·ep of dimcn:::;ion c. dim(). 
v[dim] is initialized to D and the other components are 
copied from c. 
geo_rep g(integer a, integer· b, ·integer D): 
creR.tes an instance ,q of type gr.o_rr:p of dimension 2. g is 
initiali;r,ed to (a, b, D). 
intr.gr.r_vr:ctor g.ivec() returns the represented integer tuple. 
int g.cmp_ra.t_coords(geo_rep * a, geo_r·ep * b) 
t he linear order of cartesian coordinates. 
int g.cmp_honLcoord:s(gcoJcp * a, ,qco_rcp * u) 
the linear order of homogenous coordinates. 
1Joid g.init3 (intr.gr.r xO, intr:gr:r x1 , intr:gr:r x2) 







g.ini t4( integer xO, integer· x1, t:nteger x2, integer x3) 
initiali:~;es the slots 0 to 3 of g. 
g.copy(geo_rep * gl) copies the entries of *9 into g. 
g.nq~ate( int d) inverts the si~n of the first d entries. 
ostrearn& out ~ geo_Tep * p 
writ.es the coordinates of p to ou t.put stream 0. 
istrcant& in ~ gcu_r·cp * p 
reads the coordinates of p from input stream J. This 
operator uses the current dimension of p. 
c_a.dd (geo_Tep * n:.s, geo_Tep * a, geo_rep * b) 
c<1lculates the c<1rtesian sum *Tcs = *a + *U where the 
t.hree geo_reps a.re homogeuom; representat.iom; of rational 
vectors. 
c_sub(geo_rep * r·es, geo_r·ep *a, geo_Tep *b) 
calculates the cartesian difference *res= *a-*b where the 
t.hree geo_reps are homogenous representat-ions of rat.iona.l 
vect.ors. 
2. The Header File of class geo_rep 
The class geo_rep is used to represent raLpoint.s, raLhyperplanes, rat_clirections, and raLvectors. 
The latter four classes arc item types that use gccucp as their representation class. vVc derive 
geo_rep from handle_rep and each one of the item cb.sses from handle_b<l.se. The class geo_rep 
is for internal LEDA-use only and is not visible <lt the user level, in p<lrticular, its m ;umal page 
does not appear in the LEDA-rna.uual. 
An instance of class gecuep contains an int dim a.nd a C++-vector v of dim+ 1 integers. The 
types thaJ. use d<J.ss geo_rep usually put additional constraints on the inst<Jnces, e.g., rnLpoints 
and ratJ1yperplanes ahvn,ys require v[dim] to he positive. The d<J.ss geo_.rep does neither enforce 
nor check these additionaJ constraint::;. Thi:o i:o the sole re:oponsibility of the using type. 
The class geo_Tep serves several purposes. Firsdy, it is a representation d<l.ss in the sense 
of independellt iten1 type::; of LEDA, secondly, it encapsulates the memory management for 
many geometric objects, and thirdly, it provides some functions common to nll types referring 
to geo_reps. 
The class geo_rep also hns a static member LEDA_SMALL that is needed by the memory 
management. 
( da,ta members of cla:os geo_rep 2) = 
int dim; 
integer_t H;; 
static int LEDA_SMALL; 
This code is used in chunk:~. 
3.(geo_rep.h ::l) = 
#ifndef LEDA_GEO_REP_H 
#define LEDA_GEO_REP _H 
class raL vector; 
class raLdirection; 
class raL hyperplane; 
class raL point; 
#include <iostream. h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <ctype. h> 
#include <LEDA/ integer. h> 
#include <LEDA/rational.h> 
#include 11 integer_ vector. h 11 
typedef integer integer_t; 
typedef rational rationaL t; 
class geo_rep : public handle_rep 
{ 
friend class rat_point; 
friend class raLhyperplane; 
friend class raLdirection; 
friend class raLvector; 
(data members of class gecuep 2) 
(functions to allocate and deallocate small arrays .j) 
(friends of class gco_rep 10) 
public: 
geo_rep ( ); 
geo_rep (int d); 
geo_rep(const integer_vector &c); 
geo_rep (const integer_ vector &r:, integer_t D); 
geo_rep (integer_t a, integer_t b, integer_t D); 
'"'-'geo_rep (); 
integer_ vector im:r: () const; 
int cmp_mt_coord.s (geo_rep ta, geo_rep tb) const; 
int cTnp_lwrru;aar·d8 (geo_rep ta, geo_rep tb) const; 
private: void init3(integer_t xO, integer_t xl, integer_t x2); 
} 
void init4 (integer _t xO, integer_t xl, integer _t x2 , integer_t x3); 
void copy (geo_rep *gl); 
void negate (int d); 
friend ostream &operator.:t:( ostream &ont, geo_rep t p); 
friend istream &operator2>(istream &in, geo_rep tp); 
friend void c_add (geo_rep t re8, geo_rep ta, geo_t·ep tu); 
friend void c_8ab (geo_rep * r·e8, geo_rep ta, geo_rep t b); 
LEDA_MEMORY(geo_rep) 
#end if 
4. The Implementation of class geo_rep 
( geo_rep. c 4) = 
#include "geo_rep.h" 
int geo_rep :: LEDA_SMALL = MAX_SIZE_DF _SMALL_ OBJECT/ sizeof (integer_ t); 
( con::;truction <tnd dc:struction T); 
(access 9) 
( c::om pare function 1 4); 
(input. and output 16) 
( ba::;ic arithmetic 17) 
5. "\1emory ma.na.gement. 
A constructor allocates <Llld initializes memory and a destructor reverses this process. The 
:simple:st way to allocate memory for the array v in a geo_rep of dirnen::>ion d i:s to write v = new 
integer_ t [d + 1 J. The di:sad vantage of thi:s approach i:s that it give::; the control over memory 
management to C++. LEDA has its own memory manager for small objects. The LEDA memory 
manager has built in garbage collection and we u:sc it for :small gco_rcp:s. 
\Ve first define procedures allocatc_8m.all and dcallocatc_srn.all that alloc:ate and deallocate 
small 1.:'s respectively. Alloratc_srn.all first get.s an appropriR.te pier.e of memory· from the LEDA 
memory manager and then initialize:,; ea,ch cell by a,n inplace new. The ne1v opemtor u:sed here 
i::; defined in LEDA/param_types .h. Dcallocatc_small ca,ll:s the de:structor for type integet·_t for 
each cell of the tuple and then returns the piece of memory to the LEDA memory manager. 
(functions to allocate and dcallocatc small arrays .'i) = 
void allocate_srnall(integer_t t&v, int d) 
{ 
v = (integer_t t) allocate_bytes(d * sizeof(integer_t )): 
integer_t *P = r + d- 1: 
while (p ?': v) { new (p, 0) integer_t; p--: } 
} 
void deallor.ate_srn.all(integer_t n:, int d) 
{ 
} 
integer_t *P = v + d- 1: 
while (p ?': v) { p~"-'integer_t(); p--: } 
dcallor.atc_bytcs (v, d t sizeof (integer_ t)): 
This code is used in chunk:~. 
6. Construction and Destrndion. 
All c.onst.ructors follow a common scheme. \Ve set dim to the r.orred value, allocate space 
for v and then init.ialil':e v. \Ve fac:t.or ont the ser.ond part. 
( alloc.ate spar.e for v 6) = 
if (dim< LEDA_BMALL) allocate_srnall(v, dl:m + 1); 
else v =new integer_t [dim+ 1]; 
This code is used in chunk 7. 





( allocate spa.ce for v 6 ) : 
v[dim] = 0; 
geo_rep ::geo_rep(int d) 
i 
dim.= d; 
(allocate ::;pace for v 6); 
} 




(allocate space for v G); 
init:J (a, b, D): 
geo_rep ::geo_rep ( const integer_ vector &c, integer_t D) 
{ 
} 
dim =c. dim ( ); 
(allocate spa.ce for v 6): 
u[dirn] = D: 
for (int i = 0; i < dim; i++) u[i] = c[i]; 
geo_rep :: geo_rep ( const integer_ vector &c) 
i 
} 
dim. = r.dirn()- 1: 
(allocate space for v G); 
for (int i = 0: i :=; dirn; £++) v[i] = c[i]; 
See also chunks S, lL 1:1, and 1:1. 
This code is used in chunk 4. 
8. Destruction . The destructor calls deallocate_snwll if the geo_rep 1s small and delete [ J 
othenvise. 
( c:onstrud.ion and dest.rndion 7) += 
geo_rep :: "-'geo_rep (,) 
{ 
} 
if (dint< LEDA_SMALL) dcallocatc_small(u, dint+ 1); 
else delete [ J v: 
9. Access. VVe need an conversion from the represented tuple to an integer_vector. 
(access 9) :=== 
integer_ vector geo_rep :: ivcr.() const 
{ 
integer_ vector n~s ( dirn + 1); 
} 
for (int i = 0: iS dint; i++) res[i] = v[i]; 
t•et urn n~.s; 
Thi~ ~ode; i~ nse;d in dmnk 4. 
10. Some friends of geo_rep. Some outside operations have to be allowed to access private 
part:,; of thi:;; dass. 
(friends of class geo_rep 10 ) ::::::: 
friend istt·eam &operator:P(istream &, raLpoint &); 
friend istream &operator:P(istream &, raLvector &); 
friend istt·eam &operator:P(istream &, raLdirection &) : 
This code is used in chunk ::l. 
11. InitiaJi<~a.tion. 
For our basic dimensions 2 and 3 we want. to have special initialization operations. 
( c:onstrud.ion and dest.rnction 7) += 
void geo_rep :: initS(integer_t xO, integer_t xl, integer_t x2) 
{ 
} 
u[O] = xO: 
v[l] = :cl; 
v[2] = :c2; 
void geo_rep::init4(integer_t xO,integer_t xl ,integer_t x2, integer_t xS) 
{ 
} 
v[O] = :eO; 
v[l] = :d; 
v[2] = x2; 
v[3] = xS; 
12. Copying Contents. 
Sometimes we want to copy the content of a geo_rep int.o anot.her object to modify ir, fnrt.her. 
(construction and dc:;;truction 7) += 
void geo_rep :: capy(geo_rep *Y1) 
{ 
for (int i = 0: iS dint; i++) v[i] = g1 ~v[i]: 
} 
13. Nega.tion. 
VVe need this operCLtor to invert the ::sign of a prefix of t he integer tuple. It i:s u:::.ed either 
as a. correction after a.n input operations v.;hcn a. negative homogenizing coordinate has to be 
conectcd or as part of the un a.ry minus operation. 
(construction and destruction 7) += 
void geo_rep :: negate(int d) 
{ 
for (int i = 0; i < d; i++) v[i] = - v[i] ; 
} 
14. Compare Functions. 
The default order on the item types ba.secl on geo_rep depends on the item type. Some use 
the lexicographic ordering of the underlying cartesian coordinate vector. 
(compare function u) = 
int geo_rep :: cmp_mt_coonls (geo_rep *a, geo_rep *b) const 
{ 
} 
if (a ~dim -:J b~ dim) error _handler (1, "geo_rep: : cmp: udimens ionsudisagree. "): 
integer_t aw = a~v[a~dirn]: 
integer_t bw = b-u[b-dim]: 
int signarlim = (aw > 0? 1: -1); 
int signbdim = (bw > 0? 1: -1); 
int s = signadirn * Hignbdirn; 
for (int i = 0: i < a-dim ; i++) { 
integer_t aibw = a~v[i] * bw: 
integer_t biaw = b~t{i] * aw; 
int S = r:ornparf: ( aibw, biaw): 
if (5 # 0) return :n 5: 
} 
t•eturn 0; 
See also chunk 15. 
Thi~ code i~ w;ed in chunk -J. 
15. Another vvay to compare gm__reps is to simply use t.he lexicographic: ordering on tlw vector 
·I; 
(compare function U) += 
int geo_rep :: cmp_hom_coord8 (geo_rep HL geo_rep *b) const 
{ 
} 
if (a~dirn f' b~dirn) crror_handlcr(l, "geo_rep: :cmp:udimensionsudisagree."): 
for (int i = 0: i::; a~dirn; i++) { 
int S = compar·e(a~v[i],b~v[i]); 
if (S -:J 0) return 5: 
} 
t·eturn 0; 
16. Input a.nd Output. 
VVe write the object componcntwisc on the output stream. The entries arc separated by 
c:omma.s and the ohjec:t is endosed in hrR.ckets. 
(input and output 16 ) = 
ostream &operator~(ostream &mtt, geo_rep *P) 
{ 
} 
mJ.t ~ "("; 
for (int i = 0: i < p~rlim; i++ ) out ~ p~v[i] ~ ", ": 
md « p~v[p~dirn] « ") "; 
t·eturn out: 
istream &operator~(istream &in, geo_rep *P) 
{ I* synt.ax: (J:o, ;Tl, ... , J:d) ~) 
} 
int d=p-rlirn; 
integer_t :r, !/, w; 
char c; 
do in.get(c); while (in/\ isspace(c)): 
if (-,in) return in; 
if (r # ' ( ') { 
} 
in. ptdback (c); 
return in; 
long inputnnm: 
for (int i = 0: i < d; i++) { 
in ~ inp1dnmn; 
} 
p-1.:[i] = inputnnrn; 
do inJJcf(r): while (i8spacr;(c)); 
if (c # ', ') { 
} 
in .pntbad;; (c): 
return 1:n; 
in ~ inp11.tn:nm; 
p-v[r~ = inputnnrn; 
do in.get(c): while (isspace(c)); 
if (c # ' ) ') in.pntback(c); 
t•eturn in; 
17. Basic Arithmetic. In this chunk we implement all basic arithmetic opera.tions. 
( ba.s ic arithmetic 17/ = 
void c_add (geo_rep tres, geo_rep *a, geo_rep *V) 
{ I* VVe expect res to have the same dim as a *I 
int d =a-dim; 
} 
if (d cJ b-dim) crTm·_handlcr·(l, "cartesian+ :udimensionsudisagree. " ): 
integer_t aw = a-v[r~: 
integer_t ow = b-u[(fj: 
for (int i = 0: i < d; i++) re.s -v[i] = a-v[i] * bw + b-v[i] * aw; 
re8 -v [r~ = aw * bw; 
void c_s1tb (geo_rep *res, geo_rep w, geo_rep *b) 
{ I* VVe expect res to have the same dim as a *I 
int rl =a-dim; 
if (d cJ b-dim ) error_handler(l, "cartesian- :udimensionsudisagree. "); 
integer_t aw = a-v[d]; 
integer_t bw = b-u[(fj; 
} 
for (int i = 0: i < d; i++) res -v[i] = a-v[i] * bw - b-u[i] * aw; 
re.s -v [r~ = aw * bw; 
This code is used in chunk ·1. 
18. Inplace Construction. 
Ivl;:wy of the it.em types t.hat refer t.o geo_reps have operaJ.ions +=, -=, and ::;>. Consider 
for example an assignment p += v where p belongs to an item type. The simplest way to realize 
this assignment is t.o reduc:e it. to p = p + v. This will construct. a new object p + v a.nd then 
as..sign this object to p. If the old geo_rep pointed to by p is only pointed to by p ·we could 
con:struct the new object in the pla.ce of the old geo_rep. The follu;ving lines of code encapsulate 
this rea,,;oning. 
item_ type old (p): 
if (ptT( )-count> 2) { ptr·( )-count--; PTR =new geo_rep (dim());} 
\Ve first make a copy of p and then c.hec:k whether the object pointed to by PTR is mvned 
by p. If not, then we decrca...,;c the count of the geo--1·ep pointed to by PTR by one and com;truct 
a nev.; geo_rep of the appropiate ::;i,.;e. Aft.er this line >ve can fill the v of p. Of course, ,,..e have 
to pay attention to the fact that p and old may share the same representation. 
19. Optimizations. 
An instance of class geo_rep never changes its dimension nor its arra.y of coordinates. Ivlore-
over, it is only alloc:ated on the heap. ~ ote that it is a. dass for internal use only and hence we 
can guarantee tha-t. all c:onstructor calls are prec:eeded by new. \Ve muld therefore allocate the 
10pace for t.he a.rn1y in the object itself. This \vould sa.ve one level of indirection. However, every 
access operation \Vonld have to chec.k v.:hether the object. is small or not. 
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Representation of Geornetric Line Objects 
( cla,ss geo_pair_rep) 
Geokernel 
}fay 21, 1996 
Abstract 
The class geo_pair-rep is used to represent ra.Lsegments, ra.tJines, and raLrays. The latter 
three classes are iten1 types that JJse ge<Lpair_rep as Lheir representation class. \Ve derive 
gco_pa.ir_rcp from ha.ndlc_rcp and each one of the item classes from handle_basc. The class 
geo_pair_rep is for internal LEDA-use only and is not visible at. the user level, in particular, 
its manual page does not appear in the LEDA-manual. 
An i ns1.ance of" class geo_pai r_rep contains two raLpoi nts. 
Contents 
1. The Manual Page of cla.oss geo_pair_rep 
2. The Header File of class geo_pa.ir_rep . 





1. The Manual Page of class geo_pair_rep 
1. Definition 
The d<J.ss gr.o_pair_rr:p is used t.o represent rat_sr:_qrnr:nts, raUincs, <Jnd m.t_rays. The latt.er three 
classes are item types that u:oe _qco_pair·_'f'cp a.s their represenbtion eh%. \Ve derive gco_pai.,._·r·cp 
from handle_rep and each one of the item da.sses from handle_hase. The da.ss geo_pair_rep is for 
intern<J! LEDA-use only and is not visible a.t the user level, in p<Jrticu]ar, its manual page does 
not appear in the LEDA-rnanual. 
An instance of class geo_pair_rep contains two mLpoints. 
2. Creation 
_qr.o_pmr_rcp g(int d = 0): crea.tes an instance g of type gco_pair_rcp of dimension 0. 
geo_paz.r·_rep g(mt_point p, rat_point q); 
crea.tes an instance g of type geo_pair_rep and dimension 
p.d·irn( ) which conbins the pair (p, q). 
mt_diTeetion g.to_ra.t_dircction ( ) returns the direction of g. 





o::;tTcarn& otd «: gco_pair·_n;p * l 
writes the coefficients of g to output stream 0. 
istrcam.& in :» gco_pair_rr.p * l 
reads the weffir,ient.s of g from input stream I. This op-
erator uses the current dimension of _q. 
g.d2_int.erscction(geo_pair·_r·ep gi, rat_point& p) 
returns true if the lines whkh are represented by g and 
gi intersect in a s ingle point andfalse otherwise . In the 
first case the point of intersection i:s as signed to p. 
Pn:corulit-ion: : Both yco_pri.ir_n:p objects a.re of tlH' sa.me 
dimension 2 and their point pain; represent legal line::; (the 
points are different) 
g.d__intcrsection(geo_pair·_r·ep gi, mt_point& p, mtional& l1, mtional& l2) 
returns true if the lines which are represented by g and 
g1 int.ersed. in a. single point a.nd false otherwise. In the 
first case the point of intersection is assigned to p. 
Pr·econdition: : I3oth geo_pair·_r·ep objects arc of the sa.me 
dimension d and their point pa.irs represent. legal lines (the 
points arc different) 
2. The Header File of class geo_pair_rep 
The d<:~.ss gr:o_pair_rr.p is used to represent raLsegments, raJ.Jines, and raLrays. The latter three 
dasses are item t.ypes thaJ. use geo_pair_rep <:~.s their representation da.ss. \Ve derive geo_pair_rep 
from handlc_rep and each one of the item cla:o:se:,; from handle_ba~c. The da,% geo_pair_rep i:s for 
internal LEDA-u::;e only and i:,; not vi:sible at the u::;er level, in particular, it:,; nmnual page doe:s 
not appear in the LEDA-manual. 
An instance of class geo_pa.ir_rep contains t1vo rat_points. 
( geo_pair _rep. h :! ) = 
#iil1def LEDA_GEO_PAIR_REP_H 
#define LEDA_GED_PAIR_REP _H 
#include <ctype. h> 
#include "rat_point. h" 
#include "rat_ vector. h" 
#include "rat_ direction. h" 
typedef integer integer _t: 
typedef rational rationaL t; 
enum intersection_types { 
NO_I, PNTJ, SEG_I, RAY_!, LINJ 
class geo_pair_rep : public handle_rep { 
friend class rat_line; 
friend class raLray; 
friend class raLsegment; 
t•at_ point source; 
t•at_point target; 
integer _t dx; I I for 2-dim geometry 
integer _t dy; I I for 2-dirn geometry 
I* Any line object in d-:,;pace i:,; defined by two point:,; called ::;mtrcc and tar:qct re:,;pectively. 
There exists a.n orien ta.tion from source to ta.rget. The classes raLline, raLseginent and 




geo_pair_rep(int d = 0); 
geo_pair_rep(const raLpoint &p, const raLpoint &q): 
""'geo_pair_rep() {} 
mt_direction to-'f'aLdircctiun() const; 
t•at_ vector tn_rat_vr.r.tnr () const; 
friend osh·eam &operator<t:(ostream &out, geo_pair_rep *!); 
friend istream &operator~(istream &in, geo_pair_rep tl); 
bool d2_?:nter·sect-ion(const geo_pair_rep &gl, raLpoint &p) const; 




3. The Implementation of class geo_pair_rep 
( geo_pair _rep. c 3) := 
#include "geo_pair_rep .h" 
( con:struct.ion 4) 
(conversion 5) 
(input and output 0) 
(basic line int.ersect.ion 7) 
4. In thi:,; chunk the com;t.rudion i:,; implemented. 
(construction ,1) ::::::: 
geo_pair_rep ::geo_pair_rep(int d) 
{ 
} 
sourr.e = raLpoint (d); 
ta-r:qct = raLpoint (d); 
dJ.: = 0; 
dy = 0; 




cr-r-ur·_}wnd lcr· ( 1 , 
11geo_pair_rep: :constructor:usourceuandutargetumustuhaveutheu\ 
sameudimension. "); 
so·urr.e = p; 
taryet = q; 
dx = p.X() * q.Hl() - q.X() * p.TY( ): 
dy = p.Y() * q.vV()- q.Y() * p.lV( ): 
This code is w<cd in chunk :3. 
5. In thi:,; chunk we ca.lculat.e :some geo object. from the hvo point:,; in the container. 
(conversion 5) ::::::: 
raLdirection geo_pair_rep :: to_rat_din:ct?:on() const 
{ t•et urn (target - sourre). to_rat_direr.tion ( ) : } 
rat_ vector geo_ pair_ rep :: to_mLvcctm· ( ) const 
{ t·et urn ( tm:qct - source): } 
This code is Lt,;cd in chunk 3. 
6. In this chunk ·we do the ba.'3ic input and output.. 
(input and output 0)::::::: 
ostream &operator-<::(ostream &mJ.t , geo_pair_rep d) 
{ 
} 
md << 11 [ 11 << l~so·nrr.c < 11 === 11 < l~ta.rgct < 11 ] 11 ; 
t·eturn out: 
istream &operator~(istream &in, geo_pair_t·ep tl) 
{ /t syntax: [ p === q] t/ 
} 
int d = l~source .dim (); 
t•aLpoint p(rl), q(rl); 
char c; 
do in.gr:t(r); while (issparr:(c)); 
if ( r-f. ' [ ' ) { 
} 
in. put back (c); 
return in; 
do in.get(r); while (i.~space(r:)); 
in .putback (c): 
in ~p; 
do in.gr:t(r); while (isspacc(c)); 
while (c=: '=') in.get(c); 
while ( isspace( c)) in .get (c); 
in . put back (c): 
in~ q; 
do in.get(r): while (isspace(r:)); 
if (cf. '] ') in.p1ttback(c); 
l~sm!rr:r: = p; 
l~taryet = q; 
l~d:c = p.X() t q.lV()- q.X() * p.llr( ); 
l~dy = p.Y() * q.lV()- q.Y() * p.lV( ); 
t·eturn in; 
This code is used in chunk ::l. 
7. First. ·we implement. some t.wo dimensional intersection routine like the one ·which was in the 
forrnPr LEDA 2d nLtional geo module. 
( ba.sic line in t.ersecr.ion 7) = 
bool geo_pair_rep :: d2_intr:rscdion(const geo_pair_rep &_q2, raLpoint &p) const 
{ 
} 
integer _t w = dy * g2 .dx - dx * g2 .dy: 
if ( u; = 0) retm·n fal8C: //same slope 
integer_t cl = tar,qr.LX() * sourr.r..Y()- sourr.r..X() * tar,qr.t.Y(); 
integer _t r.2 = g:2. tar.qct.X () * g2 . .-;ourr.c. Y () - g2 .Hourr.c .X () t g:2. tar.qr.t. Y ( ) ; 
p = raLpoint ( r1 * g2 .dx - r.2 t dx, cl t g2 .dy- r.2 t dy, w); 
t·eturn true; 
s.,., 11iso dnmk 8. 
This code is Lt~ed in chunk 0. 
8. Secondly we implement a d-dimensional intersection routine for two non parallel lines. \Ve 
do the inter::;edion a,nd node calculation by the hdp of ::;onw matrix calculation. \Ve kno1v that a. 
common point :r of two line::; s 1 t 1 a,ud s~t~ through tv"-o d-poinh:> each has to obey the equation:;;: 
:1: 
X 
St + )'1 (it - sl) 
-"'< + ..\:2(t2- s 2) 
(1) 
(2) 
If \VC put this together and rearrange 1vith variables /\1 and ..\~ we get the d X 2 cartcsia.n 
matrix system 
The code below puts this linear system into an integer matrix after multiplication of each 
row with its common denominator s1d.s 2dt1 ,,t2d. Aftcnvards we solve the system. If we get a 
solution \Ve caJr,ulate the intersection point ;r and deliver additionally ..\ 1 and ..\2 as rational 
numbers for outside use. 
(basic line intersection 7) += 
bool geo_pair_rep :: d_inter.section(const geo_pair_rep &g2, raLpoint &p, rationaLt 
&ll , rationaL t &l2) const 
{ 
} 
int d = ~otm;e .dim (); 
integer_matrix 1"\J(d, 2); 
integer_ vector b(d): 
integer_ vector lambda ( 2); 
integer _t D; 
t•at_ point s1 = source, t1 = target, 82 = g2 .801J.rce, t2 = g2. target; 
integer_t s1w = s1 .W(); 
integer_t t1m = tl.T'V(); 
integer_t s2w = ~2.lY(); 
integer_t t2w = t2 .W( ); 
integer_t glw = sl-w * t1w; 
integer _t g2w = s2w * t2w; 
integer_ t t12w = t1 w * t2w: 
/t init cl x 2-matrix k! and d-vector b t/ 
for (int i = 0: i < d; i++) { 
} 
Af(i, 0) = g2m * (t1.hroord(i) * s1w- s1.hr.oord(i) * t1w); 
1\I (i, 1) = g 1 w * ( s2 .lu:oonl ( ·i) * t2w - t2 .lu:oonl (i) * s2w ); 
b[i] = t12w * ( s2 . hr.oord (1:) * s 1w - .s 1 . hcoord (i) * .s2m); 
if ( lineaT_solver-(Af , b, lambda, D)) { 
l1 = rationaL t lambda [0], D): 
12 = rationaLt larnbda[l], D); 
p = s1 + l1 * ( t1 - s1); 
return true; 
} 
t·et urn fal~e; 
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q: 2., 1:, Q.. 
l'aLdirection: ~­
l'aL line : 2_. 
1·aLray: .f. 
mLsegment: .f. 
1·aL vector : !J.. 
1·ationaL t: 2_, 8. 
RAY_!: 2. 
SEG_I: 2. 
sourr.e: 2_, 4, 5, 6, ·7, 8 . 
sl : ~ · 
81"1/J : .8_. 
82 : .8_. 
s2w : .8_. 
tm:qet : 2_, 4 , .), 6, 7, 8. 
to_mt_direction: 2., 5. 
to_m L vectoT: 2., 5. 
tr11.e : 7, 8. 






List of Refinements 
( ha.sk line intersection 7, 8) UsP-d in dmnk :3. 
(construction 4) ·csf'd in c-hnnk a. 
( convcr:oion ti) Lsecl in chunk 3. 
( geo_pair _rep. c 3} 
(geo_pair_rep.h 2) 
(input and output 6) Used in chunk:~. 
List of Refinements 
( ar-cess 9) Used in dmnk 4. 
(allocate space for l! 6) ("sed in c-hunk 7. 
( ba...,;ic arithmetic l7) Used in chunk 4. 
(compare function 14, 1fi) lJsed in chunk 4. 
(construction and destruction 7, 8, 1L 1:2, 13) l"sed in ehwtk ·L 
( cla.ta members of class geo_rcp :l) Used in chunk:~. 
(friends of class geo_rep 10) u~cd in chunk 3. 
(functions to allocate and de allocate small arrays .) ) I. sed in c-hunk 3. 
( geo_rep. c 4) 
( geo_rep .h 3) 
(input and output 16) Lsed in chunk 4. 
